
Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2

4/15/2020 Nursing home names w

Thirty long term care facilities in Maricopa County have at least one confirmed 
case of COVID 19.But as KJZZ's Kathy Ritchie reports, the state says it won’t 
make the names of those facilities, or any facility in Arizona, public. Aging :35 Kathy Ritchie

4/16/2020 Sunenshine Nursing Homes w

Maricopa County’s director for disease control says it’s working with long term 
care facilities to inform residents and their families when there’s a confirmed 
case of COVID 19. Aging :49 Kathy Ritchie

4/24/2020 Area Agency m

Since mid-March, the Area Agency on Aging has received a record number of 
calls to its Senior Help Line. KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie wanted to know: Who’s 
answering these calls? And what’s happening on the other end of the line? Aging 1:06 Kathy Ritchie

4/24/2020 Long-term care update v

Maricopa County reports that an employee at a long-term care facility has died 
from COVID-19. As KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, this was the first death of a staff 
member at this type of facility. Aging :35 Kathy Ritchie

4/27/2020 Dementia coach m
The coronavirus has changed the way many of us do business. The same goes for 
those who support people living with dementia and their caregivers. Aging 1:13 Kathy Ritchie

4/8/2020 Milk excess dumping c/c

School closures, canceled events and restaurant slowdowns have left Arizona 
dairy producers with excess product, forcing them to dump more than 100,000 
gallons of milk a day. Agriculture :14 Rocio Hernandez

4/10/2020 Small farms dp

The coronavirus pandemic has disrupted the country’s food supply in many 
ways. Several outbreaks have been reported in meat packing plants across the 
country. In Arizona, one poultry farmer fears the pandemic could create 
challenges for his future. Agriculture 4:13 Rocio Hernandez

4/6/2020 Performing arts during CV f

Public health measures important for slowing the spread of the coronavirus 
mean live audiences are out of the question right now. For Arizona’s musicians, 
dancers and actors, that’s an unprecedented challenge. Arts 4:32 Katherine Davis Young

4/8/2020 Creatives and coronacation f
As creatives hunker down amid the coronavirus pandemic like the best of us, 
they’re also facing tough times. Arts 3:35 Tom Maxedon

4/24/2020 Mesa musician f

Like the rest of the state, the coronavirus has dumped hard times on Arizona’s 
third largest city. On the bright side, a country artist is on a mission to deliver 
music directly to people in Mesa -- one street at a time. Arts 1:45 Matt Casey

4/1/2020 Mexico state of emergency w
In Mexico, the COVID-19 pandemic curve is growing exponentially, with over a 
thousand cases. As a result, the government is declaring a state of emergency. Border :38 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/1/2020 Women bacanora producers f

The agave distillate Bacanora was prohibited and produced clandestinely for 
decades in neighboring Sonora. But now, the spirit is officially recognized in 
Mexico and gaining recognition on the international market. And as the industry 
grows, women are carving out a place in the formerly male-dominated world. Border 4:03 Kendal Blust

4/2/2020 Sonoran medical students w
Sonora, the Mexican state bordering Arizona, is calling for medical students and 
others to join the pandemic fight. Border :38 Murphy Woodhouse

4/2/2020 Port crossing dropoff v
Crossings at Arizona border ports are down sharply since restrictions went into 
place last month. Border :35 Murphy Woodhouse

4/6/2020 Mexico inspections halted c/c
Local officials in Nogales are asking for a pause of new produce inspections in 
the major port city to help slow the spread of the coronavirus. Border :45 Murphy Woodhouse

4/6/2020 Pension expansion w

Mexico’s president announced this weekend the approval of a constitutional 
reform to expand pension benefits and other social programs across the 
country. Border :47 Kendal Blust



4/6/2020 clash armed groups v

Even as the coronavirus spreads across the country, Mexico continues to face 
high levels of violent crime. On Friday, nearly 20 people died in 
a clash between armed groups in northern Mexico. Border :43 Kendal Blust

4/7/2020 AMLO CV economic plan w

Mexico’s president Andrés Manuel López Obrador [UN-dress/ man-WELL/ LOW-
pez/ oh-brah-DOOR] -or AMLO- presented his economic plan to face the 
coronavirus pandemic. Border :42 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/7/2020 CBP COVID cases w

Customs and Border Protection, the parent agency of the Border Patrol, employs 
60,000 people. On Monday, the agency gave some insight into how many of 
those employees have been infected by the coronavirus and are now suffering 
from COVID-19. Border :47 Michel Marizco

4/8/2020 Pressure to release migrants w

Doctors Without Borders is calling on Mexican 
authorities to release all migrants in detention centers because of overcrowding 
and lack of medical care. Border :49 Kendal Blust

4/8/2020 Sonora femicide protest w

On April 2nd, a 13-year-old girl was killed in her home just south of the border in 
Nogales, Sonora. And despite the coronavirus pandemic, many women are still 
finding ways to honor the victim and speak out against gender-based violence. Border :46 Kendal Blust

4/8/2020 Sasabe Title 42 m

The U.S. Border Patrol is expelling migrants arrested at the border in a matter of 
minutes using an emergency U.S. health code called Title 42. Aid groups say 
that’s harming migrants in the process. Border 1:00 AZPM/ Reznick

4/9/2020 Mexico expats stay home v

After Mexico's border governors made a similar request, the country's 
government is also urging its citizens living abroad to not come back during the 
popular Easter holiday weekend. Border :41 Michel Marizco

4/9/2020 Mexico Health Crisis f
Mexico’s health system is struggling to prepare for the peak of the coronavirus 
pandemic, while the number of cases keeps growing. Border 3:45 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/10/2020 Border expulsions w

The Trump Administration has expelled thousands of people to Mexico, citing a 
public health risk even as unauthorized border crossings drop dramatically at the 
southwest border. Border :43 Michel Marizco

4/13/2020 Nogales/Rocky Point Pinwheel f

Arizona and neighboring Sonora, Mexico have strong social, cultural and 
economic ties. So, slowed cross-border traffic caused by the coronavirus 
pandemic is having a huge impact on businesses in Sonoran tourist towns. Border 3:55 Kendal Blust Murphy Woodhouse

4/14/2020 Sonora lockdown w

To prevent the spread of the coronavirus, state and local leaders in neighboring 
Sonora, Mexico have agreed to implement a strict “stay-at-home” order until at 
least April 30th. Border :48 Kendal Blust

4/16/2020 Mexican president voluntary w

On Monday, neighboring Sonora started enforcing strict stay-at-home orders. 
But Mexico’s president says people should be allowed to comply with 
coronavirus measures voluntarily. Border :42 Kendal Blust

4/16/2020 ACLU accusation w
The ACLU of Arizona is accusing agents with the Border Patrol of carrying out 
enforcement operations at a medical facility in southern Arizona. Border :43 AZPM/ Reznick

4/17/2020
Mexico update

w
As COVID-19 cases rise, Mexico plans to extend its anti-coronavirus measures by 
a month. Border :42 Murphy Woodhouse

4/20/2020 Tucson sector BP Casey c/c
The Border Patrol is releasing more details about an agent's death in southern 
Arizona. Border :15 Matt Casey

4/21/2020 AMLO baseball stadium w
Mexico’s president is defending the recent purchase of a baseball stadium in 
Sonora. Border :42 Murphy Woodhouse

4/21/2020 Migrant release order w

A judge in Mexico has ordered that vulnerable migrants be released from 
detention centers and given temporary residence in the country because of a 
lack of protection from the coronavirus outbreak. Border :49 Kendal Blust

4/22/2020

 Supply chain threat

w

While some states in the U-S plan to reopen businesses closed due to the 
coronavirus pandemic, the Mexican government is being pushed to allow certain 
industries to operate again… and part of that pressure is coming from 
Washington. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/22/2020
Sonoran violence

w
After a year of record-breaking violence, Mexico and Sonora - Arizona’s neighbor 
to the south - are off to a bad start in 2020. Border :41 Murphy Woodhouse



4/22/2020

Border town pandemic

w

In Sonora, nearly half of all confirmed coronavirus cases are concentrated in one 
city on the border with Arizona. State officials are sending more resources to the 
community to deal with the outbreak, but worry other cities could also see an 
uptick in cases. Border :50 Kendal Blust

4/23/2020  Sonora Stay Home w

Across the country, Mexicans are being asked to stay home except for a handful 
of essential reasons. From the Fronteras Desk in the Sonoran capital Hermosillo 
(air-mo-SEE-yo), KJZZ’s Murphy Woodhouse reports on how that state is doing. Border :40 Murphy Woodhouse

4/23/2020  Disinfecting deportees w

In recent weeks, the United States has deported migrants with COVID-19 to 
several countries, including Mexico. Now, in an attempt to stop the importation 
of the coronavirus from the U.S., authorities in at least one Mexican city are 
sending deportees through so-called “sanitation tunnels.” Border :45 Kendal Blust

4/27/2020 Anti-lockdown activist w

Many U.S. cities have recently witnessed coronavirus lockdown protests. And in 
Mexico, one American citizen decided to protest in his own way, sparking 
controversy in the country... while infuriating the U.S ambassador. Border :44 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/28/2020 USMCA start w

After almost three years of negotiations, the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement, 
known as U-S-M-C-A, will take effect July first. On Friday, the Trump 
administration notified Congress of the new agreement date, and the Mexican 
president is including it in his economic plan to face the pandemic. Border :39 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/28/2020 U.S. Mexico nonprofits pinwheel f
We’ll hear more about how some groups are maintaining cross-border 
connections during the crisis. Border 3:52 Kendal Blust Murphy Woodhouse

4/29/2020 ADOT virtual training w

An Arizona Department of Transportation program that helps truck drivers in 
Mexico avoid safety inspection violations at the border is offering virtual training 
during the coronavirus outbreak. Border :44 Kendal Blust

4/30/2020 Mexico vacates migrant shelters v

As a result of the coronavirus pandemic, the Mexican government decided to 
empty its migration centers and stations, while deporting thousands to Central 
America. Border :36 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/30/2020 Virus trafficking m

Counterfeiters and smugglers were expected to try to profit from the 
coronavirus pandemic. But officials have been caught off-guard by trafficking of 
everyday items as common as Clorox. Border 1:07 Michel Marizco

4/1/2020 Honeywell hires 500 to make N95 v
The manufacturer Honeywell says it’s hiring 5-hundred people to make N-95 
masks at its Phoenix plant. Business :43 Bret Jaspers

4/1/2020 Gannett Cuts c/c

The parent company of The Arizona Republic and USA Today has proposed 
cutting one week a month from staffers’ paychecks to weather the financial 
crisis caused by the spread of the coronavirus. Business :15 Kerry Fehr Snyder

4/2/2020 Restaurant rents w
The Arizona Small Restaurant Coalition says it needs Governor Doug Ducey’s 
help to save their members’ businesses. Business :46 Christina Estes

4/6/2020  Ptak Honeywell c/c
Defense and aerospace giant Honeywell has committed to producing 6-million N-
95 masks for Arizona healthcare workers. Business :13 Scott Bourque

4/7/2020 Valley construction continues c/c
Construction in the Valley and state is continuing because it has been deemed 
“essential” by Governor Doug Ducey. Business :20 Tom Maxedon

4/7/2020 Bullhead City groceries w

The Nevada community of Laughlin lost its only grocery store last week, 
reportedly because of inventory shortages. But as KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez 
reports, its neighbor across the Colorado River -- Bullhead City, Arizona -- has 
plenty of options for both communities. Business :43 Rocio Hernandez

4/7/2020 Convention Center w
Business at the Phoenix Convention Center has disappeared since the 
coronavirus outbreak. Business :48 Christina Estes

4/7/2020 Q&Az CV unemployment f

Coming up on KJZZ’s Morning Edition, we’ll hear about a push by activists get 
Phoenix city council members to help with private fundraising for undocumented 
people affected by COVID-19. Business 3:51 Matt Casey



4/10/2020 Tale of two restaurants f

While the coronavirus pandemic impacts all businesses, it’s taken a severe toll 
on Arizona restaurants. Today, we begin a regular check- in with two Phoenix 
restaurants to see how their owners are coping with the crisis. Business 4:30 Christina Estes

4/13/2020 Axon coronavirus w

As the coronavirus continues to cause major upheaval for small business, some 
large businesses are faring much better, having the resources available to adapt 
to this major, sudden change. Business :47 Heather VanBlokland

4/13/2020 Tempe small business help w
 The City of Tempe is stepping in to help its small business community struggling 
amid difficult economic conditions. Business :20 Scott Bourque

4/14/2020 SBA loan woes c/c
As of late last week, around 70 percent of small-business owners in the country 
had applied for emergency loans through the federal government. Business :19 Tom Maxedon

4/15/2020 Federal airport money v

Nearly 60 airports in Arizona will receive federal grants totalling almost a quarter 
billion dollars. As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, it’s part of a 
ten billion dollar program administered by the U-S Department of 
Transportation. Business :37 Christina Estes

4/16/2020 DES Unemployment #'s v
Arizona, like many states, is seeing a record number of people applying for 
unemployment benefits. Business :41 Christina Estes

4/20/2020 Bar/restaurant fundraiser w One Phoenix bartender is raising funds to help others in the service industry. Business :47 Ben Giles

4/20/2020 Recycling CV w
Trash and recycling is one of the industries increasing business during the 
coronavirus pandemic Business :38 Heather VanBlokland

4/20/2020 Restaurants c/c

Dining in at restaurants could resume as early as next month. Steve Chucri 
(CHOO-KREE) is the President of the Arizona Restaurant Association. He thinks 
it's possible, but that the transition won’t be as easy as flipping a switch. Business :08 Jill Ryan

4/22/2020
Pew COVID reax

w
11.6 percent of Arizona’s workforce filed for unemployment in the last month - a 
number expected to rise, especially for lower-paid workers. Business :40 Heather VanBlokland

4/22/2020
Gig Workers

f
The pandemic relief package passed by congress promised to open up 
unemployment benefits to gig workers, freelancers, and self-employed people. Business 4:39 Katherine Davis Young

4/23/2020 Tale of two bookstores f
Thanks to social distancing, online events have replaced many activities we used 
to do in person. And for many businesses, like bookstores, it’s just not the same. Business 4:08 Christina Estes

4/24/2020 Pinal County water v Water conservation is getting new funding in Pinal County Business :43 Heather VanBlokland

4/27/2020 COVID trade w
In response to the coronavirus outbreak, Canada and the U.S. agreed to 
temporarily restrict all non-essential travel across the border, but not all trade. Business :48 Heather VanBlokland

4/27/2020 Taxi Discrimination c/c
A major taxi company has dropped its 10-dollar trip fee for disabled riders 
needing a wheelchair lift. Business :09 Holliday Moore

4/28/2020 Municipal  borrowing v

On Monday, the Federal Reserve expanded an emergency lending program 
aimed at providing short-term credit to state and local governments during the 
coronavirus pandemic Business :50 Heather VanBlokland

4/29/2020 Phx small business future w

Phoenix’s Economic Development Department presented a sobering projection 
to the city council yesterday (Tuesday). It estimates 20 to 25 percent of small 
businesses will not survive the COVID 19 crisis Business :46 Christina Estes

4/30/2020 Costco rules v Shopping at one of the Valley’s biggest retailers is about to change. Business :38 Christina Estes

4/30/2020 Intubation box f

COVID-19 has interrupted business as usual for companies big and small. Some 
have stepped up to rethink their products and solve problems brought on by the 
pandemic. Business 4:31 Katie Campbell

4/6/2020 Mexico Alcohol Bans w

Across Mexico, coronavirus-related dry laws and alcohol shortages have led to 
panic buying in many places. In neighboring Sonora, some customers are 
ignoring social distancing guidelines as they wait in long lines to buy beer. Consumer :45 Kendal Blust



4/7/2020 AZ COVID gun safety c/c
News organizations around the country have reported sharp increases in sales of 
guns and ammunition. Consumer :16 Tom Maxedon

4/10/2020 Gas Prices c/c

Gas prices across Arizona continue to drop. AAA (Triple A) Arizona 
Spokesperson, Aldo Vazquez says because fewer people are driving, prices will 
continue to drop. Consumer :11 Jill Ryan

4/10/2020 AZ Supreme Court s

The Arizona State Supreme Court has gone virtual. For the next six cases 
attorneys will transmit their legal augments to the courtroom via video-
conference. Courts :25 Jill Ryan

4/13/2020 Axon FTC v

A federal court has thrown out a lawsuit filed by police body camera maker 
Axon. The company says the Federal Trade Commission's merger review process 
is  unconstitutional. Courts :37 Harry Croton

4/15/2020 Federal Judge Initiatives s

A federal judge is considering whether backers of Arizona initiatives should be 
allowed to use the same electronic system used by candidates to get signatures 
to qualify for the ballot. Courts :27 Jill Ryan

4/21/2020 Indian school c/c

Arizona tribes have the right to sue the federal government for failing to 
financially secure a multi-million-dollar land deal made in 1996 that was 
intended to benefit Native American education. Courts :14 Holliday Moore

4/24/2020 Navajo lawsuit v
The Navajo Nation and 10 other tribes are suing the federal government for 
what they call their fair share of federal COVID-19 stimulus dollars. Courts :46 Laurel Morales

4/6/2020 PPE theft c/c

A custodian at Yavapai Regional Medical Center in Prescott was arrested for 
stealing close to 17-hundred dollars worth of personal protective equipment and 
cleaning supplies from the hospital. Crime :15 Scott Bourque

4/7/2020 Tonto parents charged v

The Gila County Attorney’s Office has filed criminal charges against the parents 
of children who died after they were swept away by floodwaters in Tonto Creek 
last November. Crime :25 Kathy Ritchie

4/9/2020 County attorney charging c/c
Social distancing and CDC guidance to help mitigate the spread of COVID-19 
have introduced a particular set of challenges in the criminal justice realm. Crime :11 Jimmy Jenkins

4/29/2020 Mask Gouger v

Federal authorities say they’ve arrested a Phoenix man on suspicion that he was 
part of a plot to resell one million K-N-95 masks in New York City at a drastic 
markup. Crime :36 Matt Casey

4/14/2020 Nonverbal kids m
In March, AHCCCS (ACK-cess) ordered the Arizona agency responsible for 
providing care to the developmentally disabled to clean up its act. Disabilities 1:09 Ben Giles

4/6/2020 Tax slowdown w
Arizona’s state budget is expected to take a huge hit amid the economic 
downturn caused by the pandemic. Economy :51 Katherine Davis Young

4/9/2020 AZ food assistance v

With more than 129-thousand Arizonans filing for jobless claims last week, and 
the Department of Economic Security having difficulty distributing funds, 
Arizona’s food pantries are bracing for an avalanche of demand. Economy :39 Holliday Moore

4/10/2020 CV budget deficit c/c
State budget analysts warn Arizona could face a budget shortfall of $1.1 billion 
dollars due to the coronavirus. Economy :11 Ben Giles

4/17/2020
AZ jobless #s

v
The state's jobless rate jumped a full point last month and those numbers could 
get worse moving forward. Economy :42 Kathy Ritchie

4/22/2020
AZ unemployment ins claims

c/c

The demand on the state’s Department of Economic Security is unprecedented 
as it received more than 72,000 first-time unemployment insurance claims last 
week. Economy :14 Tom Maxedon

4/27/2020 DES unemployment benefits w

Arizona’s Department of Economic Security announced Friday it has finally hired 
a firm to process the jobless claims of those who qualify only for special federal 
aid. Economy :44 Tom Maxedon

4/29/2020 CV federal debt deficit c/c
As emergency spending measures have been taken by the federal government to 
fight COVID-19, the national debt and deficit are growing. Economy :20 Tom Maxedon

4/1/2020 High school diplomas c/c

The Arizona State Board of Education unanimously passed on Tuesday an 
emergency rule that will allow the state's estimated 86 thousand high school 
seniors to receive a diploma or academic credit despite school closures. Education :12 Rocio Hernandez



4/2/2020 ASU CV grant v

With testing supplies and other coronavirus equipment stretched thin, Arizona 
State University has shifted resources to help bridge key gaps. Soon those efforts 
will receive a much-needed shot in the arm. From KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, 
Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] reports. Education :31 Nick Gerbis

4/2/2020 Educational fallout c/c

This week, the Arizona State Board of Education discussed how to track what 
kind of educational opportunities are being offered students as schools remain 
closed due to the coronavirus. Education :12 Rocio Hernandez

4/6/2020 Laptop community drive w

The Greater Phoenix Chamber Foundation has partnered with a computer repair 
company and others to refurbish used laptops. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez 
reports, it’s part of an effort to bridge the digital divide during coronavirus 
school closures. Education :39 Rocio Hernandez

4/9/2020 ABOR Brno reax v

Arizona’s Attorney General Mark Brnovich has repeatedly criticized how the 
state’s public universities are responding to COVID-19 cases. KJZZ’s Rocio (ro-SEE-
oh) Hernandez reports the Arizona Board of Regents has pushed back in a 
scathing letter it sent Brnovich yesterday (Tuesday). Education :33 Rocio Hernandez

4/9/2020 UA revenue forecast c/c
University of Arizona President Robert Robbins said that tuition revenues are 
expected to drop due to the coronavirus. Education :08 Ben Giles

4/13/2020 College ventilator project w

A shortage of ventilators has become a primary problem worldwide to help 
coronavirus patients with serious lung complications. But a college project 
developed in northern Mexico might be the solution. Education :43 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/13/2020 University relief v
Postsecondary educational institutions are getting $12.5 billion in funding from 
the federal coronavirus relief package known as the CARES Act. Education :31 Rocio Hernandez

4/13/2020 ABOR tuition c/c
Arizona’s public universities are reliant on tuition from students that live beyond 
the state’s borders. Education :13 Ben Giles

4/13/2020 Remote school challenges c/c

With many adults working from home and students attending remote classes 
online, inequity in access to technology is becoming more apparent and evident, 
says Joe Thomas, the president of the Arizona Education Association. Education :13 Scott Bourque

4/14/2020 HS newspaper m
Student reporters at Moon Valley High School in Phoenix are continuing to 
deliver news to their readers despite being out of the classroom. Education 1:09 Rocio Hernandez

4/15/2020 University hiring v
Arizona universities are facing tough financial choices as the coronavirus 
pandemic continues. Education :34 Rocio Hernandez

4/17/2020
Domestic violence

w
In a virtual event hosted by ASU today (on Thursday), experts discussed what 
policing looks like during a pandemic. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports. Education :42 Rocio Hernandez

4/17/2020
Regents tuition

c/c

Even as Arizona’s three in-state universities face rising costs and an expected 
loss in revenue, the Arizona Board of Regents voted last week not to raise tuition 
for most in-state students. Education :20 Holliday Moore

4/21/2020 UA Texting c/c
The coronavirus pandemic has left people with a lot of questions and the 
University of Arizona may soon be able to provide some answers. Education :13 Bridget Dowd

4/21/2020 Adapting lesson plans f
Arizona educators have been teaching remotely for more than a month, but 
many are still struggling to create effective online lesson plans. Education 4:40 Bridget Dowd

4/22/2020
GCU pay raises

w

Colleges and universities across the country are facing financial difficulties during 
the coronavirus pandemic, but Grand Canyon University in Phoenix feels 
confident about its financial outlook. Education :37 Rocio Hernandez

4/23/2020 UA wastewater c/c

University of Arizona researchers are looking for signs of the coronavirus by 
analyzing  wastewater coming from residents’ homes. A similar project is 
underway at Arizona State University. Education :12 Kerry Fehr Snyder

4/24/2020 University aid m

Earlier this month, the U-S Department of Education announced it would 
distribute more than $6 billion so colleges and universities could provide aid to 
their students during the coronavirus pandemic. But as KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez 
reports, not all students are eligible for that money. Education 1:07 Rocio Hernandez



4/27/2020 Hoffman REAX School Openings dp
State Superintendent Kathy Hoffman appeared on Arizona Horizon to discuss 
what the next several months might look like for Arizona’s schools. Education :19 Scott Bourque

4/27/2020 U of A President w

School will be back in session in the fall...that’s the goal of University of 
Arizona President Robert Robbins. K-J-Z-Z’s Jill Ryan reports Robbins says safety 
protocols will have to be put in place in order to resume on--campus activities, 
but attendance may be hindered anyway. Education :46 Jill Ryan

4/28/2020 University tuition w
The state’s three public universities have proposed no tuition increases for most 
in-state students at this time. Education :48 Rocio Hernandez

4/30/2020 ASU law school reduces standards w

Aptitude tests typically required to enter law schools have been canceled over 
the past two months due to the coronavirus pandemic. As KJZZ’s Rocio 
Hernandez reports, ASU’s law school will accept applicants who have not taken 
the LSAT or the GRE graduate school entry exam. Education :48 Rocio Hernandez

4/30/2020 Robbins on COVID c/c

Like schools around the country, the University of Arizona is holding a virtual 
graduation in a few weeks and making plans for what classes will look like next 
fall. Education :16 Kerry Fehr Snyder

4/7/2020 Initiatives CV c/c

Arizona’s chief elections officer says she does not oppose an effort to allow 
initiative drives -- held up by the shelter-in-place rules -- to gather the remaining 
signatures they need online. Elections :10 Holliday Moore

4/8/2020 Maricopa ballot update v
The Maricopa County Recorder has updated its list of candidates who have 
qualified for the upcoming primary election ballot. Elections :41 Jimmy Jenkins

4/9/2020 SRP election results w

The utility Salt River Project held an election for its board on Tuesday. As KJZZ’s 
Bret Jaspers reports, unofficial results show a slate of solar candidates 
maintained -- but didn’t expand -- its strength. Elections :46 Bret Jaspers

4/13/2020 Redistricting s

Information about candidates being considered for the five-member 
Independent Redistricting Commission will be kept a secret as the application 
process is moved online. The commission is in charge of redrawing the state’s 
congressional and legislative boundaries. Elections :30 Jill Ryan

4/15/2020 Ballot by mail f
Last week’s chaotic election in Wisconsin offered a glimpse of what voting could 
look like in upcoming primary and general elections this fall. Elections 4:37 Ben Giles

4/28/2020 Ballot harvesting v
 Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich is asking the Supreme Court to weigh 
in on the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals ruling on state election laws. Elections :36 Jimmy Jenkins

4/29/2020 Voting access w

A coalition of election and health officials urged the Arizona legislature to allow 
ballots to be mailed to all voters in the upcoming primary and general elections, 
while still preserving some in-person voting options. Elections :48 Ben Giles

4/10/2020 Air quality changes w

Cities across the globe have seen a positive change in air quality as social 
distancing and self-isolation means fewer cars on the road. As KJZZ’s Harry 
Croton reports, Arizona is one of the areas seeing a difference in pollution levels. Environment :45 Harry Croton

4/10/2020 Air quality changes c/c
Arizona has seen positive changes in air quality over the last month since fewer 
vehicles are on the road. Environment :12 Harry Croton

4/14/2020 Wind Farm s
The Bureau of Land Management has finished its environmental review of a 
proposed 100-megawatt facility. Environment :26 Jill Ryan

4/15/2020
Earth Institute megadrought

v
The Western U.S. is set to experience a record-breaking water shortage, 
according to recent bioclimatology studies. Environment :37 Harry Croton

4/16/2020 EPA sued v
The EPA is violating the federal Clean Air Act in Arizona, according to a lawsuit 
filed by the Sierra Club. Environment :25 Heather VanBlokland

4/22/2020
ALA State of the air report

c/c
The American Lung Association released its 2020 “State of the Air” report today 
(Tuesday). Environment :17 Tom Maxedon

4/28/2020 AZ water association c/c

Spring rains have helped increase water reserves in Maricopa County. But, long-
term concerns about preserving the state’s most precious resource are still top 
of mind for conservationists and public policy influencers such as the Arizona 
Municipal Water Users Association. Environment :19 Tom Maxedon



4/7/2020 Parenting in a pandemic m

Parenting is a tough job in the best of circumstances. But parenting in a 
pandemic? It can be overwhelming and exhausting. Just ask KJZZs Kathy Ritchie 
who wrote this story in between homeschooling her own child. Family 1:12 Kathy Ritchie

4/14/2020 Foster care COVID w

The Arizona Department of Child Safety has seen a drop in calls to its child abuse 
hotline over the past month. A D-C-S spokesman said the department has 
noticed an average decrease of more than 25 percent. Family :17 Bridget Dowd

4/17/2020

Grieving lost time CV 

f

We are each experiencing loss in the age of COVID-10 - loss of loved ones, loss 
of normality. Recently, Arizona State University Professor Gaymon Bennett told 
KJZZ’s “The Show” about his daughter Ruby’s attempt at a social distancing 
playdate that ended in tears. Family 4:29 Katie Campbell

4/22/2020 Angels for immunocompromised f

COVID-19 is scary for many of us. But for families with children who have 
severely compromised immune systems, it’s a nightmare. One nonprofit 
program and their specialists are working to help those families. Family 4:17 Laurel Morales

4/14/2020 Phoenix budget c/c
Despite facing a deficit of at least 26 million dollars, Phoenix council members 
approved a million in new spending. Govt. City :18 Christina Estes

4/14/2020 Glass recycling w
Cities across the Southwest are stopping some drop-off recycling services, 
deemed nonessential during the COVID-19 pandemic. Govt. City :39 Heather VanBlokland

4/16/2020 Mesa opening c/c

As Arizona  and the rest  of the country weigh when to ease restrictions to 
prevent the spread of COVID-19, Mesa officials say some of that city’s amenities 
may stay closed into the fall. Govt. City :08 Kerry Fehr Snyder

4/16/2020 Phx lobbyist deal m

Two members of the Phoenix City Council found themselves casting votes 
yesterday (Wednesday) they typically would not. From KJZZ’s Downtown 
Bureau, Christina Estes reports. Govt. City :52 Christina Estes

4/16/2020 Phx DV contract c/c

Phoenix leaders approved a new contract with Chrysalis Shelter to provide 
emergency and transitional housing to victims of domestic violence. The timing 
is especially important because police are responding to more domestic violence 
calls during the pandemic. Govt. City :16 Christina Estes

4/20/2020  City revenues m
Local leaders are now scrambling to determine how the coronavirus is going to 
impact their spending plans for the next fiscal year. Govt. City 1:19 Ben Giles

4/20/2020 Phx remote inspections w
Phoenix residents have a new way to get some common home construction 
projects approved. Govt. City :39 Christina Estes

4/20/2020
Bisbee/Morenci/Gila Bend pinwheel

f

As part of our ongoing reporting from cities and towns across the state during 
this coronavirus pandemic, we check in this week with ambitious projects in two 
very different parts of the state. Govt. City 2:21 Matt Casey Michel Marizco

4/20/2020
 Kingman  Status

m
Cities and towns across Arizona are reopening, and KJZZ has been reporting on 
how different communities are making the transition. Govt. City 3:18 Tom Maxedon

4/20/2020

AJ city CV response

m

The population of Apache Junction doubles every winter as snowbirds from 
around the country pull into the city in RVs and take up residence in vacation 
homes. Many visitors have decided to weather the COVID-19 storm in Arizona by 
extending their stays. Govt. City 1:32 Jimmy Jenkins

4/21/2020 Fountain hills profile m+

Fountain Hills is probably best known for its iconic fountain — a focal point for 
community gatherings and events. But after Governor Doug Ducey ordered 
Arizonans to stay home due to the coronavirus, residents in this town are finding 
creative ways to reach out to their most vulnerable neighbors. KJZZs Kathy 
Ritchie reports. Govt. City 1:40 Kathy Ritchie

4/22/2020
Avondale Covid profile 

m
The West Valley city of Avondale has more than doubled its population in the 
last 20 years. With that, has come rapid economic growth Govt. City 1:17 Katherine Davis Young

4/22/2020
Phx COVID money

w
The Phoenix City Council unanimously approved spending nearly 18 million 
dollars in federal coronavirus funding yesterday (Tuesday). Govt. City :45 Christina Estes

4/23/2020 Chandler check-in m+

Like other Arizona cities, Chandler is grappling with what the coronavirus 
pandemic will mean for its future. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez checked in with the 
city to learn what it's currently dealing with. Govt. City 1:27 Rocio Hernandez



4/24/2020 Phx census update w

Phoenix is relying more on geofencing technology to boost its Census response 
rate. As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, each person counted 
generates about three thousand dollars in federal funding for Arizona. Govt. City :44 Christina Estes

4/27/2020 Glendale Economy m
The economic fallout of the coronavirus pandemic is rippling through city and 
state governments across the country. Govt. City 1:11 Scott Bourque

4/27/2020 Domestic Violence PSAs w Help is still available for victims of domestic violence, even during the pandemic. Govt. City :51 Katherine Davis Young

4/29/2020 Guadalupe state of town m

Earlier this year, we took you to the town of Guadalupe as part of our Untold 
Arizona series. At the time, Guadalupe’s leaders hoped to grow their economy, 
but then came the coronavirus pandemic. KJZZs Kathy Ritchie followed up with 
the town’s Mayor. She has this report. Govt. City 1:11 Kathy Ritchie

4/30/2020 El Mirage check-in m

The coronavirus pandemic has touched the lives of residents across the Valley in 
different ways. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez checks in with the city of El Mirage in the 
West Valley to learn how it’s dealing with the crisis. Govt. City 1:10 Rocio Hernandez

4/29/2020 Pima County Health Director v

Pima County has chosen a new public health director to start June 1st. As KJZZ’s 
Bridget Dowd reports, Doctor Theresa Cullen graduated from U of A and is a 
clinical associate professor at the medical college. Govt. County :25 Bridget Dowd

4/1/2020 Census latest v

Wednesday is National Census Day, which means you should have received an 
invitation to participate in the 2020 Census. And despite everything that’s 
happening in the world, the U-S Census Bureau is still counting Arizonans. Govt. Federal :37 Kathy Ritchie

4/1/2020 Latino Census m

Arizona Latino community leaders honored Cesar (SE-sar) Chavez Day on 
Tuesday by stressing the importance of an accurate census count. KJZZ’s Rocio 
(ro-SEE-oh) Hernandez reports. Govt. Federal 1:09 Rocio Hernandez

4/6/2020 Federal disaster c/c
President Trump has accepted Governor Doug Ducey’s declaration of a 
major disaster in Arizona. Govt. Federal :20 Scott Bourque

4/7/2020 Ventilator request v

Arizona originally requested five thousand ventilators from the federal 
government. That has now been revised to just five hundred. KJZZ’s Jill Ryan 
reports the reason is because federal reserves of ventilators are dwindling. Govt. Federal :30 Jill Ryan

4/9/2020 Wells Fargo lending v

The Federal Reserve has temporarily removed lending restrictions on Wells 
Fargo. It's to allow the troubled bank to lend to small businesses struggling to 
survive the coronavirus crisis Govt. Federal :41 Heather VanBlokland

4/13/2020 Tax credits deadline c/c

The deadline to file state and federal taxes has been pushed back to July 15 amid 
the coronavirus pandemic. But Ed Greenberg with the Arizona Department of 
Revenue is reminding taxpayers that the last day to make a charitable donation 
for a state tax credit is still April 15th. Govt. Federal :11 Katherine Davis Young

4/17/2020
AZ delegates Trump

v
As President Trump pushes to reopen parts of the country, he’s tapped both of 
Arizona’s U.S. senators to help out. Govt. Federal :27 Ben Giles

4/29/2020 WH Native American council w

The White House TODAY/TUESDAY re-established 
the Council on Native American Affairs to coordinate the agencies involved in 
the COVID-19 response effort. Govt. Federal :47 Laurel Morales

4/1/2020 AG emergency opinion v

Attorney General Mark Brnovich issued an opinion Tuesday affirming law 
enforcement’s authority to enforce emergency declarations. The decision comes 
a day after Governor Ducey issued a statewide stay-at-home order to slow the 
spread of the coronavirus. Govt. State :38 Katherine Davis Young

4/1/2020 Federal Rescue Numbers v

The 2 point 2 trillion dollar federal rescue plan is beginning to take effect across 
the country.KJZZ’s Jill Ryan reports that the state’s budget analysts say a 
preliminary estimate of 4 point 2 billion dollars, is heading to Arizona. Govt. State :30 Jill Ryan



4/2/2020 Brnovich enforcement w

Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich affirmed local law enforcement’s 
authority under emergency declarations after Governor Doug Ducey issued a 
statewide stay-at-home order this week. But as KJZZ’s Katie Campbell reports, 
there are still questions about what actually changed under the governor’s 
order. Govt. State :49 Katie Campbell

4/2/2020 Disaster Declaration v
In a letter to President Trump, Arizona Governor Doug Ducey has requested he 
issue a major disaster declaration to free more federal money and resources Govt. State :33 Jill Ryan

4/2/2020 Ducey order specifics f
If you’ve got questions about what the governor’s “Stay Home, Stay Connected 
and Stay Safe” order means for your daily life, rest assured, you’re not alone. Govt. State 4:32 Ben Giles

4/7/2020 Q&Az tax credits m

With tax deadlines extended, a listener asked through our Q&AZ reporting 
project if that provides more time to make donations that qualify for tax credits. 
As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, tomorrow (TUESDAY) is Arizona Gives 
Day -- and it will be one of the last opportunities to earn a 2019 credit. Govt. State 1:01 Katherine Davis Young

4/8/2020 Tucson Medical Center w

Last week, Governor Ducey signed an executive order that suspends elective 
surgeries to conserve protective equipment for COVID-19 patients. Now, the 
Tucson Medical Center is in jeopardy of losing tens of millions of dollars. Govt. State :46 Harry Croton

4/8/2020 AZ Legis postponed v

After Arizona lawmakers approved an emergency budget and a coronavirus 
relief package on March 23rd, they adjourned with plans to return to the Capitol 
by this Monday. Govt. State :26 Ben Giles

4/8/2020 Ducey long-term order v

Governor Doug Ducey issued an Executive Order on Tuesday to better protect 
older adults and people with intellectual or developmental disabilities from 
contracting the coronavirus. Govt. State :35 Kathy Ritchie

4/8/2020 Ducey presser w
The state’s health services director said today (Tuesday) that Arizona’s 
coronavirus cases are expected to peak from mid- to late April. Govt. State :43 Rocio Hernandez

4/8/2020 DES advice c/c

As K-J-Z-Z reported yesterday (Tuesday), Arizona’s Department of Economic 
Security is operating with an outdated computer system as it tries to handle 
unemployment claims now outpacing the 2008 recession. Govt. State :11 Holliday Moore

4/8/2020 Ducey on Travelers s

The stay--at--home order is set to end on April 30th...but as of now...Governor 
Doug Ducey remains unsure whether or not to modify it or let it 
expire. Ducey has heard calls to lift it in one fell swoop, but he says business 
openings and personal travel will come back based on medical evidence and 
information. Govt. State :15 Jill Ryan

4/9/2020 Davis-Monthan A-10 w The future of the A-10 airplane at Davis-Monthan is in question. Govt. State :45 AZPM/Conover

4/10/2020 Travel isolation w

Travelers coming to Arizona from New York, New Jersey or Connecticut — or 
other areas with significant community spread of COVID-19 — have been 
ordered to self-quarantine for 14 days. Govt. State :38 Kathy Ritchie

4/10/2020 Ducey initiatives c/c
Governor Doug Ducey won’t use his emergency powers to help citizens trying to 
propose laws via the ballot during the pandemic. Govt. State :19 Ben Giles

4/13/2020 Per Diem v

The Arizona Legislature has recessed indefinitely, their in--person meetings 
ending to help slow the spread of the coronavirus. But KJZZ’s Jill Ryan 
reports per diem payments will continue to be paid out. Govt. State :29 Jill Ryan

4/14/2020 Unclaimed Money c/c

With many Arizonans facing economic uncertainty, the state Department of 
Revenue says it’s an opportune time to check for unclaimed assets. The 
department has close to one-point-five billion dollars in unclaimed money and 
property waiting to find its rightful owner. Govt. State :14 Scott Bourque

4/14/2020 Howie- Ducey Economy c/c
In a series of tweets, Governor Doug Ducey says he wants to reopen 
the economy by April 30 -- the current end date of his stay-at-home order. Govt. State :14 Kathy Ritchie

4/15/2020 AZ tax refund increase c/c

Many Arizonans who have already filed their taxes and are depending on 
refunds to help them get through furloughs and layoffs will get a slight bump this 
tax season. Govt. State :18 Tom Maxedon



4/16/2020 Trucker food v

Governor Ducey signed an executive order (Wednesday/yesterday) allowing 
food trucks to operate at Arizona rest stops. The purpose is to support long-haul 
truckers while traditional restaurants are closed but there’s no support offered 
for driver wages. Govt. State :34 Heather VanBlokland

4/16/2020
COVID cases undercounted in AZ

f

Arizona has tested at least 45 thousand people for the coronavirus. Governor 
Ducey has vowed to ramp up testing throughout the state, but the state’s 
information about current cases is still murky. Govt. State 4:30 Matt Casey Michel Marizco

4/20/2020 State Library funding v
The Arizona State Library, Archives & Public Records will be given more than half 
a million dollars from the federal coronavirus relief act. Govt. State :34 Greg Hahne

4/22/2020

Legislature to adjourn

c/c

Arizona Legislative leaders plan to adjourn on May first and resume budget 
discussions in January unless a special session is called. The uncertainty of when 
the coronavirus--caused shutdown will end has stalled any predictions on the 
economic impact. Govt. State :13 Jill Ryan

4/23/2020 Sine Die hold v Plans to adjourn the state legislative session on May 1 are on hold. Govt. State :46 Katie Campbell

4/23/2020 Ducey Virus Update c/c

The stay--at--home order is set to end on April 30th...but as of now...Governor 
Doug Ducey remains unsure whether or not to modify it or let it 
expire. Ducey has heard calls to lift it in one fell swoop, but he says business 
openings and personal travel will come back based on medical evidence and 
information. Govt. State :15 Jill Ryan

4/23/2020 Ducey Elective Surgeries s

Governor Doug Ducey’s stay--at--home order may be modified come April 30th. 
But Ducey has not made a decision yet on whether or not to allow the order to 
expire. However, regardless of that future decision, Arizona hospitals will be 
allowed to resume elective surgeries on May First. Govt. State :27 Jill Ryan

4/29/2020 Clergy Letter v

Hundreds of Arizona religious leaders signed onto a letter from the Arizona 
Interfaith Network urging Governor Doug Ducey to extend his stay-at-home 
order during the pandemic. Govt. State :37 Ben Giles

4/30/2020 Stay order extended w
Governor Doug Ducey extended his stay-at-home order for Arizona, with some 
modifications to allow certain businesses to reopen in limited capacities. Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

4/30/2020 Mayor reax c/c
Some Arizona mayors said they were encouraged by Governor Ducey’s decision 
Wednesday to extend his stay-at-home order through May 15. Gpvt. City :17 Ben Giles

4/1/2020 St. Luke's re-fashioned c/c
The shuttered St. Luke’s Hospital in Phoenix will be re-fashioned to host 3-
hundred and forty beds for intensive care patients. Health :19 Bret Jaspers

4/2/2020 Pima County volunteers v
Pima County has begun to call for volunteers to be ready when an anticipated 
surge of COVID-19 patients begins to develop in Arizona. Health :46 Michel Marizco

4/2/2020 Coronavirus misinformation f

News about the coronavirus has now overwhelmed our airwaves, screens and 
social media feeds. And not all of that information is reliable. KJZZ’s Katherine 
Davis-Young reports on the challenges the virus creates for news consumers. Health 3:06 Katherine Davis Young

4/6/2020 Barrow N95 masks w

Hospitals nationwide are facing shortages of the N95 masks used to protect 
doctors and nurses from exposure to COVID-19. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
reports, some Arizona doctors are developing a new alternative. Health :41 Katherine Davis Young

4/6/2020 Barrow N95 masks c/c

 The Barrow Innovation Center in Phoenix is developing a new type of 
protective mask for healthcare workers as hospitals nationwide face a crisis of 
shortages amid the coronavirus pandemic. Dr. Michale Lawton with Barrow says 
the masks are plastic and can be made with a 3D printer. Health :06 Katherine Davis Young

4/7/2020 Long-term care PPE Giles w

Like their counterparts at nearly all levels of government, Maricopa County 
health and emergency management officials are struggling to access enough 
personal protective equipment. Health :48 Ben Giles

4/7/2020 Long-term care PPE Giles c/c

Like their counterparts at nearly all levels of government, Maricopa County 
health and emergency management officials are struggling to access enough 
personal protective equipment. Health :19 Ben Giles



4/7/2020 Sunenshine tracking c/c
Daily reports show the number of coronavirus cases and deaths continue to 
grow. Health :15 Ben Giles

4/9/2020 Maricopa health update c/c
Social distancing measures are helping to slow the rate of COVID-19 
hospitalizations in Maricopa County. Health :09 Rocio Hernandez

4/9/2020 Hospital Finances s

Arizona’s medicaid program known as AHCCCS (access) reports hospitals 
statewide will receive 50-million-dollars in accelerated hospital payments and 
advances. Health :26 Holliday Moore

4/10/2020 Ventilator drugs w

The COVID-19 pandemic has driven a shortage of ventilators, but also a scarcity 
of drugs needed for their use. A Chandler-based startup is helping to address the 
shortfall. Health :31 Nick Gerbis

4/10/2020 Virus ZIP codes c/c
Arizonans will soon have a way to track whether the coronavirus has spread in 
their neighborhoods. Health :13 Holliday Moore

4/10/2020 More COVID-19 Resources c/c

With more than three thousand cases of COVID-19 reported in Arizona, 
healthcare workers have their hands full. But some much-needed funding and 
equipment is making its way into the state. Health :14 Bridget Dowd

4/14/2020 Sunenshine flattening curve c/c
The Maricopa County public health department released some encouraging data 
last week suggesting the curve of COVID-19 epidemic in the state is flattening. Health :17 Tom Maxedon

4/14/2020 Navajo hot spots v
The number of coronavirus cases on the Navajo Nation jumped 17 percent over 
the weekend. Health :46 Laurel Morales

4/14/2020 Virus ZIP error v On Sunday, the state released a breakdown of coronavirus cases by ZIP code. Health :41 Holliday Moore

4/14/2020 Female caregivers m+

Women make up the majority of direct care workers… direct care workers help 
older adults and people with disabilities bathe, eat and dress themselves. The 
work can be difficult, the pay is at or near minimum wage… yet they’re essential 
to keeping our older adults safe during the coronavirus pandemic. Health 1:53 Kathy Ritchie

4/15/2020 Adams on CV zip code reporting c/c
Arizona’s department of health services began releasing coronavirus-related 
numbers by zip code on Sunday. Health :13 Tom Maxedon

4/15/2020 PFD raincoats w

The Phoenix Fire Department is facing criticism after a photo emerged on social 
media showing COVID-19 first responders wearing rain ponchos as protective 
gear. Health :47 Harry Croton

4/16/2020 Flat curve CV w The number of COVID-19 hospitalizations in Maricopa County is stabilizing. Health :48 Ben Giles

4/16/2020 Hospitals hemorrhaging c/c

Governor Ducey is considering loosening his order barring elective surgeries and 
allowing  Arizona’s struggling hospitals to resume scheduling non-essential 
procedures. Health :15 Holliday Moore

4/17/2020
Maricopa County guessing

w

Maricopa County’s director for disease control says it’s working with long term 
care facilities to inform residents and their families when there’s a confirmed 
case of COVID 19. Health :49 Kathy Ritchie

4/17/2020 Elective Surgery v Arizona hospitals face financial stresses as the pandemic continues. Health :39 Jill Ryan

4/20/2020 Elective surgeries/Humble c/c
 The former director of the state Department of Health Services says elective 
procedures can be allowed to resume in Arizona. Health :10 Matt Casey

4/21/2020 Healthcare harassment w

Fear of the coronavirus has led to harassment and attacks on medical 
professionals in neighboring Sonora, Mexico. But authorities say they’re 
enforcing strict penalties for crimes against healthcare workers during the 
pandemic. Health :49 Kendal Blust

4/22/2020
Phx ASU tests

w
Phoenix is working with Arizona State University’s Biodesign Institute to offer 
free COVID-19 tests to the city’s first responders. Health :46 Christina Estes

4/23/2020 ADHS Surge Line c/c
The Arizona Department of Health Services has a new phone service to help 
hospitals manage COVID-19 cases. Health :42 Katherine Davis Young

4/24/2020 Maricopa County PPE w

Maricopa County has doled out more than half a million select pieces 
of personal protective equipment to ward off the coronavirus. But health 
officials warned Thursday the supply has not been able to keep up with the 
demand. Health :39 Michel Marizco



4/24/2020 COVID test v
In an about-face, the Arizona Department of Health Services has announced that 
anyone thinking they have been exposed to COVID-19 can now get tested. Health :41 Holliday Moore

4/27/2020 Kroger / Fry's PPE c/c
Valley grocery chain Fry’s will begin requiring workers to wear masks Monday / 
(today) - long after other retailers started mandating P-P-E for their workers. Health :17 Scott Bourque

4/27/2020 Antibody Testing c/c

About 5,000 first responders will be given antibody testing to determine if they 
had been exposed to COVID-19. These will be the firefighters and police in 
Phoenix as well as six other cities. Health :12 Jill Ryan

4/28/2020 Youth CV risk taking c/c
Practicing social distancing hasn’t been easy for many, but it seems especially 
difficult for younger age groups in the state. Health :18 Tom Maxedon

4/28/2020 Testing blitz c/c

In an effort to ramp up testing for the coronavirus, the Arizona Department of 
Health Services is partnering with Banner Health and Walgreens to host 
weekend testing drives. Health :12 Ben Giles

4/30/2020 2-1-1 service c/c

Live operators will be available 12 hours a day on Arizona’s 2-1-1 crisis hotline 
starting tomorrow/today (4/30). The service ran out of funding last summer and 
was reduced to an automated answering system. Health :10 Katherine Davis Young

4/15/2020 Apollo 13 anniversary f

This week marks the 50-year anniversary of a dramatic return from space. NASA 
successfully rescued the astronauts of Apollo 13 from potential disaster between 
the Earth and the moon. History 3:34 AZPM/Perkins

4/20/2020 Homelesness w

Social distancing to slow the spread of coronavirus is especially difficult for those 
who don’t have homes. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, Maricopa 
County is working with Valley nonprofits to prevent a COVID-19 outbreak 
among homeless populations. Housing :46 Katherine Davis Young

4/23/2020 Housing construction w
Arizona housing and property construction markets have seen some significant 
changes over the last month due to the COVID-19 pandemic Housing :49 Harry Croton

4/23/2020 AZ real estate w
The process of buying and selling land has been made more difficult due to 
changes in the economy. Housing :47 Harry Croton

4/28/2020 House sales v

New data shows one in ten adults plan to buy a house this year. Or at least that 
was their plan last month. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes reports on 
housing expectations. Housing :35 Christina Estes

4/30/2020 Resources for homeless dp

As the pandemic continues, non-profit organizations are ramping 
up resources to help people experiencing homelessness. Circle the City is one 
such non-profit that provides medical care. Housing :27 Jill Ryan

4/1/2020 Detention hope campaign w

Nearly 40 thousand immigrants sit in detention centers across the country, and 
there is a small but growing number who’ve tested positive for the coronavirus. 
Rights groups are asking for help reaching out to them. From the Fronteras Desk 
in Tucson, KJZZ’s Michel Marizco reports. immigration :47 Michel Marizco

4/2/2020 Immigration delays extended w

After President Trump acknowledged that the country won’t return to normal by 
Easter, Homeland Security announced it would further delay hearings for asylum 
seekers waiting in Mexico under the “Remain In Mexico” program, 
and extend closures of visa offices across the country. immigration :47 Kendal Blust

4/2/2020 La Palma detention CV cases v

The Florence Immigrant and Refugee Rights Project and other groups want a 
federal judge to order the release of 8 people with chronic medical conditions 
from detention. From the Fronteras desk in Phoenix, KJZZ’s Matthew Casey 
reports most of them are being held at the La Palma Correctional Center, where 
federal authorities just confirmed a case of COVID-19. immigration :46 Matt Casey

4/7/2020 2nd La Palma case v
Another immigrant in federal custody in Arizona has now tested positive for 
COVID-19. Immigration :41 Michel Marizco

4/9/2020 ICE restraining order w

Legal aid groups want a federal judge to call an emergency timeout on in-person 
immigration court hearings to protect people from the coronavirus. The move is 
part of a recent lawsuit in which most of the detained plaintiffs are being held in 
Arizona. Immigration :42 Matt Casey



4/15/2020 Immigrant resources s

A new coronavirus resource guide is now available for immigrants and their 
families. It comes from the Children’s Action Alliance and Arizona Center for 
Economic Progress in partnership with the Arizona Alliance for Community 
Health Centers. Immigration :37 Katherine Davis Young

4/21/2020 Asylum suspension extended v

The U-S government has extended for another month the health protocols it 
used to quickly deport people crossing the border illegally. The order will remain 
until May 20 at least. Immigration :50 Michel Marizco

4/22/2020

Trump immigration tweet

w

President Trump set off a media scramble with a Tweet on Monday night that 
promised to suspend immigration to the U-S to protect American workers during 
the coronavirus pandemic. By Tuesday evening, the plan had changed. Immigration :41 Matt Casey

4/23/2020 Trump immigration order w

President Trump said during yesterday’s (Wednesday) press briefing that he’d 
signed a proclamation to pause the issuing of green cards to certain people 
outside the U-S. Experts on migration estimate that it could affect at least 52 
thousand people. Immigration :45 Matt Casey

4/23/2020 CV refugee language videos f
State officials and Valleywise Health joined forces to make COVID-10 safety 
videos in 10 languages spoken by Arizona’s refugee populations. Immigration 3:54 Matt Casey

4/29/2020 Undocumented workers fund c/c An Arizona coalition is raising funds for undocumented workers in the state. Immigration :15 Rocio Hernandez

4/30/2020  ICE testing detainees w
Immigration and Customs Enforcement now lists the number of COVID-19 tests 
carried out in its facilities. But important gaps still remain. Immigration :44 AZPM/Reznick

4/1/2020 China Return To Work v
Chinese President Xi Jinping has urged his country to return to work carefully 
while maintaining social distancing. International :34 BBC Stephen McDonell 

4/1/2020 S. Korea Unpaid Leave v
Around 4000 South Koreans working with the US forces that are stationed in 
their country have been put on unpaid leave. International :41 BBC Celia Hatton

4/1/2020 Ausralian Newspaper Ad Revenue v

The Australian media group, News Corp, says lower advertising revenue owing to 
the coronavirus outbreak means it must suspend printing about sixty regional 
newspapers International :31 BBC Phil Mercer

4/2/2020 Australia Cruise Ship Order v
Australian authorities have ordered foreign cruise liners to sail for home, so that 
they do not flood local hospitals with coronavirus patients International :31 BBC Phil Mercer

4/2/2020 WHO Guidance v

Advisers to the World Health Organisation are to consider whether to suggest 
new guidance for the public on wearing face masks as a way to limit the spread 
of coronavirus. International :32 BBC David Shukman

4/6/2020 World Bank India v
The World Bank has approved emergency funding of a billion dollars to help 
India tackle Covid-19. International :30 BBC Divya Arya

4/6/2020 French Coronavirus Checks v
French police have stepped up spot checks around Paris to prevent an Easter 
holiday exodus spreading coronavirus. International :38 BBC Lucy Williamson

4/7/2020 Taliban Landmark Talks v

The Taliban in Afghanistan has walked out of landmark talks with the 
government that began last week in Kabul as part of a deal between the militant 
group and Washington. International :25 BBC Anbarasan Ethirajan

4/8/2020 France Economy Recession v
France has entered recession, after seeing its worst economic contraction since 
the Second World War. International :36 BBC Andrew Walker

4/9/2020 Italian PM Warning v

Italy’s Prime Minister, Giuseppe Conte - has said in an interview with the BBC - 
 that the European Union might collapse as a project, unless it acts decisively to 
help countries worst hit by the coronavirus outbreak International :35 BBC Mark Lowen

4/9/2020 Japanese Officials Call For Shutdown v
Regional administrations in Japan are calling on the central government to take 
firmer measures to stop the spread of the pandemic. International :31 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes

4/10/2020 S. Korea No New Cases v
The city at the centre of the outbreak in South Korea has reported no new cases 
for the first time in two months. International :34 BBC Laura Bicker

4/10/2020 OPEC Reduce Oil Production v
 An agreement by oil exporting countries to reduce production has hit a snag -- 
with Mexico reluctant to take its share of the cuts. International :31 BBC Sameer Hashmi

4/10/2020 EU Finance Ministers Rescue Pkg v
There’s been a broad welcome for the coronavirus emergency package EU 
finance ministers agreed late on Thursday International :27 BBC Mike Sanders

4/13/2020 Huawei and UK 5G v
Chinese telecoms company Huawei has said that disrupting its involvement in 
the rollout of 5G would do Britain "a disservice". International :36 BBC Gordon Corera



4/13/2020 Spain Eases Lockdown v

Spain, one of the countries hardest hit by the coronavirus pandemic, is allowing 
more businesses to open -- following a lockdown which has brought much of the 
economy to a standstill. International :39 BBC Guy Hedgecoe

4/13/2020 OPEC Oil Cuts v
A group of oil producing countries have agreed the deepest ever cut in 
production. International :39 BBC Andrew Walker

4/14/2020 Austria Relaxes Restrictions v
Lockdown restrictions are beginning to be relaxed in Austria, although people 
are being urged to stay at home as much as possible. International :22 BBC Bethany Bell

4/14/2020 Italy Reopens Some Shops v
Italy - Europe's hardest-hit country, with more than 20,000 deaths - will allow a 
narrow range of firms to resume operations on Tuesday. International :33 BBC Jean Mackenzie

4/14/2020 Afghanistan Call For Ceasefire v

Afghan charities and international organisations have made an urgent appeal for 
a full and immediate humanitarian ceasefire in Afghanistan as the coronavirus 
threatens to overwhelm the country. International :30 BBC Lyse Doucet

4/14/2020 Australia Relaxes Some Restrictions v
Lockdown restrictions are beginning to be relaxed in Austria, although people 
are being urged to stay at home as much as possible. International :22 BBC Bethany Bell

4/14/2020 Italy Reopens Some Shops v
 Italy - Europe's hardest-hit country, with more than 20,000 deaths - will allow a 
narrow range of firms to resume operations on Tuesday. International :33 BBC Jean Mackenzie

4/14/2020 Charities Cal For Ceasefire v

 Afghan charities and international organisations have made an urgent appeal 
for a full and immediate humanitarian ceasefire in Afghanistan as the 
coronavirus threatens to overwhelm the country. International :30 BBC Lyse Doucet 

4/15/2020 Indian Government Restrictions v

A day after extending a nationwide lockdown to the third of May, the Indian 
government has announced plans to partially ease restrictions in some key 
industries, especially in rural areas. International :30 BBC Divya Arya

4/15/2020 Germany Lockdown Relaxation v

 Chancellor Angela Merkel is due to discuss a possible timetable for the 
relaxation of Germany's coronavirus restrictions during talks today (Wednesday) 
with leaders of the country's states. International :33 BBC Jenny Hill

4/16/2020 South Korea Elections v

The governing party of South Korea’s president has won a landslide victory in 
Wednesday’s general election, on the strength of its response to the coronavirus 
outbreak. International :37 BBC Laura Bicker

4/17/2020 Australian Research v
 A new sewage test that could help identify coronavirus hotspots is being 
developed by Australian researchers. International :30 BBC Phil Mercer

4/17/2020 China Economy contracts v
State media in China have reported that China's economy has contracted for the 
first time since records began. International :33 BBC Robin Brant

4/17/2020 Wuhan Death Toll v

China's state media have reported that officials in the city of Wuhan have 
revised upwards by fifty per cent, the number of deaths linked to Covid- 
Nineteen. International :24 BBC Stephen McDonell 

4/20/2020 Germany Eases Restrictions v
Germany will today begin relaxing some of its restrictions to prevent the spread 
of the coronavirus, allowing small shops to reopen. International :33 BBC Jenny Hill

4/20/2020 U.S. Oil Prices Drop v  The price of US oil has plunged to its lowest level in more than two decades.  International :32 BBC Andrew Walker

4/21/2020 Kim Jon-Un Rumors v
Reports that North Korean leader Kim Jong-un is seriously ill after heart surgery 
are not true, officials in South Korea have said. International :35 BBC Laura Bicker

4/21/2020 Coronavirus Threat To Press v

 The organisation, Reporters without Borders, has warned in its annual World 
Press Freedom Index that the coronavirus pandemic is amplifying existing 
threats to media freedom worldwide. International :35 BBC Lyse Doucet

4/21/2020 Brazil Anti-Democracy Rally v

 Brazil's Prosecutor General, Augusto Arias, has asked the Supreme Court to 
open an inquiry into an anti-democracy rally in which President Jair Bolsonaro 
addressed hundreds of his supporters. International :28 BBC Leonardo Rocha

4/22/2020 Iran Military Satellite v
 Iran’s Revolutionary Guard says it has successfully launched its first military 
satellite into orbit. International :39 BBC Sebastian Usher

4/23/2020 Vietnam Eases Lockdown v
Vietnam is easing its coronavirus lockdown across much of the country after 
reporting no new cases for a week. International :37 BBC Jonathan Head

4/23/2020 European Rescue Package v
European Union leaders are expected to set out a concerted approach to lifting 
restrictions when they hold a video summit later today. International :32 BBC Gavin Lee



4/23/2020 Czech Borders v

The government in the Czech Republic is scheduled to discuss how to reopen the 
country's borders, a month after they were closed to combat the coronavirus 
pandemic. International :34 BBC Rob Cameron

4/24/2020 South Korea First Day Without COVID Death v
South Korea has reported its first twenty-four period without a coronavirus 
death for the first time in more than a month.  International :27 BBC Pete Ross

4/24/2020 Philippines Extended Lockdown v The Philippines has extended its lockdown measures until the middle of May.  International :31 BBC Howard Johnson

4/27/2020 Boris Back To Work v
The British prime minister, Boris Johnson, is returning to work today after 
recovering from the coronavirus. International :27 BBC Jonathan Blake

4/27/2020 NZ Claims No Community Cases v
The prime minister of New Zealand says the country has managed to stop the 
spread of Covid- nineteen for now, with no community transmission. International :31 BBC Phil Mercer

4/27/2020 Germany Masks Mandatory v
The wearing of face masks on public transport in Germany has become 
compulsory from today International :30 BBC Damien McGuinness

4/28/2020 India: Chinese Test Kits v
 India cancelled an order for about half a million Chinese-made coronavirus 
testing kits - and said it would return its existing supplies. International :34 BBC Jill McGivering

4/28/2020 New Zealanders Back To Work v

Hundreds of thousands of people in New Zealand have gone back to work, as the 
government begins easing coronavirus restrictions - among the strictest in the 
world. International :25 BBC Shaimaa Khlil

4/28/2020 Aid Group Warning v

An international aid group has warned that up to a billion people could become 
infected with the coronavirus, unless vulnerable countries get help to stop it 
spreading. International :29 BBC Jeremy Bowen

4/29/2020 Chile & Bolivia Reach Deal v
Chile and Bolivia have reached an agreement to allow the return of hundreds of 
Bolivian migrants stranded because of the coronavirus. International :27 BBC Ann Busby

4/29/2020 China Parliament Meeting v China’s delayed annual meeting of parliament will open at the end of May. International :38 BBC John Sudworth

4/29/2020 Australia Cook Anniversary Lockdown v
 On 29 April 1770, explorer James Cook arrived in Australia. He would later claim 
the region for the British crown. International :27 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

4/30/2020 South Korea No New Cases v
There's been no recorded domestic transmission of the coronavirus in South 
Korea for the first time since the outbreak began more than two months ago. International :37 BBC Laura Bicker

4/30/2020 First Two Coronavirus  Deaths In Yemen v
The first two deaths from coronavirus have been recorded in war-ravaged 
Yemen. International :33 BBC Sebastian Usher

4/24/2020 U.S., AMLO negotiations w

Business groups and the U.S. government have been pressuring the Mexican 
president to allow certain industries to operate again during the pandemic, while 
opening the border for some workers. And Mexico’s president says an 
agreement is coming. Mexico :45 Rodrigo Cervantes

4/7/2020 Kindness amid CV: Library audio postcard f

KJZZ News has been looking for those positive stories and Bridget Dowd spoke to 
Amadee [ammuh-DEE] Ricketts, director of the Cochise County Library District in 
Bisbee.   Misc. 1:18 Bridget Dowd

4/13/2020 Hospital stores w

Healthcare workers in the Valley will have easier access to food and supplies as 
three hospitals have converted their on-site cafeterias into grocery stores for 
employees. Misc. :47 Harry Croton

4/16/2020

Animal adoptions CV

f

Many families with parents working remotely and kids at home are using this 
rare time to adopt or foster a furry friend from local animal shelters. As KJZZ’s 
Rocio Hernandez reports, while the shelters are grateful for the community 
members who have stepped up to help, they also worry about the fallout that 
may come as the coronavirus pandemic drags on. Misc. 3:35 Rocio Hernandez

4/21/2020 AZ food bank demand c/c
As state unemployment skyrockets and so many people can’t pay their bills 
during this pandemic, food banks in Arizona have seen a surge in demand. Misc. :19 Tom Maxedon

4/24/2020 Kindness Postcard: Tucson Church f

KJZZ has been looking for a few GOOD news stories to share with our listeners. 
Reporter Bridget Dowd spoke to Robert Hendrickson, the rector of St. Philip’s in 
the Hills Episcopal Church in Tucson.      Misc. 1:20 Bridget Dowd



4/27/2020 County library curbside pickup c/c

The Maricopa County Library District expanded its digital offerings when it closed 
its locations in mid-March. Now, 16 library locations will offer 
a curbside pickup for books and other items. Misc. :07 Katherine Davis Young

4/29/2020 Friday Flyover s

On Friday 15 military jets will roar above metro Phoenix in a 
ceremonial flyover to honor healthcare workers and others who have responded 
to the pandemic. The U.S. Air Force and Arizona Air National Guard aircraft 
event will begin at 3--10--P-M and last for 50 minutes. Misc. :30 Jill Ryan

4/2/2020 Grand Canyon closes v

The federal government announced today (Wednesday) the 
immediate closure of Grand Canyon National Park to keep visitors and workers 
safe from COVID-19. National Parks :44 Laurel Morales

4/6/2020 Grand Canyon Leader s
While the Grand Canyon remains closed to the public, its leadership is still 
running through the motions. National Parks :23 Jill Ryan

4/17/2020
Park Sounds bright

f
The National Parks may be closed, but you can still go there and immerse 
yourself--virtually--through their website… National Parks 1:37 Phil Latzman

4/1/2020 Navajo COVID update w
The president of the Navajo Nation has extended an order for casinos and 
schools to remain closed through the end of April. Native Lands :40 Laurel Morales

4/6/2020 Navajo COVID-19 f

The number of coronavirus cases on the Navajo Nation is multiplying rapidly. 
Today there are 214 people with the virus and seven confirmed deaths. The CDC 
says Native Americans are some of the most vulnerable to the Coronavirus 
because of economic, geographic, and health conditions. Native Lands 3:31 Laurel Morales

4/7/2020 Navajo weekend curfew v

Navajo officials have ordered a weekend curfew starting Friday night and ending 
Monday morning to slow the spread of COVID-19. There are 354 cases on the 
Navajo Nation and 14 confirmed deaths as of Monday. Native Lands :36 Laurel Morales

4/7/2020 Havasupai Closure Extended s

The tribe has extended the closure of its highly popular reservation through mid-
May. The reservation is deep in a gorge off the Grand Canyon, accessible only by 
foot, mule or helicopter. Native Lands :24 Jill Ryan

4/8/2020 Indian Country relief efforts f

As the number of coronavirus cases continues to climb on the Navajo Nation, 
the number of people showing up to help one another is also growing. Navajo 
and Hopi Tribes have started a GoFundMe campaign that’s raised more than 400-
thousand dollars. Native Lands 3:58 Laurel Morales

4/9/2020 Man threatens Navajos v
Police have arrested a Page man for writing a racist social media post accusing 
Navajo people of carrying the coronavirus and calling for their deaths. Native Lands :41 Laurel Morales

4/10/2020 Navajo president quarantine w

The Navajo president and vice president have quarantined themselves after 
learning they came in contact with a first responder who tested positive for 
COVID-19. There are 488 Navajos with the coronavirus and 20 who have died 
from the disease. Native Lands :40 Laurel Morales

4/13/2020 Navajo internet v

Navajo Nation officials are working with several companies to provide and 
maintain internet access to Navajo students, businesses and residents during the 
coronavirus pandemic. Native Lands :34 Rocio Hernandez

4/13/2020 Pinetop-Lakeside/Navajo Pinwheel f

On the Navajo Nation, the number of coronavirus cases continues to multiply, 
and they haven’t even reached their peak. The tribe has been self-isolating for 
three weeks and it’s especially challenging for tribal members without electricity 
or running water. Native Lands 3:19 Katherine Davis Young Laurel Morales

4/14/2020 Native casinos v

Indian Country stands to lose as much as 50 billion dollars in economic activity as 
the coronavirus has closed non-essential businesses. That’s according to 
research released TODAY/MONDAY by Harvard University. Native Lands :41 Laurel Morales

4/14/2020 Havasupai tribe m+

Down at the bottom of the Grand Canyon the most isolated Native 
American tribe in the lower 48 states lacks the resources needed to deal with a 
pandemic. If the small community was struck with COVID-19, tribal leaders say it 
would be devastating. Native Lands 1:45 Laurel Morales



4/15/2020 Navajo Mobile food pantry w

Saint Mary’s Food Bank distributed 90-thousand pounds 
of food TODAY/TUESDAY to Navajo families who are under self-isolation orders. 
The tribe has at least 813 people who have tested positive for COVID-19 and 
28 Navajos have died due to the coronavirus. Native Lands :51 Laurel Morales

4/15/2020 San Carlos COVID v
The San Carlos Apache Tribe east of Phoenix is running low on personal 
protective equipment for medical staff. Native Lands :38 Rocio Hernandez

4/16/2020 Navajo curfew extended v

The Navajo Nation will extend its weekend lockdown as cases continue to rise. 
KJZZ’s Jill Ryan reports that this order will affect everyone within the borders of 
the Nation. Native Lands :34 Jill Ryan

4/20/2020 Navajo Masks s
The Navajo Nation has ordered that all people on the reservation must wear 
protective masks when outside. Native Lands :22 Jill Ryan

4/21/2020 Navajo Nation address w

The Navajo Nation is one of the top coronavirus hot spots in the country with 
more than a thousand cases, according to the latest datajmn. President 
Jonathan Nez encouraged residents to do their part to control the virus in 
today’s (Monday’s) virtual State of the Nation address. Native Lands :40 Rocio Hernandez

4/23/2020 NN Closure Extended v
The Navajo Nation has issued an executive order that extends its government 
closure and declaration of state of emergency to May 17. Native Lands :36 Rocio Hernandez

4/30/2020 Navajo Nation domestic violence v
With shelter-in-place orders and people out of work, domestic violence calls 
have increased dramatically on the Navajo Nation. Native Lands :40 Laurel Morales

4/30/2020 Navajo Lockdown v
The Navajo Nation has issued it’s fourth weekend lockdown in an effort to keep 
its residents safe from the virus Native Lands :28 Jill Ryan

4/20/2020 Earnhardt dies c/c
The iconic Arizona cowboy known for his car sales pitch, ‘That Ain’t No Bull,’ 
passed over the weekend. Obituaries :10 Holliday Moore

4/6/2020 Park closures dp

Public parks across the state are restricting more of their amenities like public 
restrooms and basketball courts to comply with Governor Doug Ducey’s stay-at-
home order. Parks & Rec :11 Scott Bourque

4/8/2020 Police funeral w
The City of Phoenix is honoring the life of a police commander killed in the line of 
duty last month. Police :54 Katherine Davis Young

4/17/2020
Pandemic reforming policing

m

In a roundtable today (Thursday), law enforcement experts discussed ways the 
coronavirus pandemic is already changing policing and what reforms could 
remain even after it’s over. Police :59 Rocio Hernandez

4/2/2020 Mayors push back on Ducey m

Arizona mayors are pushing back against what they say is too soft of a stance 
taken by Governor Doug Ducey’s stay-at-home order that went into effect 
Tuesday evening. From the Fronteras Desk in Tucson, KJZZ’s Michel Marizco 
reports. Politics 1:10 Michel Marizco

4/8/2020 McSally blames China c/c
Senator Martha McSally today (Tuesday), told a conservative media outlet China 
was reckless and lied about the extent of the coronavirus early this year. Politics :15 Tom Maxedon

4/13/2020 Biggs religious freedom v
Arizona congressman Andy Biggs has written a letter to the Trump 
administration, calling for intervention against local social-distancing orders. Politics :37 Scott Bourque

4/14/2020 Interest relief s

Both Senators Martha McSally and Kirsten Sinema, along with 32 other U.S. 
senators from both political parties, are urging the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services to provide interest relief on its newly expanded program. Politics :39 Katherine Davis Young

4/16/2020 Grijalva border wall c/c

Despite businesses being closed across the country, construction of the border 
wall in Southern Arizona continues. Environmental activists report increased 
construction activity near sensitive public lands — even as the coronavirus 
spreads. Politics :14 Kerry Fehr Snyder

4/20/2020 Gallego on reopening v

The Trump Administration released a three-phased plan to reopen the economy 
that pairs a gradual roll-back in social distancing guidelines with reductions in 
infection and increases in testing capacity. Politics :39 Scott Bourque



4/21/2020 Capitol back to work protest c/c

 Hundreds of protesters gathered at the Capitol Monday -- virtually none 
wearing masks -- to object to orders by Governor Doug Ducey requiring people 
to stay at home and closing what he says are non-essential businesses. Politics :17 Tom Maxedon

4/30/2020 Trump visit c/c
President Trump is coming to Arizona next week, despite Governor Ducey’s 
decision to extend his stay-at-home order through mid-May. Politics :10 Holliday Moore

4/1/2020 ADC masks c/c

Arizona correctional officers say they are not allowed to wear 
protective masks at work despite growing fears of the coronavirus potentially 
entering state prisons. Prisons :10 Jimmy Jenkins

4/2/2020 No prison releases c/c

The health care contractor for the Arizona Department of Corrections has 
identified approximately 6,600 inmates in state prisons at high risk for 
contracting the coronavirus, based on their age and underlying medical 
conditions. Prisons :13 Jimmy Jenkins

4/6/2020 ADC COVID-19 testing w

 New numbers from the Arizona Department of Corrections show despite having 
a much healthier and significantly smaller population, the privately run prisons 
are testing the same number of inmates for COVID-19 as all state-run prisons 
combined. Prisons :39 Jimmy Jenkins

4/8/2020 ADC commutations w

Arizona Governor Doug Ducey has signed the commutations papers for three 
people incarcerated in state prisons who were approved for release based on 
their imminent death. Prisons :47 Jimmy Jenkins

4/8/2020 ADC coronavirus case v
The Arizona Department of Corrections said Tuesday it had been notified that 
two inmates have tested positive for COVID-19. Prisons :38 Jimmy Jenkins

4/14/2020 Correctional health services c/c
Maricopa County has announced measures being taken in its jails to mitigate the 
spread of the coronavirus. Prisons :12 Jimmy Jenkins

4/15/2020 Marana prisoners CV release ask w

A group of inmates incarcerated at one of the state’s private prisons is asking 
Governor Ducey to release people who have been convicted of non-violent 
crimes to help reduce the spread of the coronavirus. Prisons :47 Jimmy Jenkins

4/17/2020
MCSO COVID-19 update

c/c

Maricopa County Sheriff Paul Penzone said his deputies have been forced to 
issue citations to businesses that are not complying with Governor Ducey’s 
executive order to close all non-essential services. Prisons :11 Jimmy Jenkins

4/21/2020 AZ prisons CV update v
The coronavirus is spreading in Arizona prisons. There are 28 inmates at four 
different facilities who have tested positive for COVID-19 as of today (Monday). Prisons :35 Jimmy Jenkins

4/22/2020

Sister Helen calls for releases

w

A prominent activist for incarcerated people is calling on Governor Ducey to 
release inmates from state prisons. KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports Helen Prejean 
(pray-JHAN -- like the French pronunciation of “Jean”) is a Roman 
Catholic sister best known for writing the book “Dead Man Walking.” Prisons :44 Jimmy Jenkins

4/24/2020 COVID-19 prison model c/c

 A model based on data from correctional facilities has predicted 99% of the 
nearly 42,000 people in Arizona prisons will become infected with the 
coronavirus. Prisons :10 Jimmy Jenkins

4/28/2020 Prayer vigil m

 Family members of incarcerated women are holding a prayer vigil at the 
Perryville prison in Goodyear every Sunday to show their support and ask for 
their release as COVID-19 spreads through Arizona prisons. Prisons 1:04 Jimmy Jenkins

4/30/2020 ADC staffing shortage v

An internal staffing report from the Arizona Department of Corrections shows a 
vacancy rate of more than 54 percent for correctional officers at the Eyman 
State Prison. As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, the prison in Florence houses 
more than 5,500 inmates, and it is one of five facilities statewide with COVID-19 
positive inmates. Prisons :40 Jimmy Jenkins

4/13/2020 AZ Corona Map c/c

The Arizona Department of Health Services is now posting on its website where 
Coronavirus cases are by zip code, as well as the number of cases by race and 
ethnicity. Race & Culture :09 Holliday Moore



4/27/2020 Environmental justice/virus f

As coronavirus spreads across the country, it’s hitting certain demographic 
groups disproportionately hard. And as KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, air 
quality is likely playing a role on which communities are hit hardest. Race & Culture 4:44 Katherine Davis Young

4/2/2020 Brain evolution w

Anthropologists have long debated whether evolutionary changes that led to the 
modern human brain began with the Homo branch of the family tree or in much 
earlier ancestors like “Lucy.” A new study offers fresh clues. Science :33 Nick Gerbis

4/6/2020 Dialing in tree rings v

Tree rings provide a useful way to study past climates and date specific events or 
objects, but some eras remain fuzzy. Now, researchers from the University of 
Arizona have developed a way to sharpen our picture of a key volcanic eruption. Science :31 Nick Gerbis

4/7/2020 Pink supermoon v

While sheltering at home, one day can start to feel much like the next. But 
TODAY/TOMORROW [TUESDAY APRIL 7] a “pink supermoon” will rise to remind 
us that the heavens keep turning. Science :31 Nick Gerbis

4/9/2020 TBI and endocrine disorders w

Adults with traumatic brain injuries are more likely to develop diabetes and 
other endocrine [EN-do-krin] system disorders. But scientists know far less about 
how this link plays out in children. Science :32 Nick Gerbis

4/9/2020 AZ CV union c/c

TGen, Northern Arizona University and the University of Arizona have formed 
the Arizona COVID-19 Genomics Union. The collaboration will use genomics, “big 
data” analysis and computer models to analyze and track coronavirus strains. 
David Engelthaler [ANGLE-thah-lur], director of TGen North in Flagstaff, says 
they’ve already sequenced more than 100 Arizona cases: Science :14 Nick Gerbis

4/9/2020 CV mapping c/c
Scientists are working to understand more about COVID-19, including how it is 
spread and where the next hotspot is developing. Science :19 Kerry Fehr Snyder

4/15/2020 UA antibody testing c/c
 The University of Arizona announced today (Tuesday) it is partnering with the 
state to provide antibody testing of the coronavirus. Science :14 Tom Maxedon

4/16/2020 OSIRIS-Rex w
The University of Arizona-led OSIRIS-REx (oh-SY-riss Rex) mission passed a major 
milestone Tuesday with a successful approach to the asteroid Bennu (BEN-oo). Science :52 AZPM/ Conover

4/24/2020 CP and robotics w

Physical activity is a key part of healthy development, but for children with 
cerebral palsy, movement is more difficult. That means they can lose mobility as 
they grow and in some cases, require a wheelchair. Science :48 Bridget Dowd

4/24/2020 CV silent spread w

Reports of higher percentages of people testing positive for COVID-19 despite 
having no symptoms underline the dangers involved in reopening communities 
when so many questions remain – and when testing data is so lacking. Science :48 Nick Gerbis

4/24/2020 Maricopa Co contact tracing c/c

The Maricopa County Health Department plans to increase the number of 
people doing contact tracing eight to ten times the current capacity. Right now, 
the Department has 25 investigators. Science :12 Jill Ryan

4/27/2020  CV goblet cells w

Two new research papers have identified cells that act as major coronavirus 
infection sites – and the proteins that make them vulnerable. The findings stem 
from hundreds of scientists working together and sharing data. Science :34 Nick Gerbis

4/28/2020 CV immunity study w

A vital open question about COVID-19 is whether people who’ve recovered from 
the virus retain immunity and, if so, for how long. From KJZZ’s Arizona Science 
Desk, Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] reports on a research study from the 
Translational Genomics Research Institute that could help answer these 
questions. Science :35 Nick Gerbis

4/29/2020 Carbon dioxide levels v
A scientist at Northern Arizona University says carbon dioxide levels are 
dropping toward historic lows. Science :41 Holliday Moore

4/6/2020 Google mobility data v
Google is using location data from cell phones to identify trends on social 
distancing. Technology :36 Scott Bourque



4/1/2020 Bus schedules w

Commuter buses have seen massive drops in ridership as Arizonans stay home 
during the coronavirus pandemic. KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports Valley 
Metro is making several adjustments in response. Transportation :41 Katherine Davis Young

4/7/2020 Bus restrictions w  It could soon be harder for some people to get around Phoenix. Transportation :46 Christina Estes

4/9/2020 MAG traffic study c/c

More Arizonans are staying home or telecommuting since social distancing 
regulations went into effect. That means fewer cars on the road, 
reduced traffic delays, and improved air quality. Transportation :10 Katherine Davis Young

4/13/2020 Bus passenger limits v
New social distancing measures could impact people who rely on buses to get to 
work. Transportation :30 Christina Estes

4/15/2020 Construction hours expanded c/c
With fewer cars on the road due to self-isolation, freeway construction hours 
have been expanded. Transportation :14 Harry Croton

4/17/2020
Valley Metro

s
Today at noon Valley Metro will participate in the hashtag Light--AZ--Blue, where 
it honors frontline workers, including the Valley’s thousands of transit workers. Transportation :35 Katherine Davis Young

4/22/2020
MVD online services

v
The online services for the Motor Vehicle Division were shut down for 3 days as 
it implemented new updates to the system. Transportation :35 Greg Hahne

4/17/2020

Pinal Airpark

c/c

Airports that are typically bustling with noise and travelers have been reduced to 
quiet shells, as COVID-19 has nearly halted travel. Airlines have dramatically 
reduced flights rather than flying cross-country with empty planes, and many 
end up parked at the Pinal Air Park near Marana. Travel :09 Kerry Fehr Snyder

4/6/2020 Cooler Temps c/c

Cooler weather is headed our way from the west coast. Meteorologist Sean 
Benedict with the National Weather Service says the same system sweeping 
down from the Pacific Northwest is pushing relatively cool temperatures into 
Arizona beginning today and into the week. Weather :11 Holliday Moore

4/20/2020 Nice weather ending c/c

The Sonoran Desert is expected to start to heat up this week. The 
National Weather Service in Phoenix predicts temperatures in the low-to-mid 
80s on Tuesday. Weather :09 Matt Casey

4/27/2020 St. Mary's summer hours s
Saint Mary’s Food Bank is shifting its distribution hours to earlier in the day as 
temperatures hit triple digits. Weather :26 Scott Bourque

4/29/2020 AZ Heating Up c/c

Over the next few days, Arizona will see some unusually hot weather for this 
time of year. Temperatures that are typically in the 90s in late April will stay 
above 100 degrees throughout the week. Weather :15 Bridget Dowd

4/7/2020 Border wildlife study w

More than 2,000 animals die as roadkill every year on a section of highway just 
south of the Arizona border in eastern Sonora. From the Fronteras Desk in 
Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust reports on efforts to make crossing easier. Wildlife :51 Kendal Blust

4/7/2020 Tiger King CV c/c
An employee at the Bronx Zoo has reportedly passed the coronavirus onto a 
tiger, the first case of its kind in the nation, according to the U-S-D-A. Wildlife :10 Tom Maxedon

4/10/2020 Columbia spotted frogs climate change f

Columbia spotted frogs live in the soggiest pockets of the West. Muddy, sloshy 
wetlands provide them the best habitat to keep their populations in abundance. 
But as some western communities grow thirstier, there’s a fear that the frogs’ 
home could be in the crosshairs for big projects. Wildlife 4:22 KUNC/ Runyon

4/16/2020  Poaching vaquita refuge w

While resources and attention are focused on the coronavirus pandemic, 
conservationists say poaching is going unchecked in Mexico’s Sea of Cortez and 
putting a critically endangered porpoise at risk of extinction. Wildlife :48 Kendal Blust

4/17/2020
Saguaro eagles

w

The Arizona Game and Fish Department is celebrating a unique Arizona wildlife 
sighting. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, a pair of bald eagles have 
been discovered nesting in a saguaro cactus. Wildlife :42 Katherine Davis Young



4/29/2020 Red legged frog f

When the U.S.-Mexico border shut down in March, many plans, including some 
conservation efforts, were put on hold. But, KPBS Science & Technology reporter 
Shalina Chatlani says  -- at the last minute -- San Diego researchers were able to 
bring the red-legged frog from Mexico back to Southern California. There has 
been one around here for almost two decades. Wildlife 3:06 KPBS



Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2

5/1/2020 Nursing home Christ latest m
Arizona will not release the names of nursing homes that have residents with 
confirmed COVID-19 infections. Aging 1:10 Kathy Ritchie

5/6/2020 Pandemic/Dementia w

Caring for a loved one with dementia in this pandemic can create some 
interesting challenges. KJZZs Kathy Ritchie talked to one family caregiver who is 
navigating the ups and downs while caring in a crisis. Aging 1:00 Kathy Ritchie

5/11/2020 Ombudsman program w

For the many Arizonans who have a loved one in a long-term care facility, the 
stress of not being able to see that person continues to mount. Facilities are 
restricting visitors due to the coronavirus outbreak. KJZZs Kathy Ritchie talked to 
the director of Maricopa County’s Ombudsman program. Aging :43 Kathy Ritchie

5/13/2020 Nursing home residents v

More long-term care facilities are reporting cases of COVID-19 among residents 
and staff. As KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, facilities in Maricopa County have hit a 
new milestone. Aging :40 Kathy Ritchie

5/15/2020 Nursing home testing latest w

Earlier this week, the head of the Arizona Department of Health Services 
announced that residents and staff at some long-term care facilities would be 
tested for the coronavirus. As KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie reports, testing will start 
Friday ((tomorrow)). Aging :47 Kathy Ritchie

5/22/2020 Christ testing update c/c

When the state first announced it would be testing residents and staff at 
Arizona’s 147 Medicare-and-Medicaid certified nursing facilities, it did not 
address the people who live and work in assisted living facilities. Aging :16 Kathy Ritchie

5/22/2020 Glencroft data w
Earlier this week, the long term care community of Glencroft made the decision 
to release its COVID-19 data. It’s one of the only facilities to do so. Aging :48 Kathy Ritchie

5/22/2020 Area on Aging c/c

During this pandemic, one of the hardest hit groups in the country has been 
seniors.   Getting food and other supplies are just some of the many previously 
simple tasks that have become nearly impossible for this at-risk group to do. Aging :15 Jill Ryan

5/25/2020 Nursing home staffing w

Over a week ago, the Arizona Department of Health Services started testing 
residents and staff in the state’s 147-Medicare-certified skilled nursing homes. 
As KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, as test results come in, staff could be 
quarantined if they are positive… and that could be a problem. Aging :51 Kathy Ritchie

5/26/2020 Long-term care blame w

More than a third of all deaths related to COVID-19 have occured in long-term 
care facilities -- in part because the coronavirus is difficult to contain once it 
enters a congregate setting. Yet, nursing homes continue to be blamed for many 
of these deaths. Aging :50 Kathy Ritchie

5/4/2020 Food Dumping c/c

Shortly after the Coronavirus locked down schools, restaurants and other food 
service industries, the Dairy Farmers of America estimated nearly four million 
gallons of milk is being dumped each day from excess supply. Agriculture :12 Holliday Moore

5/14/2020 Poultry farmers f

The coronavirus pandemic has disrupted the country’s food supply in many 
ways. Several outbreaks have been reported in meat packing plants across the 
country. Agriculture 4:13 Rocio Hernandez

5/1/2020 Sonora rolling opening w

Many of Sonora’s numerous export manufacturing plants have been shuttered 
for several weeks due to pandemic restrictions. But industry representatives are 
hoping to begin a slow reopening soon Border :43 Murphy Woodhouse

5/4/2020 Cartel help w

Many organizations across the globe are providing vulnerable communities with 
food to face the crisis brought by the coronavirus pandemic. And in Mexico, this 
kind of help is also coming from... drug cartels. From KJZZ’s Mexico City 
Bureau, Rodrigo Cervantes reports. Border :43 Rodrigo Cervantes



5/4/2020 Hermosillo Mayor Song w

In neighboring Sonora, Mexico, leaders have been using daily press conferences, 
social media campaigns and trucks with loudspeakers to encourage Sonorans to 
stay-at-home during the coronavirus pandemic. Now, the mayor of the state 
capital Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo) is trying another approach - song. Border :50 Kendal Blust

5/4/2020 Electrical subsidiaries v

With temperatures already well over 100 degrees in neighboring Sonora, a 
summer electricity subsidy could help families stuck at home during the 
coronavirus stay cool. Border :38 Kendal Blust

5/5/2020 CV front-line Sonora w

As the number of confirmed coronavirus cases in neighboring Sonora, Mexico, 
continues to rise, a growing number of those infected are frontline healthcare 
and public safety workers. Border :49 Kendal Blust

5/5/2020 Border meal plan m

The U-S Border Patrol is creating a new feeding program that officials hope will 
provide nutritious meals for detainees at even the agency’s most remote 
locations. From the Fronteras Desk in Tucson, KJZZ’s Michel Marizco reports. Border 1:14 Michel Marizco

5/7/2020 Mexico Phx consulate w

The Mexican government reports that 250 of its nationals in the U.S. have the 
coronavirus. Mexico’s diplomatic wing is putting together a strategy to attend to 
its citizens in the U.S. as the pandemic continues… and while many states end 
lockdowns. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

5/7/2020 Border patrol PPE m

Residents in Arizona border towns say the Border Patrol checkpoints they pass 
through frequently are staffed with agents who aren’t following safety 
precautions to protect against the coronavirus. Border 1:10 AZPM/ Alisa Reznick

5/8/2020 Mexico buys U.S. ventilators w

Like in many parts of the U.S., one of the main concerns in Mexico facing the 
coronavirus pandemic is having enough ventilators for patients. But the Mexican 
government just closed a deal to get the equipment from the U.S… while facing 
a domestic controversy. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

5/8/2020 Sanitation tunnels at border w

Anyone crossing the border south into Nogales, Sonora could be required to 
walk through an inflatable “sanitation tunnel.” It’s part of the city’s efforts to 
prevent the spread of the coronavirus. Border :44 Kendal Blust

5/11/2020 Sonora pandemic spread w
Cases of Covid-19 are growing quickly in Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor to the 
south. Border :46 Murphy Woodhouse

5/12/2020 Homeland Security Tour  s

Acting Secretary of Homeland Security, Chad Wolf will visit the Arizona Nogales 
(NO-gal-liss) Port of Entry...before taking an aerial tour to review the new border 
wall construction. Border :23 Jill Ryan

5/12/2020 Sonora reopening plan w

The governor of Arizona’s southern neighbor Sonora has put forward a plan to 
allow businesses to slowly reopen. From the Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo (air-
mo-SEE-yo), KJZZ’s Murphy Woodhouse reports. Border :43 Murphy Woodhouse

5/12/2020 Sonora Expats f

In response to the global coronavirus pandemic, the United States has closed 
the border with Mexico to all non-essential travel and told U.S. citizens abroad 
to come home. But some expats living in neighboring Sonora, Mexico, are 
staying put. Border 4:06 Kendal Blust

5/13/2020 Mexico police powers w

Mexico will experience a new phase in its fight against crime, as the president 
ordered the military to help with the task. And while some see it as an 
opportunity to stop violence, skeptics fear a militarization of the country. Border :41 Rodrigo Cervantes

5/13/2020 Border crossings down w
Pedestrian and personal vehicle crossings at the US-Mexico border have fallen 
sharply since restrictions to slow coronavirus spread were put in place. Border :48 Murphy Woodhouse

5/13/2020 No Masks for DHS w

The acting secretary of the Homeland Security Department visited Nogales and 
Tucson to watch U.S.-Mexico border security operations in Arizona Tuesday. Like 
U.S. government officials, the issue of masks to protect against the spread of the 
coronavirus came up. Border :48 Michel Marizco



5/14/2020 Mexico reopening w

Mexico’s federal government presented its plan to gradually reopen activities 
during the pandemic. And it includes the reactivation of industries crucial for 
trade with the United States. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

5/15/2020 Conecta Arizona c/c
A Phoenix-based journalist is piloting a new project to help connect Spanish 
speakers in Arizona with reliable news about the coronavirus. Border :44 Kendal Blust

5/18/2020 Port of entry masks w
U.S. customs officers are using personal protective gear and implementing social 
distancing inside a Nogales port of entry. Border :47 Kendal Blust

5/19/2020 Journalist killed in Sonora w
The director of a Southern Sonora news site was killed in an armed attack over 
the weekend. Border :42 Murphy Woodhouse

5/20/2020 June border closings v
The Trump Administration announced today/TUESDAY it is keeping the 
southwestern border with Mexico closed to non-essential travel. Border :34 Michel Marizco

5/20/2020 Maquiladoras opening w
Many of Sonora’s numerous export manufacturing plants are preparing for a 
possible reopening on June 1. Border :46 Murphy Woodhouse

5/20/2020 Nearly 1,000 Mexicans dead in U.S. v

The COVID-19 virus attacks regardless of any nationality. And 
the Mexican government is reporting hundreds of its nationals sick in the U.S…. 
and nearly one thousand dead. Border :37 Rodrigo Cervantes

5/21/2020 Rocky Point reopening w
Just south of the border, the Sonoran town known as Arizona’s beach is 
preparing to welcome visitors back to its shores. Border :45 Kendal Blust

5/21/2020 Cattle imports w This week, President Trump raised the prospect of curtailing cattle imports. Border :45 Murphy Woodhouse

5/22/2020 Hermosillo virtual celebration w

Every May for the last 18 years, the capital city of neighboring Sonora, Mexico, 
has celebrated the anniversary of its founding with a cultural festival. In the face 
of the coronavirus pandemic this year, the festivities have moved online. Border :46 Kendal Blust

5/26/2020 Rocky Point health corridor w

Two years ago, Arizona and neighboring Sonora implemented a safety corridor 
along the highway to the popular beach destination Rocky Point. Now, that city 
is looking to collaborate on a so-called “health corridor” to keep tourists safe 
during the coronavirus pandemic. Border :46 Kendal Blust

5/27/2020 Hermosillo mayor CV positive w
Several top officials in neighboring Sonora, Mexico, have tested positive for the 
coronavirus, including the mayor of the capital city Hermosillo. Border :42 Kendal Blust

5/28/2020 Hermosillo Ford plant reopening w
Many of Sonora’s numerous manufacturing plants have gotten the green light to 
slowly reopen soon Border :41 Murphy Woodhouse

5/28/2020 Sonora reopening warning w

Mexico’s health secretary says neighboring Sonora, Mexico may be close to 
reaching a peak in the number of confirmed coronavirus cases. But that doesn’t 
mean residents can start easing restrictions on movement. Border :44 Kendal Blust

5/28/2020 Cancer patients abandoned w

In Mexico City, dozens of parents of children with cancer protested outside the 
Secretary of Public Health, threatening to start a hunger strike. They say 
treatments have been stopped, fearing the coronavirus pandemic will make 
things worse. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

5/28/2020 Border Sanitation Tunnels f

State and local leaders across Mexico have installed so-called 
“sanitation tunnels” outside hospitals, health clinics and police stations in an 
effort to curb the spread of the coronavirus. Border 3:25 Kendal Blust

5/29/2020 Reopening concerns w
With cases and deaths rising quickly in her state, Sonora’s governor 
is concerned about the possible impact of reopening. Border :37 Murphy Woodhouse

5/1/2020 Howie-Virus Restaurants c/c

Restaurants could reopen for dine-in service later this month, but that doesn’t 
mean the experience will be normal. Workers may wear masks and gloves and 
there will probably be a lot of empty tables. Business :14 Bridget Dowd

5/5/2020 Small business c/c

Last week, Phoenix’s economic development director Christine Mackay (MACK-
ee) gave a dire prediction that 20 to 25 percent of small businesses in the city 
would not survive the economic fallout from the coronavirus pandemic. Business :15 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/5/2020 Video home buying c/c
COVID-19 has prompted changes to personal behavior and how people do 
business. Business :12 Tom Maxedon



5/5/2020 ARA Prez on Ducey c/c
Governor Doug Ducey says restaurants and coffee shops can begin offering dine-
in service on Monday, but they won’t all be ready by then. Business :15 Bridget Dowd

5/6/2020 Library Services f Public libraries across Arizona are handling the pandemic in different ways. Business 3:40 Christina Estes

5/7/2020 Working from home c/c

As businesses move to reopen, some employers may have a difficult time getting 
employees back into their offices. Polling shared during ASU’s Annual Economic 
Outlook Tuesday shows more than 50 percent of respondents would rather 
work from home full-time even after the pandemic. Business :11 Katie Campbell

5/8/2020 Maricopa County restaurants w
After nearly two months of takeout and delivery only, many restaurants in 
Maricopa County will resume dine-in services next week. Business :45 Harry Croton

5/8/2020 EEOC reopening businesses c/c

As states begin to reopen their economies and people return to work, the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission has issued new guidelines that allow 
employers to cross lines in the name of public health that they couldn’t before. Business :13 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/8/2020 Opening maquiladoras pushback f
 Sonora’s massive export manufacturing sector is pushing for a slow reopening 
of their industry. Business 4:00 Murphy Woodhouse

5/11/2020 Mohave Valley Daily news online v
The Mohave Valley Daily News will stop printing its Monday edition newspaper 
beginning today. Business :39 Tom Maxedon

5/11/2020 Restaurant reopenings v

Restaurants can resume dine-in service (Monday) as coronavirus shutdowns 
begin to relax across the state. As KJZZ’s Scott Bourque reports, though, this is 
certainly not a return to normal. Business :38 Scott Bourque

5/11/2020 Humane Society/virus c/c

While Arizona slowly allows businesses to reopen to the public, the Arizona 
Humane Society will continue following social distancing protocols to protect 
pets under its care. Business :11 Holliday Moore

5/12/2020 Reopened c/c

Some restaurants reopened for dine-in service in Arizona yesterday as part of 
the first stage of more relaxed measures aimed at dealing with the spread of the 
coronavirus. Business :12 Phil Latzman

5/12/2020 Some restaurants still closed c/c
Many restaurants in Arizona opened their doors today (Monday) for limited dine-
in service because Governor Ducey has eased restrictions. Business :12 Tom Maxedon

5/13/2020 Fiscal stress c/c

Budget surpluses expected this year disappeared as businesses closed and 
workers were laid off due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Cities and counties must 
balance their budgets and now are deciding whether they will try to raise taxes, 
dip into reserves or make cuts to services Business :16 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/13/2020 Restaurant Check-In #2 f
One month ago we featured two independent Phoenix restaurants coping with 
the coronavirus. Today, we check back in to see how they’re doing. Business 3:39 Christina Estes

5/15/2020 Casinos reopen c/c
Some Valley casinos will reopen today [Friday], while others are taking more 
time before opening their doors. Business :17 Bridget Dowd

5/15/2020 PHX library curbside v
After being closed to the public for two months,  Phoenix Public Library will 
launch curbside service on Monday. Business :30 Christina Estes

5/15/2020 Taiwan Company v
Governor Doug Ducey announced that a Taiwan-based maker of silicon chips will 
be building an advanced semiconductor factory in Arizona. Business :38 Jill Ryan

5/15/2020 Unemployment Followup f
Out-of-work Arizonans have been facing unemployment claims that have stalled 
in a state agency that’s seen a crush of applications. Business 4:25 Matt Casey

5/18/2020 New Uber rules v

Starting Monday (today), drivers, passengers and delivery staff for the rideshare 
service Uber will see some big changes as the company helps slow the spread of 
COVID-19. Business :30 Harry Croton

5/18/2020 Alamo Drafthouse bankruptcy v
Arizona’s three Alamo Drafthouse movie theaters have filed for bankruptcy after 
taking serious financial hits due to the COVID-19 shutdown. Business :36 Scott Bourque

5/20/2020 Raytheon AZ v

Raytheon announced it will close its office in Albuquerque. As KJZZs Kathy 
Ritchie reports, the aerospace and defense contractor has plans to move to 
Arizona. Business :30 Kathy Ritchie



5/20/2020 Mesa library curbside service s The City of Mesa is offering curbside service for public library customers. Business :20 Jimmy Jenkins

5/22/2020 Sister Cities f

President Trump has been threatening to pull out of the World Health 
Organization this week, claiming the U.S. is unfairly shouldering an economic 
burden of the coronavirus crisis he says should be carried by China. But as KJZZ’s 
Heather van Blokland reports, a city in China is actually responsible for supplying 
some Phoenix first responders with its protective gear. Business 4:45 Heather VanBlokland

5/25/2020 Phx biz loans v
Phoenix will award millions more in grants for small businesses impacted by 
COVID-19. Business :32 Christina Estes

5/25/2020 Sister cities w

As states across the country grapple with providing coronavirus relief, some 
cities are using partnerships with one another around the world to receive aid. 
KJZZ’s Heather van Blokland reports on the sister city relationship between 
Phoenix and Chengdu (Cheng-DU), China, that started decades ago. Business :51 Heather VanBlokland

5/25/2020 Mask legality w
Those who object to wearing face masks inside private businesses can go shop 
elsewhere, according to one attorney who handles corporate litigation. Business :50 Scott Bourque

5/25/2020 San Diego fish industry f
The restaurant business has changed dramatically in the last couple of months, 
and that's made it hard for the San Diego seafood industry to stay afloat. Business 4:15 KPBS

5/26/2020 UPS outbreak v
An Arizona union has called on U-P-S to temporarily close its facility in Tucson 
after an outbreak of COVID-19. Business :40 Kathy Ritchie

5/26/2020 Pima restaurants v

The Pima County Board of Supervisors voted last week to drop some of the 
safety requirements adopted by the county to protect consumers against the 
coronavirus. As KJZZ’s Harry Croton reports, the move comes after business 
owners argued the rules were too burdensome. Business :36 Harry Croton

5/26/2020 TO casino reopening v
The Tohono O’odham Nation says it’s less than two weeks away from reopening 
its casino near Glendale. Business :34 Matt Casey

5/27/2020 Phx Zoo opens v The Phoenix Zoo is set to open its door to the public on June 15th. Business :40 Greg Hahne

5/27/2020 Restaurant Virus c/c
It’s been more than two weeks since Governor Ducey partially lifted restrictions 
on allowing restaurants to serve customers on site Business :07 Holliday Moore

5/28/2020 Contractors licenses revoked v

The state is revoking the licenses of two Phoenix contractors. As Christina Estes 
reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, the move comes after numerous consumer 
complaints. Business :38 Christina Estes

5/29/2020 Clean hotel certification w

Arizona hotels and resorts have a new way to boost consumer confidence when 
it comes to cleanliness and safety. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes 
reports. Business :47 Christina Estes

5/29/2020 Insys investors v
The Ex-CFO of a Valley-based opioid maker is settling investor claims totalling $2 
million. Business :37 Heather VanBlokland

5/18/2020 Worsening climate megadrought w
Scientists are increasingly sure that a warming climate is making the Southwest’s 
current drought much worse. Climate :39 KUNC/ Luke Runyon

5/6/2020 Q&AZ meat sources m

Several meatpacking plants around the US have seen outbreaks of covid-19. A 
listener asked through our Q&AZ reporting project, how can you tell 
if meat you’re buying comes from one of the affected plants? Consumer 1:11 Katherine Davis Young

5/8/2020 Gas Prices   c/c

Arizona gas prices remain higher than the national average, but the gap is 
closing. The state’s average price has fallen four cents since last week while the 
national figure climbed by that same amount. Consumer :14 Holliday Moore

5/21/2020 Q&AZ: Clothing Donations m
Through our Q&AZ reporting project, one listener asked: Which organizations 
are still accepting clothing donations during the pandemic? Consumer 1:09 Bridget Dowd

5/29/2020 Gas prices rising c/c

Gas prices are on the rise nationwide...as businesses reopen and people start 
going back to work. The national average is one dollar 97...up 4 cents from a 
week ago. Triple A Arizona spokesperson Aldo Vazquez says Arizona is seeing an 
increase too. Consumer :08 Jill Ryan



5/6/2020 Media/Nursing Homes Lawsuit v
Several Phoenix-area media organizations are suing the state of Arizona over a 
lack of information from the Department of Health Services. Courts :37 Bridget Dowd

5/7/2020 Morrison roundtable m

The coronavirus has had a major effect on court proceedings.   KJZZ’s Greg 
Hahne reports on a roundtable discussion held today (Wednesday) featuring 
prosecutors from across the country. Courts 1:02 Greg Hahne

5/7/2020 Parsons v Ryan update v

Attorneys representing inmates in a class action lawsuit about prison health care 
in Arizona are asking a federal judge to fine the state $400,000 for its continued 
failure to meet agreed-upon health care benchmarks. Courts :39 Jimmy Jenkins

5/7/2020 Ducey Lawsuit c/c

Governor Doug Ducey’s stay--at--home order goes to court tomorrow (Friday). 
U.S. District Court Judge Murray Snow will hear arguments regarding the 
constitutional legality of the order. Courts :10 Jill Ryan

5/12/2020 Courts re-open June 1 w Arizona courts have been avoiding in-person proceedings during the pandemic. Courts :47 Ben Giles

5/14/2020 Homeless court update c/c

More than 5-hundred people have graduated from Maricopa County’s 
Regional Homeless Court over the past three years. Deputy City Prosecutor Bob 
Smith told Phoenix’s public safety subcommittee that nonviolent offenders with 
misdemeanors can get warrants and fines eliminated in exchange for 
participating. Courts :18 Christina Estes

5/14/2020 Boyd Dunn ballot v
An incumbent candidate for the Arizona Corporation Commission has been 
knocked out of the running by the state’s high court. Courts :40 Holliday Moore

5/28/2020 Pinal Lawsuit w
Pinal County has dropped its threat to sue the federal government in an effort to 
force Governor Ducey to distribute coronavirus relief funds. Courts :54 Jill Ryan

5/28/2020 Mining Lawsuit s

A federal judge has ruled against environmental groups and the Havasupai Tribe 
in a lawsuit to keep a uranium mine from operating. The Canyon Mine, owned 
by Energy Fuels Resources, is near Grand Canyon National Park’s South Rim. Courts :26 Jill Ryan

5/29/2020 Google lawsuit v
Attorney General Mark Brnovich has filed a lawsuit against Google for allegedly 
using deceptive tactics to gather location data. Courts :39 Greg Hahne

5/13/2020 Domestic violence c/c

Before Governor Ducey issued a stay-at-home order for Arizona, the United 
Nations was recording a surge in domestic violence cases in countries already 
under isolation. Crime :12 Holliday Moore

5/21/2020 Westgate shooter v
A gunman shot three people at the Westgate Entertainment District in Glendale 
Wednesday night. Crime :41 Ben Giles

5/22/2020 Phoenix police DUIs c/c
This weekend, the roads are expected to be busier with Memorial Day travelers 
coming in and out of the Valley. Crime :11 Harry Croton

5/22/2020 Westgate update v

Prosecutors said the 20-year-old suspect in custody for multiple shootings at 
Westgate Entertainment District in Glendale could have potentially done far 
more harm. Crime :40 Ben Giles

5/22/2020 Shooting arrests w
The week after high-profile violence rocked a Northern Sonora town, Mexican 
authorities made multiple arrests in the area. Crime :42 Murphy Woodhouse

5/29/2020 US attorney CV fraud cases w

The US Attorney’s Office says fraudsters are taking advantage of these uncertain 
times. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, charges have been filed in 
three fraud cases related to COVID-19 in Arizona. Crime :50 Katherine Davis Young

5/19/2020 Hearing face masks w

Many Arizonans are wearing facemasks to protect themselves and others from 
contracting the coronavirus. But as KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, facemasks are 
making it difficult to communicate for some. Disability :41 Kathy Ritchie

5/25/2020 Caring in crisis m

Living through the coronavirus pandemic with an intellectual or developmental 
disability can be confusing, frustrating, even heartbreaking. KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie 
talked to a mother who is helping her daughter understand why her world has 
turned upside down. Disability :54 Kathy Ritchie

5/7/2020 Economic outlook w
We don’t yet know just how significant COVID-19’s impact has been - or will be - 
on our economy. Economy :49 Katie Campbell



5/8/2020 Wharton on biz losses/deaths c/c

Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey and other governors are trying to balance public 
health with the economy. As the coronavirus pandemic grows, some states are 
maintaining stay-at-home orders and school closures while allowing partial or 
complete reopenings of businesses. Economy :20 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/19/2020 Jobs Mid May v
Nearly 32-thousand Arizonans applied for first-time unemployment benefits last 
week - that’s a slight increase over figures from the prior week. Economy :40 Holliday Moore

5/20/2020 Child care shortage c/c
The coronavirus pandemic has exacerbated a childcare crisis that was already 
underway in Arizona. Economy :15 Tom Maxedon

5/21/2020 March taxes w

The economic downturn caused by the coronavirus pandemic is starting to be 
reflected in the state’s tax revenue data. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
reports, hotel and restaurant taxes show major declines. Economy :51 Katherine Davis Young

5/22/2020 Morrison COVID poll w

A new poll from ASU’s Morrison Institute for Public Policy and the Arizona 
Republic found that about 40% of Arizonans are struggling from impacts of the 
coronavirus pandemic. Economy :43 Greg Hahne

5/22/2020 Jobless c/c

Arizona employers are continuing to lay off workers, even after Governor Doug 
Ducey reopened the state last month. New figures from the Department of 
Economic Security show that more than 23,000 individuals filed for first-
time jobless benefits in the past week. Economy :12 Kathy Ritchie

5/25/2020 MAG unemployment map v

A coalition of local governments says it worked with the Arizona Department of 
Economic Security to map the number of unemployment claims by ZIP code. 
From mid-March to mid-May, part of Yuma led the state. Economy :38 Matt Casey

5/28/2020 Economic dignity c/c
The country’s economic inequality has been highlighted as millions of Americans 
have lost their jobs amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Economy :14 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/1/2020 Hoffman on closure c/c

Students and teachers in Arizona turned to distance learning after COVID-19 
forced schools to close. They have been waiting for word of when they could 
return. Education :13 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/1/2020 University classes v
Four major Arizona universities and the Maricopa County community colleges 
are expecting to resume in-person classes for the fall semester. Education :34 Rocio Hernandez

5/6/2020 UA antibody testing c/c
The University of Arizona feels confident it will be able to welcome students, 
staff and faculty back safely to campus next school year. Education :10 Tom Maxedon

5/6/2020 TBird graduation robots w

Arizona State University will hold virtual commencement ceremonies next week 
due to the coronavirus pandemic. But as KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, some 
graduate students will still get the experience of walking across the stage by 
using robots. Education :51 Rocio Hernandez

5/6/2020 MCCCD Budget w
The Maricopa County Community College District’s board is grappling with what 
the coronavirus pandemic will mean for its budget next year. Education :49 Rocio Hernandez

5/8/2020 ABOR tuition  w

The Arizona Board of Regents voted Thursday not to increase tuition for most in-
state students for the next school year, but universities will raise tuition for 
other students as well prices for housing, meal plans and class fees. Education :44 Rocio Hernandez

5/11/2020 Dual learning f

The interruption of the school year will cause more disruption than just having 
kids learn from home. School funding and ranking is in jeopardy...and faculties 
across the state are forced to plan for two realities as the fall opening remains 
uncertain. Education 4:23 Jill Ryan

5/12/2020 ABOR tuition c/c

Even as Arizona’s three in-state universities face rising costs and an expected 
loss in revenue, the Arizona Board of Regents voted last week not to raise tuition 
for most in-state students. Education :20 Tom Maxedon

5/12/2020 ASU Grad f

Arizona State University is celebrating its nearly 16,400 graduates this week. For 
one of those grads, the journey to commencement has been a long one -- 15 
years to be exact with literal bumps on the road. Education 4:28 Rocio Hernandez



5/13/2020 AEA Schools c/c

As the school year winds down educators are looking ahead to next school year. 
Joe Thomas is the President of the Arizona Education Association. He predicts 
districts will look into hybrid programs where students alternate between in-
person and online learning. But the future remains uncertain. Education :11 Jill Ryan

5/14/2020 AEA task force c/c

The Arizona Education Association has formed a task force working with the 
state education department to determine how public schools will reopen in the 
fall amid the coronavirus pandemic. Education :10 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/14/2020 Sex Ed Curriculum v
The governing board for Tucson's largest school district has unanimously 
approved a new, highly-debated sex education curriculum. Education :29 Bridget Dowd

5/14/2020 High school graduates f

In a normal school year, this would be the season thousands 
of high school seniors in the Phoenix area would be putting on caps and gowns 
to receive their diplomas. Of course, this has not been a normal school year. Education 4:26 Katherine Davis Young

5/15/2020 ASU summer classes w
Most of Arizona State University’s summer courses, which begin on Monday 
(5/18), will be online even though the state is starting to reopen. Education :46 Rocio Hernandez

5/15/2020 Special Education/ Coronavirus f
Classrooms may be closed, but Arizona schools still have responsibilities to 
students who need special instruction. Education 4:15 Ben Giles

5/20/2020 Flagstaff Schools f
While some schools are using group-video chat...the Flagstaff Unified School 
District has taken a different approach. Education 3:23 Jill Ryan

5/21/2020 ASU CV re-entry w

ASU President Michael Crow shared some ideas on how the university will move 
forward during the summer and fall semester in a webinar today (Wednesday) 
with the Arizona Capitol Times. Education :43 Rocio Hernandez

5/21/2020 UA re-entry w

University of Arizona President Robert Robbins shared updates today 
(Wednesday) on the school’s plan to bring students back to campus after 
shifting to online instruction during the pandemic. Education :32 Rocio Hernandez

5/25/2020 Student corps m

When the pandemic hit, University of Arizona medical students’ clinical 
rotations were halted. But they still wanted to help health care workers and 
joined the nationwide COVID-19 Student Service Corps initiative. Education 1:04 Rocio Hernandez

5/26/2020 School in fall c/c
Arizona’s traditional public schools are - for the most part - officially on summer 
break beginning this week. Education :14 Holliday Moore

5/27/2020 MCCCD tuition w
The Maricopa County Community College District’s board approved tuition 
discounts for in-state and out-of-state students at its Tuesday meeting. Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

5/29/2020 Schools Reopen c/c
Governor Ducey announced Thursday that Arizona schools will reopen in July 
and August, in time for the start of the next school year. Education :12 Ben Giles

5/29/2020 University pay c/c
An Arizona Board of Regents committee is supporting a proposal to suspend 
previously scheduled pay increases for university presidents. Education :13 Rocio Hernandez

5/1/2020 Women Voters c/c

The Arizona chapter of the League of Women Voters has joined other 
organizations asking the state Supreme Court to let ballot initiative campaigns 
gather signatures online during the pandemic. Elections :13 Ben Giles

5/4/2020 Clean Elections Debates c/c

In Arizona, the Citizens Clean Elections Commission will be hosting 
candidate debates in May and June...leading up to the August fourth primary 
election for state and city offices. Elections :11 Jill Ryan

5/5/2020 County voting v
Maricopa County officials are scrambling to put together a plan to hold elections 
this fall during a pandemic. Elections :41 Ben Giles

5/7/2020 Signature gathering w
Candidates for local offices have long been denied access to an online signature 
gathering tool that could help them qualify for the ballot. Elections :47 Ben Giles

5/13/2020 Libertarians/Hobbs v

Secretary of State Katie Hobbs is urging the U-S Supreme Court to reject a last-
ditch effort by the Arizona Libertarian Party to make it easier to put its 
candidates on the general election ballot. Elections :41 Kathy Ritchie

5/14/2020 Signature collection c/c
Groups trying to put measures on the November ballot will have to keep 
gathering signatures the old-fashioned way. Elections :12 Ben Giles



5/15/2020 Jill Biden chats w
 As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, Biden is trying to garner support from the 
Latino community for her husband Joe Biden’s presidential campaign. Elections :40 Jimmy Jenkins

5/18/2020 Corp Comm c/c

The odds have improved for re-establishing political balance on the Arizona 
Corporation Commission, where only one Democrat has held a seat on the five-
member public utility oversite panel since 20-16. Elections :10 Holliday Moore

5/28/2020 Vote by mail c/c

The Maricopa County Elections Department assures voters that the mail-in 
ballot system is safe...and not prone to voter fraud. The Department’s Megan 
Gilbertson says many studies have affirmed the safety of mail-in voting...and the 
department keeps a watchful eye. Elections :06 Jill Ryan

5/29/2020 Mail Voting c/c
President Trump is no fan of voting by mail, despite the fact that’s how he casts 
his own ballot. Elections :07 Ben Giles

5/18/2020 Concert promoter Zelisko c/c
Longtime Arizona concert promoter Danny Zelisko says September may be the 
earliest that concerts are able to resume. Entertainment :14 Rocio Hernandez

5/6/2020 Recreational Shooting s
In an effort to reduce the risk of wildfires...three national forests in Arizona have 
temporarily banned recreational shooting. Environment :26 Jill Ryan

5/7/2020 EPA grants c/c

A pair of new Brownfields grants from the E-P-A will be put toward redeveloping 
contaminated land throughout Phoenix. 800-thousand-dollars will go into a new 
revitalization loan program. Roseanne Albright with the city of Phoenix says 
when land is polluted, that can deter businesses or nonprofits from taking on 
revitalization projects. Environment :06 Katherine Davis Young

5/11/2020 Forest fires w

Forest officials are expecting a difficult fire season - a perfect storm of dry brush, 
near-record visitor numbers, and the yet-unknown impacts of COVID-19 on 
firefighting operations. Environment :48 Scott Bourque

5/12/2020 Fire restrictions v

As Arizona heads into the summer months, drier conditions lead to an increase 
in wildfire activity. As KJZZ’s Harry Croton reports, stage two fire restrictions will 
be put in place to reduce the hazard. Environment :31 Harry Croton

5/20/2020 East brush fire update c/c
Firefighters have been able to contain about 50-percent of the fire near Cave 
Creek. This is up from about 20% on Monday. Environment :14 Greg Hahne

5/25/2020 wildfires c/c

Arizona’s national forests and public lands are still seeing near record crowds, 
especially during the holiday weekend. Combine that with abundant dry brush, 
and it’s a recipe for a busy fire season. Environment :21 Scott Bourque

5/27/2020 Fire near Wickenburg c/c
A fire near Wickenburg that started Monday afternoon has grown to more than 
2 thousand acres. Environment :10 Greg Hahne

5/27/2020 Mining arsenic spill v
A mining company has been fined more than 5 million dollars for an arsenic leak 
in Yavapai County. Environment :35 Greg Hahne

5/26/2020 AZ child care v

As businesses reopen across the Valley following the end of Governor Ducey’s 
stay-at-home order, child care facilities are struggling with the aftermath of the 
two-month closure. Family :30 Harry Croton

5/1/2020 Tucson mayor reax w

Tucson’s mayor said she backs Governor Doug Ducey’s decision to extend his 
stay-at-home order through May 15. But she says she wanted more severe 
restrictions. From the Fronteras Desk in Tucson, KJZZ’s Michel Marizco reports. Govt. City :33 Michel Marizco

5/1/2020 PHX City response/virus w
More help is on the way for some small businesses in Phoenix. From KJZZ’s 
Downtown Bureau, Christina Estes reports on the city’s council’s latest action. Govt. City :39 Christina Estes

5/1/2020 Wickenberg check-in  m

The coronavirus pandemic is creating a variety of challenges for communities 
across our state. KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young checked in with the town 
of Wickenburg, where some challenges have inspired creative solutions. Govt. City 2:03 Katherine Davis Young



5/6/2020 Phx council CV funds w

Phoenix is closer to offering more financial help for businesses impacted by the 
coronavirus. Yesterday (Tuesday) the council approved a framework for 
spending nearly 3-hundred-million in federal funding for various needs, but as 
Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, one group feels ignored. Govt. City :46 Christina Estes

5/7/2020 Phx Country Club Project w

Opponents call it a high-rise tower that will destroy the character of their 
neighborhoods. Supporters call it a mid-rise project that will revitalize a key 
intersection. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes reports on the latest 
plans for the Phoenix Country Club. Govt. City :48 Christina Estes

5/11/2020 Goodyear opening v
The city of Goodyear will begin the first phase of its reopening plans today 
(Monday) with some city offices and parks opening to the public. Govt. City :37 Scott Bourque

5/14/2020 Tempe proclamation v

After a picture of a crowded Tempe bar circulated social media, Mayor Mark 
Mitchell issued a proclamation yesterday (Tuesday) requiring certain businesses 
to turn in social distancing plans. Govt. City :40 Rocio Hernandez

5/15/2020 Small town mayors w

The CARES Act opened up federal funds for many U.S. cities, but only those with 
populations of more than 500-thousand could apply. As Congress prepares 
another coronavirus relief package, mayors from small Arizona towns are calling 
for access to funding. Govt. City :46 Katherine Davis Young

5/18/2020 Phx food assistance m
Phoenix plans to allocate 5 million dollars in federal coronavirus funding for food 
assistance. Govt. City 1:05 Christina Estes

5/18/2020 Tucson proclamation v

Residents of Tucson will continue to sit tight for at least another three weeks as 
Mayor Regina (Reh-heena) Romero announced today she is extending the city’s 
emergency proclamation until June 8. Govt. City :31 Harry Croton

5/19/2020 Phx budget preview v
Phoenix leaders are being asked to approve a city budget Tuesday that could 
change drastically. Govt. City :37 Christina Estes

5/20/2020 Phx reopening plans w
Phoenix leaders are looking for more information before they decide whether to 
reopen libraries and recreation centers. Govt. City :48 Christina Estes

5/22/2020 Chandler Park alcohol v
Bars and restaurants throughout the state are reopening, but still operating with 
social-distancing restrictions. Govt. City :35 Greg Hahne

5/27/2020 Scottsdale mayor on crowds s

Scottsdale Mayor Jim Lane tweeted about his disappointment over images of 
the crowds he saw in Old Town Scottsdale over the weekend. He said it showed 
“a real lack in common sense and civic responsibility. Govt. City :21 Jill Ryan

5/28/2020 Phx City Council mtgs m

As cities work to reopen their parks and libraries, they’re also evaluating public 
meetings. Some city councils continue to meet in-person while others work 
remotely. Govt. City 1:04 Christina Estes

5/8/2020 USDOT Funding v

The U-S Department of Transportation will provide nearly 200 million dollars in 
federal assistance to help prop up the Phoenix transportation system during 
COVID-19. Govt. Federal :36 Jill Ryan

5/12/2020 Unemployment checks v
Checks are finally on the way for Arizonans who applied for benefits under the 
federal Pandemic Unemployment Assistance program.  Govt. Federal :39 Holliday Moore

5/12/2020 Unemployment Assistance Services v The Pandemic Unemployment Assistance system is set to launch today (May 12). Govt. Federal :28 Jill Ryan

5/20/2020 Census operations resume w
The U.S. Census Bureau is resuming operations in 11 states including Arizona 
this week. Govt. Federal :45 Rocio Hernandez

5/25/2020 Census restart w
The U-S Census has resumed ground operations in Arizona and is looking for part-
time workers. Govt. Federal :39 Jill Ryan

5/4/2020 Overweight trucks v
In April, Governor Ducey temporarily increased the gross weight limit of 
commercial vehicles until the end of May. Govt. State :38 Greg Hahne

5/5/2020 Ducey/Health briefing w
Governor Ducey’s stay-at-home order remains in effect. But at the same time, 
the governor is encouraging Arizonans to go get a haircut and dine out. Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

5/8/2020 Sine die Friday v
Not all lawmakers are on board with plans to end the 2020 legislative session for 
good Friday. Govt. State :46 Ben Giles



5/8/2020 Toothless order m
The Senate is prepared to adjourn the 2020 legislative session for good on 
Friday. Govt. State 1:07 Ben Giles

5/18/2020 Child care CV w
Governor Ducey announced the state is expanding a program that gives 
essential workers priority access to child care. Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

5/18/2020 AZ House returns v
The Arizona House plans to resume work this week, even after the Senate voted 
to adjourn earlier this month. Govt. State :36 Jill Ryan

5/19/2020 Reconvening legislature w

The state Senate signaled that it was done with the 2020 legislative session 
more than a week ago. But Republican representatives got back to work on 
Monday anyway. Govt. State :44 Ben Giles

5/19/2020 AZ reps REAX CV House bill dp
In a narrow victory for Democrats, the U-S House on Friday passed an additional 
$3 trillion dollar coronavirus response package. Govt. State :19 Tom Maxedon

5/19/2020 Virus liabilities c/c
Republican state representatives want to make it harder for someone who 
contracts COVID-19 to sue the business where they believe they got infected. Govt. State :14 Ben Giles

5/21/2020 Forfeiture Bill c/c
Arizona lawmakers are moving to erect new hurdles to protect individuals from 
property seizure by the state. Govt. State :14 Kathy Ritchie

5/22/2020 Forfeitures legislation c/c
Arizona lawmakers are moving to erect new hurdles to protect individuals from 
property seizure by the state. Govt. State :14 Kathy Ritchie

5/22/2020 Virus Liability c/c

State representatives voted yesterday (Thursday) along party lines to put new 
hurdles in the path of people suing businesses, churches and schools over 
coronavirus claims. Govt. State :12 Holliday Moore

5/26/2020 Senate relief bill dp

Senate Republicans say they expect to pass another federal coronavirus aid 
package. What exactly goes in it is still up for debate. Democrats want them to 
at least try for a compromise on the $3 trillion dollar bill that passed the House. 
Arizona Representative Raul Grijava says negotiations need to be in good faith. Govt. State :10 Matt Casey

5/26/2020 Senate returns c/c
Arizona’s state senators return to work today at the capitol to wrap up the 
regular session. Govt. State :10 Holliday Moore

5/27/2020 Sine die for real w
After multiple false starts and stops, the 2020 regular legislative  session is 
officially over. Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

5/28/2020 CARES money w
Governor Ducey is making roughly $600 million available to Arizona cities, 
counties and towns with fewer than 500 thousand residents. Govt. State :50 Ben Giles

5/29/2020 Small town funding w
Governor Doug Ducey is distributing 441-million dollars in federal funding to 
Arizona cities and towns. But some mayors say that won’t be enough. Govt. State :50 Katherine Davis Young

5/29/2020 Virus Rodeo v
Governor Doug Ducey is opening the gates for the quote “world’s oldest rodeo” 
to ride this summer despite COVID-19 restrictions. Govt. State :38 Holliday Moore

5/29/2020 Youth Sports c/c
Governor Doug Ducey has cleared the way for schools, camps 
and youth sports to resume. Govt. State :13 Jill Ryan

5/1/2020 PPE shortage c/c
Cities, states and counties all have struggled to acquire Personal Protective 
Equipment such as masks and gloves ever since the COVID-19 pandemic hit. Health :13 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/4/2020 Hospital capacity c/c

As the state seeks to test nearly 60-thousand people for COVID-19 in the next 
three weeks, hospital admissions and ventilator capacity appear much lower 
than public health experts had originally feared. Health :21 Scott Bourque

5/4/2020 Testing blitz w
Nearly 20-thousand Arizonans were tested for the coronavirus Saturday as the 
state began the first weekend of its so-called testing blitz. Health :49 Scott Bourque

5/5/2020 Ducey Nursing Homes c/c
Over the weekend, another nursing home confirmed that it's dealing with an 
outbreak of the coronavirus. Health :12 Kathy Ritchie

5/8/2020 Testing blitz w

Arizona is still dead last among states when it comes to the number of COVID-
19 tests per capita. A statewide “testing blitz” over three weekends was 
supposed to address that. Health :45 Katherine Davis Young



5/11/2020 Flagstaff testing blitz c/c

Saturday marked the second weekend of the state’s COVID-19 testing blitz, in 
which public health officials are trying to test 60-thousand Arizonans for the 
virus. Health :17 Scott Bourque

5/11/2020 Restaurant employees w

The news that restaurants can resume dine-in service Monday surely sounds 
good for unemployment numbers and laid-off service industry employees. But 
as KJZZ’s Scott Bourque reports, it may be awhile before restaurant workers are 
back to full-time hours and pay. Health :44 Scott Bourque

5/11/2020 ASU stranded students/Lake Havasu v

Fifteen international students from Arizona State University’s Lake Havasu’s 
branch campus...remain stranded. KJZZ’s Jill Ryan reports the pandemic has 
made it impossible for these students to fly home. Health :29 Jill Ryan

5/11/2020 Disability PPE shortage f
Group homes and day programs for people with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities are struggling to find PPE for staff and the people they serve. Health 3:56 Kathy Ritchie

5/13/2020 Heat deaths c/c
A record 197 people died from heat in Maricopa County last year. However, 
indoor heat-related deaths were down from the previous year. Health :12 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/13/2020 Phx employee testing w
Coronavirus testing will begin tomorrow (Thursday) for any city of Phoenix 
employee who wants it. Health :45 Christina Estes

5/14/2020 Contact tracing c/c

The Maricopa County Public Health Department is ramping up its staffing and 
partnerships to reach more people infected with COVID-19 and their close 
contacts. Health :11 Rocio Hernandez

5/15/2020 CV heart attacks w
Stress on the body from diseases like the flu and COVID-19 can increase the 
likelihood of heart attacks Health :37 Nick Gerbis

5/18/2020 Testing Blitz c/c The state has finished a three--week testing blitz. Health :16 Jill Ryan

5/19/2020 Post pandemic populations c/c

Social distancing and staying home may be making the suburbs of Phoenix more 
attractive to live in right now—places where you can have your own backyard 
without being quarantined inside an apartment, for instance. Health :12 Tom Maxedon

5/19/2020 Hacienda nursing homes v

The Arizona Department of Health Services defended its reason for not 
disclosing the names of nursing homes with confirmed COVID-19 infections. It 
cited the negative press Hacienda Healthcare received after an incapacitated 
woman was allegedly raped by a former nurse and later gave birth. Health :39 Kathy Ritchie

5/19/2020 What's In A Test? f

Arizona is continuing its statewide coronavirus testing blitz, but some people are 
seeking their own tests. As KJZZ’s Tom Maxedon reports, there are a variety of 
types of tests being conducted and each has pluses and minuses. Health 4:16 Tom Maxedon

5/21/2020 Phx COVID testing v
A popular Phoenix park will soon become a COVID-19 testing site. From KJZZ’s 
Downtown Bureau, Christina Estes reports on plans at Steele Indian School Park. Health :34 Christina Estes

5/22/2020 Maricopa COVID update w

At a press conference on Thursday, the Maricopa County Public Health 
Department talked about the steps it’s taking to minimize the homeless 
population’s exposure to COVID 19. Health :49 Kathy Ritchie

5/25/2020 Blood shortage w

Since elective surgeries were cleared to resume this month, the need for 
donated blood has increased significantly. As KJZZ’s Harry Croton reports, the 
lack of blood drives and donations over the past few months has led to a 
shortage. Health :42 Harry Croton

5/25/2020 Young people / strokes c/c
There is not a lot of data to support a conclusion, but there are signs that the 
coronavirus may increase the risk of stroke in people under the age of 50. Health :20 Jill Ryan

5/26/2020 AZ CDC numbers v

Public health officials say robust testing for the coronavirus is essential to safely 
lifting stay-at-home orders and business closures. But some states, including 
Arizona, have created confusion over the way they’re reporting data. Health :36 Kathy Ritchie



5/26/2020 Flu COVID combo c/c
Flu season will be resuming in a few months, meaning long-term care facilities 
could be dealing with two viruses at the same time. Health :13 Kathy Ritchie

5/28/2020 Summer camp safety w
Most schools in the Valley have officially wrapped up until the fall, meaning 
dozens of summer camps are set to open for the next few months. Health :46 Harry Croton

5/4/2020 Rosson House m

Today (Monday) marks 40 years since the opening of the Rosson (ROSS-
in) House Museum at Heritage Square in downtown Phoenix. But the 
anniversary comes as the museum faces serious financial trouble, as KJZZ’s 
Katherine Davis-Young reports. History 1:11 Katherine Davis young

5/18/2020 LGBTQ Elders f

For some LGBTQ elders who are HIV positive, what’s happening now with the 
coronavirus is a little like déjà vu. In the early 1980s, it was the AIDS epidemic 
that regularly led the evening news. Today it's the coronavirus. So, is history 
repeating itself? History 4:33 Kathy Ritchie

5/11/2020 Realtors survey v

A new survey by the National Association of Realtors looks at how the 
coronavirus pandemic is impacting residential sales. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, 
Christina Estes reports. Housing :35 Christina Estes

5/27/2020 COVID affordable housing f
The federal CARES Act has given Phoenix a historic amount of funding to fight 
homelessness. But money alone can’t solve the problem. Housing 4:47 Katherine Davis Young

5/28/2020 Homeless Tempe c/c

Three Arizona cities are working together to keep older adults and people who 
are medically vulnerable and experiencing homelessness off the streets during 
the coronavirus pandemic. Housing :14 Kathy Ritchie

5/1/2020 Asylum hearings delayed v
The United States has further delayed court hearings for asylum seekers waiting 
in Mexico under the so-called ‘Remain In Mexico’ program. Immigration :46 Kendal Blust

5/1/2020 ICE releasing immigrants w

Immigration and Customs Enforcement has released hundreds of detainees 
during the pandemic, but thousands more are still detained. In Tucson, 
Alisa Reznick reports on recently released migrants who say people can’t stay 
healthy in detention. Immigration :45 AZPM/ Alisa Reznick

5/4/2020 ICE money laundering v

Congress’s watchdog wants Immigration and Customs Enforcement to do more 
to track the performance of a unit that works to uncover trade-based money 
laundering. ICE says it already collects certain data, and it can’t tell partner 
countries how to enforce the law. Immigration :40 Matt Casey

5/5/2020 Refugee Mentors f

With the number of arrivals at a record low, a long-time refugee resettlement 
group in Arizona has started a program in Tucson that pairs young refugees with 
mentors. Immigration 3:48 Matt Casey

5/7/2020 DACA protest by car w

The U-S Supreme Court could rule any day on the future of an Obama-era 
program that shields certain undocumented people from deportation and lets 
them work. Local supporters of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals organized 
a car rally Wednesday to send their message to the Court. Immigration :40 Matt Casey

5/7/2020 COVID-19 Strikes Remittances f

The U.S. is by far the largest source of money sent by migrants to family and 
friends around the globe, according to the World Bank. India and China are the 
largest recipients, followed by Mexico, a country that strongly depends on 
these remittances. How will the coronavirus pandemic hit both sides of the 
border? We have the story from the U.S. and Mexico. Immigration 3:47 Matt Casey Rodrigo Cervantes

5/8/2020 GOP stopping farmworkers v

A group of Republican Senators is pushing President Trump to expand his April 
proclamation to pause certain immigration. The Senators want a suspension of 
all new guest worker visas, and they’re using the same reasoning Trump gave for 
the initial order. Immigration :40 Matt Casey

5/11/2020 ICE interior investigation w

Immigrant rights groups have appealed to federal oversight agencies to make 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement do more to protect detainees from the 
coronavirus. The move came on the heels of the agency reporting the first in-
custody death due to COVID-19. Immigration :38 Matt Casey



5/12/2020 Asylum Seekers Delay w

The United States has further delayed court hearings for asylum seekers waiting 
in Mexico under the so-called ‘Remain In Mexico’ program. But for the next 
month, migrants won’t have to present themselves at ports of entry for the 
delayed hearings. Immigration :46 Kendal Blust

5/19/2020 Undocumented rights w

The Phoenix City Council could vote on a proposed budget Tuesday. And 
activists are demanding that elected officials find a way to get relief money for 
undocumented people during the coronavirus pandemic. Immigration :44 Matt Casey

5/21/2020 Refugee funding w
Phoenix has approved a plan to use millions of dollars in CARES Act money to 
help refugees and asylum seekers affected by the coronavirus pandemic. Immigration :43 Matt Casey

5/21/2020 La Palma Detention Ctr w
Immigration and Customs Enforcement says more than one thousand people in 
their custody have confirmed cases of the coronavirus. Immigration :46 AZPM/ Alisa Reznick

5/26/2020 Immigrant athlete exemption v

Certain foreign professional athletes and their families are now allowed into the 
United States. Homeland Security has exempted them from entry-barring orders 
by President Trump to protect against COVID-19. Immigration :34 Matt Casey

5/27/2020 ICE facial recognition v
Homeland Security officials have published a report on 
how facial recognition technology affects privacy. Immigration :40 Matt Casey

5/27/2020 No More Deaths report w
The legal clinic within the activist group No More Deaths says 3 of the 9 people it 
has helped get out of immigration detention tested positive for COVID-19. Immigration :49 Matt Casey

5/29/2020 Undocumented CV money f

A state lawmaker says $250 thousand dollars have been raised to 
help undocumented Arizonans not eligible for government aid during COVID-19. 
The money isn’t enough to go around. Immigration 3:51 Matt Casey

5/1/2020 China Travel Restrictions Lifted v

China, where the coronavirus first emerged, is beginning a national holiday 
weekend during which the authorities are expecting people to make millions of 
journeys, following the lifting of travel restrictions. International :29 BBC Stephen McDonell

5/1/2020 Foreign Spies Vaccine Research v
A senior US intelligence official has said that foreign spy agencies are carrying 
out reconnaissance to steal research into a coronavirus vaccine. International :30 BBC Gordon Corera

5/4/2020 Italy Relaxes Lockdown v
Italy is easing its coronavirus restrictions, nearly two months after it became the 
first country to impose a nationwide lockdown. International :33 BBC Mark Lowen

5/4/2020 South Korea To Reopen Schools v
Nations in Europe, Africa and Asia are relaxing restrictions on movement -- with 
South Korea setting a date for children to go back to school. International :29 BBC Michael Bristow

5/4/2020 Europen Countries Plan Lockdown Lifts v Many European countries are taking steps towards lifting their lockdowns. International :35 BBC Damien McGuiness

5/5/2020 India Numbers v
India has recorded its biggest daily jump in the number of the coronavirus cases 
and fatalities. International :36 BBC Divya Arya

5/5/2020 Mahan Air Investigation v

A BBC investigation has found that an Iranian airline - with links to the country's 
Revolutionary Guards - fuelled the spread of the coronavirus around the Middle 
East. International :31 BBC Nawal al-Maghafi

5/5/2020 New Zealand No Open Borders v
New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern says the country will not have open 
borders with the rest of the world for "a long time to come". International :34 BBC Phil Mercer

5/6/2020 Spain Parliamentary Vote v
Spain's government is facing a tight parliamentary vote today on whether to 
extend the coronavirus state of emergency by fifteen days. International :36 BBC Damien Grammaticas

5/6/2020 Germany's Expected Announcement v
German Chancellor Angela Merkel expected to announce a return to ‘near-
normality’ within weeks. International :39 BBC Jenny Hill

5/6/2020 Hubei Schools Reopen v
Tens of thousands of students have returned to school for the first time in the 
Chinese province of Hubei, where the coronavirus outbreak began. International :37 BBC Robin Brant

5/7/2020 UN Launches $7B Appeal v
The United Nations is launching a new appeal for nearly $7B to help stop the 
spread of the coronavirus in the world’s most vulnerable countries. International :33 BBC Lyse Doucet

5/7/2020 UK PPE Gowns v
Some 400,000 surgical gowns ordered from Turkey do not meet British safety 
standards, the UK government has said. International :27 BBC Jon Donnison



5/7/2020 Cardinal Pell v
Cardinal George Pell knew of child sexual abuse by priests in Australia as early as 
the 1970s but failed to take action, a landmark inquiry found. International :32 BBC Phil Mercer

5/8/2020 Hong Kong Eases Lockdown v
 Hong Kong is starting to ease its coronavirus restrictions after more than two 
weeks in which no new infections occurred. International :31 BBC Stephen McDonell

5/8/2020 VE Day 75th Anniversary v
 People across Europe are marking the seventy-fifth anniversary of VE Day - the 
final defeat of Nazi Germany in the Second World War. International :25 BBC Jonny Dymond

5/8/2020 Germany Bans Gay Conversion Therapy v
 The German parliament has passed a law banning the controversial practice of 
gay conversion therapy for children. International :35 BBC  Arjan Schippers

5/11/2020 European Nations Ease Restrictions v
France is lifting many of its coronavirus restrictions, after weeks of lockdown. 
Many other European countries are also relaxing the rules. International :36 BBC Lucy Williamson

5/11/2020 Australian Students Go Back To School v
Every Australian state has begun easing restrictions to allow social visits and a 
return to school. International :31 BBC Phil Mercer

5/11/2020 Iran Friendly Fire Incident Kills 19 Sailors v
19 Iranian sailors were killed when a warship accidentally fired a missile at 
another vessel during a military exercise in the Gulf of Oman on Sunday. International :29 BBC Sebastian Usher

5/12/2020 Iran Mosques v
Iran is temporarily reopening all mosques today in its latest step towards lifting 
coronavirus restrictions. International :31 BBC Stephen Jensen

5/12/2020 Putin Eases Lockdown v
Russian President Vladimir Putin says that from today the nationwide 
coronavirus lockdown will be eased and businesses will go back to work. International :33 BBC Sarah Rainsford

5/12/2020 China Tests 11 Million v
China is planning to test the entire population of Wuhan - eleven million people - 
after a cluster of new coronavirus cases. International :24 BBC Stephen McDonell

5/13/2020 Pompeo Visits Israel v
The US Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, is on a one- day visit to Israel for talks 
with the prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu. International :40 BBC Tom Bateman

5/13/2020 Seoul Nightclubbers v
The South Korean Prime Minister has told club goers in Seoul who may have 
been infected with Covid - 19 that they must come forward this week. International :36 BBC Laura Bicker

5/13/2020 Brazil Highest Daily Death Toll v
Brazil has recorded eight hundred and eighty- one daily deaths from the 
coronavirus - the highest increase so far. International :31 BBC Katy Watson

5/14/2020 UN Urges Mental Health Support v

The United Nations has urged countries to make mental health support a key 
part of their response to the pandemic which it says is causing widespread 
psychological distress. International :39 BBC Imoen Foulkes

5/14/2020 New Zealnd Reopens v
Businesses across New Zealand have reopened following the end of the 
coronavirus lockdown. International :37 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

5/14/2020 Typhoon In The Philippines v A powerful typhoon has made landfall in the central Philippines. International :32 BBC Howard Johnson

5/15/2020 U.S. Coronavirus Monkey Study v
An experimental vaccine against coronavirus appears to offer protection against 
Covid-19 - according to a small study of the effects on monkeys. International :41 BBC Fergus Walsh

5/15/2020 Baltic Tavel Bubble v
The Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have opened their borders 
to one another, creating a coronavirus "travel bubble" International :28 BBC Damien McGuinness

5/15/2020 WHO Africa Estimate v

Scientists at the World Health Organisation say nearly a quarter of a billion 
people in Africa could catch coronavirus in a year -- and up to 190,000 Africans 
could die from it. International :36 BBC Mary Harper

5/18/2020 Italy Takes More Steps To Reopen v Italy is taking further steps to ease its stringent ten- week coronavirus lockdown. International :33 BBC Mark Lowen

5/18/2020 Japan In Recession Due To Virus v
Japan has fallen into recession for the first time since 2015 as the financial toll of 
the coronavirus continues to escalate. International :35 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes

5/18/2020 Hospitals In Sao Paolo Near collapse v
The mayor of Brazil's biggest city, Sao Paulo, warns its health system is close to 
collapse International :26 BBC Katy Watson

5/19/2020 Beijing Reacts To Trump On WHO v

Beijing has reacted angrily after President Trump threatened to pull the US out 
of the World Health Organization, accusing it of mishandling the coronavirus 
pandemic and being a puppet of China. International :31 BBC Imogen Foulkes

5/20/2020 South Korea Students Return v
Hundreds of thousands of South Korean students have returned to school after a 
months-long break due to the coronavirus pandemic.  International :30 BBC



5/21/2020 Japanese Prosecutor v

The top prosecutor in Tokyo -- who is seen as a close ally of the prime minister, 
Shinzo Abe -- is alleged to have been caught gambling, which is mostly illegal in 
Japan International :37 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes

5/22/2020 UK Clinical Trial v
Researchers in Britain are beginning a clinical trial of an immuno-therapy as a 
possible treatment for Covid- Nineteen International :38 BBC Victoria Gill

5/22/2020 China Scraps Economic Growth Target v
For the first time in decades, China won't set a growth target, as its leaders warn 
that it's facing immense economic challenges. International :33 BBC Michael Bristow

5/22/2020 Australian Students Go Back To School v
Disagreements have emerged in Australia over whether to reopen internal 
borders which were closed to stop the spread of Covid- nineteen. International :37 BBC Phil Mercer

5/25/2020 Greeece Reopens To Domestic Visitors v
 Greece is reopening its islands to domestic visitors, as it seeks to revive the 
tourism industry.  International :25 BBC Quentin Somerville

5/25/2020 Japan Preps To Lift State of Emergency v
 Japan is preparing to lift the state of emergency imposed on Tokyo and 
surrounding areas at the beginning of April. International :32 BBC Rupert Wingfield Hayes

5/25/2020 India Resumes Domestic Flights v

Chaos and confusion have prevailed at some of India's airports as domestic 
airlines partially resumed services, after being grounded for two months 
because of coronavirus restrictions. International :32 BBC Arunoday Mukharji

5/26/2020 Hong Kong Security Law v
Hong Kong's leader Carrie Lam has sought to allay concerns about a 
controversial security law for the territory. International :31 BBC Danny Vincent

5/26/2020 Australian Economy v

The Australian prime minister has warned that the country's economic recovery 
from Covid 19 will take up to five years as the country grapples with a debt 
burden forecast to exceed thirty percent of its GDP. International :27 BBC Phil Mercer

5/26/2020 S. Korea Man Jailed For Breaking Quarantine v
A court in South Korea has sentenced a twenty-seven year-old man to four 
months in prison for repeatedly breaking coronavirus quarantine rules. International :21 BBC Laura Bicker

5/27/2020 Hong Kong Police Pepper Pellets v

Police in Hong Kong have fired pepper pellets and detained dozens, as 
protesters try to voice their anger at controversial legislation advocated by 
Beijing. International :33 BBC Martin Yip

5/27/2020 US/ Brazil Travel Ban v
A travel ban has come into force in the United States for any foreign national 
who has been to Brazil within the past fourteen days. International :38 BBC Katy Watson

5/28/2020 China/ Hong Kong Security Bill v
China's parliament has rubber-stamped a hugely controversial national security 
bill that looks set to limit freedoms in Hong Kong. International :31 BBC Michael Bristow

5/28/2020 England Contact Tracing System v

A team of 25,000 contact tracers will make their first phone calls within hours - 
to track down people who will be told to self-isolate under the new test and 
trace scheme in England. International :28 BBC Hugh Pym

5/28/2020 Taliban To Discuss Prisonder Release v
A Taliban delegation is in Kabul to discuss further prisoner releases with the 
Afghan government. International :32 BBC Jill McGivering

5/29/2020 VW To Invest In Chinese Electric Cars v
 Volkswagen is to invest more than two- billion dollars in Chinese electric car 
makers, buying stakes in two separate companies. International :31 BBC Andrew Walker

5/29/2020 Spanish Income Allowance v
 The Spanish Cabinet is set to approve a basic income for the country's poorest 
people later today. International :30 BBC Guy Hedgecoe

5/29/2020 Austria Eases Some Restrictions v
Hotels are reopening in Austria today, as the government eases more lockdown 
restrictions. International :32 BBC Bethany Bell

5/14/2020 Grand Canyon Phases v Grand Canyon National Park is beginning its first phase of reopening FRIDAY. National Parks :41 Laurel Morales

5/15/2020 Tonto Natl Forest opening v
Today (Friday), several popular recreational sites reopen to the public as 
Governor Ducey loosens restrictions from the COVID-19 shutdown. National Parks :41 Holliday Moore

5/21/2020 Memorial Day Weekend c/c

The Grand Canyon’s South Rim is reopening for Memorial Day weekend. The 
South Rim entrance will open from 4 A-M to 10 A-M Friday through 
Monday...and once the entrance closes at 10...visitors inside can stay until 
sunset. Park spokesperson Lily Daniels says the reopening will offer options for 
visitors: National Parks :12 Jill Ryan



5/28/2020 Petrified Forest s
Some parts of Petrified Forest National Park are set to reopen tomorrow. Those 
facilities have been closed to the public since late March, due to the pandemic. National Parks :27 Bridget Dowd

5/29/2020 Grand Canyon 24/7 w
Starting tomorrow/today [Friday], the Grand Canyon will increase access to the 
park. National Parks :46 Greg Hahne

5/4/2020 Gallup Navajo Nation Cases f

he number of coronavirus cases continues to climb rapidly on the Navajo Nation. 
Gallup, New Mexico, which borders the reservation, has been hit especially hard 
reaching third in the nation per capita. New Mexico’s governor has extended a 
shut down through Thursday. Native Lands 3:27 Laurel Morales

5/5/2020 Help to the Navajo m

As the number of coronavirus cases continues to rise on the Navajo Nation, so 
do the number of people wanting to help. And those relief efforts are coming 
from near and far. Native Lands 1:19 Laurel Morales

5/5/2020 Q&AZ tribal relief money v
Listeners asked whether Native American tribes are still waiting for relief funds 
from the federal government. Native Lands :44 Laurel Morales

5/6/2020 Feds figure out how to divide funds w
The federal government has announced how it plans to distribute some of the 
relief funds to Native American tribes. Payments will begin TODAY (Tuesday). Native Lands :49 Laurel Morales

5/12/2020 Navajo Nation 2nd in U.S. w
If the Navajo Nation were a state it would have the highest rate of coronavirus 
cases per capita after New York. Native Lands :45 Laurel Morales

5/13/2020 Navajo CV cases #1 w

If the Navajo Nation were a state - it would have the highest rate of 
Coronavirus cases per capita in the country. There are more than 32-
hundred cases on the Navajo Nation and more than a hundred people have 
died. Native Lands :52 Laurel Morales

5/13/2020 GoFundMe For Navajo/Hopi Tribes f
Some donations came from as far away as Ireland because of one act of kindness 
made 170 years ago. Native Lands 3:00 Laurel Morales

5/14/2020 CARES Navajo fed relief v

The U-S Treasury Department is not unreasonably delaying the release 
of coronavirus relief funding to Native American tribes. That’s according to a 
federal judge’s ruling this week. Native Lands :43 Laurel Morales

5/15/2020 Tracking Navajo dollars w

As Congress considers a package that would provide tribes more money, Navajo 
leaders are prioritizing how to spend federal relief funds they’ve already 
received. Native Lands :49 Laurel Morales

5/15/2020 Navajo Nation Curfew v
While some states across the country are beginning to open up, the 
Navajo Nation will be putting all of its residents and businesses on lockdown. Native Lands :37 Jill Ryan

5/18/2020 Navajo recovery s

A statement from Navajo officials says preliminary reports from some health 
care facilities show that approximately 544 individuals have recovered from 
COVID-19. Native Lands :24 Rocio Hernandez

5/19/2020 Strict curfew w

Social distancing and staying home may be making the suburbs of Phoenix more 
attractive to live in right now—places where you can have your own backyard 
without being quarantined inside an apartment, for instance. Native Lands :45 Laurel Morales

5/27/2020 Losing Navajo tradition f
COVID-19 is disproportionately affecting older tribal members throughout 
Indian Country. The deaths of these elders means the loss of cultural wisdom. Native Lands 3:42 Laurel Morales

5/22/2020 State parks weekend campers w
Hiking and camping spots throughout Arizona are preparing for a busy Memorial 
Day weekend since many other vacation possibilities are still off-limits. Parks & Rec :46 Katherine Davis Young

5/27/2020 Q&AZ Tempe playgrounds w

The city of Tempe is reopening park amenities that were closed when the 
coronavirus pandemic hit in March. Through our Q&AZ reporting project, one 
listener asked when will Tempe playgrounds reopen? Parks & Rec :47 Rocio Hernandez

5/28/2020 Virus policing dp

Governor Ducey’s stay-at-home order is no longer in effect, but Arizonans are 
still being asked to practice social-distancing, and businesses must develop new 
policies based on CDC guidelines. Police :16 Bridget Dowd



5/5/2020 Trump visit Arizona v
President Trump will visit Arizona Tuesday with Senator Martha McSally. 
KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports. Politics :31 Jimmy Jenkins

5/6/2020 Trump in AZ w
President Trump traveled to Phoenix today (Tuesday) to tour a Honeywell 
aerospace manufacturing plant. Politics :42 Jimmy Jenkins

5/6/2020 Isaacs reax to Adel c/c

A battle is brewing between prison rights activists and Maricopa County 
Attorney Allister Adel, who recently accused them of quote “exploiting a public 
health emergency to forward a political agenda.” Politics :13 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/7/2020 Churches Opening c/c
A state representative is encouraging Arizona churches to open their doors and 
let the congregation inside. Politics :11 Holliday Moore

5/13/2020 Ducey presser w

Governor Doug Ducey will allow Arizona to continue reopening. Pools and gyms 
can open tomorrow (Wednesday) and professional sports can resume without 
fans Friday. Politics :49 Katherine Davis Young

5/13/2020 Ducey presser c/c

Governor Ducey says Arizona meets White House criteria to begin gradually 
reopening. Gyms and pools will be allowed to reopen tomorrow (THURSDAY - 
May 13) and professional sports will be allowed to play in Arizona with no fans 
beginning Friday. Politics :10 Katherine Davis Young

5/18/2020 Q&AZ Electoral College m
Through our Q&AZ project, a listener asked how electors for the Electoral 
College are chosen in Arizona -- and what are precinct committee people? Politics 1:06 Rocio Hernandez

5/20/2020 Legis at work w
It’s been more than a week since Arizona senators voted to end the 2020 
legislative session, but the House got back to work anyway on Tuesday Politics :47 Ben Giles

5/20/2020 Post Trump Poll c/c
A new poll from O-H Predictive Insights shows former Vice President Joe Biden 
ahead of President Trump in Arizona.  Politics :08 Holliday Moore

5/21/2020 Ducey presser c/c
Governor Ducey announced that the phones will be open over Memorial Day 
weekend to help those who need jobless benefits. Politics :11 Ben Giles

5/21/2020 Summer camps c/c
Governor Ducey said Wednesday that Arizona continues to trend in the right 
direction when it comes to addressing the spread of COVID-19. Politics :16 Ben Giles

5/22/2020 Quezada reax   m

State senator Martin Quezada’s tweet about an armed terrorist with an AR-15 
helped alert Arizona and the world to a shooting at the Westgate Entertainment 
District in Glendale. Politics 1:12 Ben Giles

5/7/2020 Adobe Mountain School v
An employee at the Adobe Mountain School, Arizona’s secure juvenile detention 
facility, has tested positive for COVID-19. KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports. Prisons :39 Jimmy Jenkins

5/13/2020 Q&AZ prison classes v

Through our Q&AZ reporting project, a listener asked why the Arizona 
Department of Corrections is still forcing inmates to take in-person GED classes. 
As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, most K-12 schools, colleges and universities in 
Arizona have gone digital in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and an 
emphasis on social distancing. But in prisons across the state, students are still 
required to go to class every day. Prisons :36 Jimmy Jenkins

5/13/2020 Testing in the prison c/c

At a press conference Tuesday, Arizona Department of Health Services Director 
Cara Christ announced the state would increase the testing of correctional 
officers and inmates for COVID-19. Prisons :10 Jimmy Jenkins

5/22/2020 Yuma CO testing w

 Following a recent outbreak at the state prison in Yuma, the Arizona 
Department of Corrections will test more than 900 correctional officers for 
COVID-19. As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, the pending tests represent the 
largest commitment the department has made to screening for the disease since 
the beginning of the pandemic. Prisons :43 Jimmy Jenkins

5/28/2020 Pima County prisons w

Representatives of Pima County are urging public health officials and the Arizona 
Department of Corrections to reduce prison populations in order to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19. Prisons :45 Harry Croton

5/8/2020 Hispanic Community Hit Hard c/c

During a roundtable discussion organized by the Biden campaign about COVID-
19 public health impacts on the Latino community, State Representative Alma 
Hernandez says many minority-owned businesses in Arizona will not survive. Race & Culture :14 Jill Ryan



5/21/2020 Afro Mexicans f

Like in the U.S., Mexico is currently conducting its census. And this time, the 
government is trying to get a better picture of a particular group: Mexicans of 
African descent. Race & Culture 4:00 Rodrigo Cervantes

5/18/2020 Catholic in person mass w
Phoenix-area Catholics returned to church this week after the coronavirus 
pandemic halted in-person masses. Religion :48 Rocio Hernandez

5/1/2020 Science of stopping a pandemic f

Governor Ducey has extended social distancing in the state to May 15 while 
allowing a limited expansion of retail operations next week and holding out 
hope for a May reopening. Science 4:13 Nick Gerbis

5/11/2020 CV mutation w

When COVID-19 reached Arizona State University back in January, researchers 
there quickly retooled an influenza study to track the new coronavirus. Now, 
that project has turned up a sample with a sizable mutation in an intriguing area. Science :35 Nick Gerbis

5/13/2020 NAU wastewater c/c

Northern Arizona University researchers are studying wastewater to track the 
spread of COVID-19. Assistant Professor Crystal Hepp says if a lot of people in 
that area are asymptomatic, the wastewater would be able to detect that ...and 
researchers could predict a possible outbreak. Science :14 Jill Ryan

5/14/2020 CV BP drugs w

Following data released by China in February, some worried that common blood 
pressure drugs might increase risk of death from COVID-19. Now, multiple 
studies offer good news for the more than 23 percent of Arizonans with 
hypertension. From KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] 
reports. Science :38 Nick Gerbis

5/21/2020 COVID models c/c

Researchers at Arizona State University published its COVID-19 related modeling 
data online with extensive graphs and visualizations of how Arizona fairs against 
the rest of the country. Science :13 Jill Ryan

5/21/2020 Disinfectant CV surfaces w

As chapped hands and dwindling supplies of cleansers attest, disinfecting 
surfaces against coronavirus is a never-ending job. But what if the surfaces 
stayed disinfected for days – or even months? Science :35 Nick Gerbis

5/22/2020 Q&AZ CV AZ bats w

The coronavirus that causes COVID-19 likely originated in bats, as did its cousins, 
which caused the MERS [MIRZ] and SARS [SARZ] epidemics. One KJZZ listener 
wanted to know if bats in Arizona pose a risk. Science :33 Nick Gerbis

5/27/2020 UA COVID research changes c/c
The coronavirus pandemic is changing how universities will conduct research in 
some disciplines moving forward Science :17 Tom Maxedon

5/28/2020 UA contact tracing re-entry w
The University of Arizona’s Campus Reentry Task Force is holding weekly 
briefings to update the public on its plans for the fall semester. Science :43 Rocio Hernandez

5/29/2020 CV workforce testing v
Quest Diagnostics, a parent company of Arizona’s SonoraQuest Laboratories, is 
offering an array of new workforce-level services for coronavirus. Science :36 Nick Gerbis

5/5/2020 Veterans Coliseum c/c

Twenty-eight years, after the Suns moved to a new venue downtown, they are 
returning to the Madhouse -- temporarily -- while Talking Stick Arena undergoes 
its own renovations. Sports :11 Holliday Moore

5/13/2020 Rising return c/c

While most professional and college sports remain on hold during the pandemic, 
the Phoenix Rising soccer club is returning to the field this week for limited 
practices. Sports :12 Phil Latzman

5/20/2020 MX govt changes renewable energy w
The coronavirus pandemic gave the Mexican government an opportunity to 
push for some changes on the renewable energy market. Sustainability :42 Rodrigo Cervantes

5/28/2020 Solar power m
The Valley of the Sun is living up to its name. A new report ranks Phoenix among 
the top producers of solar power in the country. Sustainability 1:00 Katherine Davis Young

5/1/2020 AZ hotel hit c/c
Arizona took a one-and-a-half-billion dollar hit in tourism revenue during the 
first quarter of the year because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Tourism :11 Holliday Moore

5/15/2020 LHC mayor c/c
Over the past few weeks, Californians have been visiting Lake Havasu City amid 
tougher restrictions in their own state to curb the spread of coronavirus. Tourism :06 Kerry Fehr Snyder



5/6/2020 ADOT grant w
Public transportation services in Arizona’s less populated areas have been given 
a boost thanks to a grant awarded by the Federal Transit Administration. Transportation :50 Harry Croton

5/27/2020 Capitol I-10 light rail v

The pandemic isn’t slowing down Valley Metro’s plans to grow light rail. An 
online public meeting begins tomorrow (Wednesday) and runs through June to 
share information about the Capitol/I-10 West extension. Transportation :34 Christina Estes

5/8/2020 Airport masks v
Several airports around the country are requiring all staff and travelers to wear 
masks or face coverings. Travel :31 Christina Estes

5/21/2020 Summer travel c/c

The COVID-19 pandemic is affecting air and train travel. And with most states in 
the process of reopening, more Americans are trying to figure out just how far 
away from home they’re comfortable going. Travel :13 Kerry Fehr Snyder

5/21/2020 Traffic changes w

With Memorial Day weekend approaching and Gov. Doug Ducey’s stay-home 
order lifted, traffic might be the worst it has been in months. And as KJZZ’s Harry 
Croton reports, the numbers suggest it might only be the beginning. Travel :42 Harry Croton

5/21/2020 Sky Harbor masks w

As travel restrictions begin to loosen and planes return to the runways, Phoenix-
Sky Harbor Airport will require all travelers, flight crew and staff to wear 
protective face coverings starting June 1. Travel :46 Harry Croton

5/26/2020 Flying in pandemic m

Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport is set to require all passengers and staff to wear face 
masks starting June 1, as airlines resume normal travel schedules. But even with 
the added precautions, questions remain about the safety of commercial air 
travel amid the pandemic. Travel 1:08 Harry Croton

5/8/2020 Phx Vet In D.C. s

Phoenix resident Gregory Melikian [muh-LICK-ee-an] is one of seven World War 
Two veterans being honored by President Donald Trump today. The 97-year-old 
served in the army and sent the coded message to the world that the Germans 
had unconditionally surrendered. Veterans :27 Bridget Dowd

5/25/2020 Veteran COVID testing c/c

A few dozen veterans were able to get free coronavirus antibody tests at a car 
show in Glendale (Saturday) thanks to Kansas City Chiefs Hall of Famer Nick 
Lowery’s nonprofit. Veterans :17 Scott Bourque

5/25/2020 Virtual VA c/c
Many functions of government have moved to a virtual environment, and that 
includes the Dept. of Veterans Affairs. Veterans :17 Tom Maxedon

5/26/2020 Vets social isolation f

Veterans rely on one another as a support system to aid mental health and help 
prevent suicides. But in Arizona and across the nation, those personal 
interactions have been affected by the coronavirus pandemic. Veterans 3:59 Jill Ryan

5/4/2020 Hot week ahead c/c
The National Weather Service is predicting record-breaking temperatures again 
this week. Meteorologist Sean Benedict says low humidity will add to the heat. Weather :16 Scott Bourque

5/26/2020 Heat wave coming c/c

An excessive heat warning has been issued for tomorrow (Weds) through 
Saturday for Phoenix and western and southern Arizona. Meteorologist Jaret 
Rogers is with the National Weather Service in Phoenix. Weather :12 Jill Ryan

5/27/2020 Heat Stations c/c
An excessive heat warning is in effect for today. With daytime temperatures 
expected to reach 108 today...and 110 by Friday.. Weather :10 Jill Ryan

5/14/2020 Desert grazing m

The Sonoran Desert National Monument is nearly 500-thousand acres 
of desert landscape southwest of Phoenix. The Bureau of Land Management is 
considering whether to allow more livestock grazing on the monument, but 
conservation groups are crying foul. Wildlife 1:03 Katherine Davis Young

5/14/2020 Wild Horses s

Federal land managers say it will take two decades and cost more than $1 billion 
over the first six years alone to slash wild horse populations to sustainable levels 
necessary to protect U.S. rangeland. Wildlife :30 Jill Ryan



5/11/2020 Auto glass Q&AZ v

In February, KJZZ reported that Arizona ranked first in the nation for the number 
of auto glass insurance claims in 2019. Through our Q & A-Z reporting project, a 
listener asked why their insurance company pays so much for windshield 
and auto glass repair. :38 Scott Bourque



Date Slug Type Note Topic 1 Duration Producer Producer 2

6/1/2020 Long Term Care Ombudsman c/c

While many parts of Arizona have opened back up following a two month 
shutdown due to the coronavirus, families still cannot visit their loved ones living 
in long term care. Families are often the eyes and ears and will report issues to 
the state, triggering an inspection. Aging :14 Kathy Ritchie

6/5/2020 COVID nursing home names v

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid have released 
the names of nursing homes that provided information about their coronavirus 
status. Aging :38 Kathy Ritchie

6/9/2020 Staff COVID w

Nationwide, more than 34,000 nursing home staffers were infected with the 
coronavirus and nearly 450 died, according to newly released data from the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid. And like a lot of Americans, caregivers have 
some of the same concerns — like, worrying about whether they can afford to 
get sick Aging :48 Kathy Ritchie

6/10/2020 Virus Employment c/c

Nationwide, more than 34,000 nursing home staffers were infected with the 
coronavirus and nearly 450 died, according to newly released data from the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid. And like a lot of Americans, caregivers have 
some of the same concerns — like, worrying about whether they can afford to 
get sick. Aging :48 Kathy Ritchie

6/16/2020 Ombudsman out w
Roughly three months have passed since families were restricted from visiting 
loved ones in long-term care facilities due to the coronavirus. Aging :52 Kathy Ritchie

6/19/2020 Nursing home visits w

Families with loved ones in nursing homes and assisted living facilities are still 
unable to visit due to the coronavirus pandemic, and it's unclear when that 
restriction will be lifted. Aging :47 Kathy Ritchie

6/19/2020 Caring in crisis m

For many paid caregivers who work in private homes, their work has become 
more difficult since the start of the coronavirus pandemic — from finding toilet 
paper for clients to coping with fears of contracting the virus. 
KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie talked to one caregiver who reflected on the myriad 
challenges that come with caring in crisis. Aging 1:08 Kathy Ritchie

6/22/2020 Assisted living survey v

A new survey found that assisted living facilities across the country do not have 
enough PPE… in fact, more than half of the facilities surveyed have less than a 
two-week supply. Aging :40 Kathy Ritchie

6/26/2020 Nursing home latest v

More than 300 long-term care facilities in Maricopa County have reported cases 
of COVID-19 among residents and staff. As KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, facilities 
in Maricopa County have hit yet another milestone Aging :30 Kathy Ritchie

6/30/2020 Long Term Care Grant c/c

At a press conference yesterday (Monday), Governor Doug Ducey announced 
the state would give long term care facilities and skilled nursing homes $10,000 
each, to buy electronic devices, like iPads. In April, Governor Ducey had ordered 
that all long term care facilities must provide some type of electronic 
communication device so residents could communicate with their families… but 
that wasn’t always happening. Aging :15 Kathy Ritchie

6/1/2020 Leafy Greens w

Arizona leads the nation in leafy greens production during the winter months., 
contributing approximately $2.0 billion to Arizona’s economy annually. But after 
several E. coli outbreaks last fall, the industry was decimated. Now the FDA says 
it knows what happened. Agriculture :49 Heather VanBlokland

6/3/2020 AZ Arts funding c/c
The state budget for the 20-21 fiscal year passed with a huge hole for arts 
funding. Arts :19 Tom Maxedon

6/10/2020 Arts funding f
The state budget that passed and was signed by Governor Ducey zeroed out two 
million dollars in funding for the Arizona Commission on the Arts. Arts 3:44 Tom Maxedon

6/12/2020 AZ Theater Co podcast m

The Arizona Theatre Company produces a podcast, "Hang and Focus," that 
discusses all things theatre with directors, playwrights, actors and others in the 
business. Arts 1:13 Jill Ryan



6/1/2020 Border Blimps v

The Trump Administration’s biggest border project has undoubtedly been the 
building of hundreds of miles of new border wall. But its chief border security 
agency, the Border Patrol, is also quietly looking into new, smaller technologies. Border :37 Michel Marizco

6/2/2020 Sonora returns to work w
Tens of thousands of Sonorans are heading back to work this week, after a 
gradual reopening for some industries started Monday. Border :46 Murphy Woodhouse

6/2/2020 AMLO car protests w

While protests continued throughout the United States last weekend after the 
death of George Floyd, thousands of people in Mexico rallied against their 
president… riding their vehicles. Border :44 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/4/2020 Border wall ideas m

The Border Patrol has a problem: it’s built about 200 miles of 
new border wall along the Mexican boundary but it hasn’t figured out how to 
keep people from breaching it. Border 1:12 Michel Marizco

6/9/2020  Sonoran violence f
As Covid-19 cases rise in neighboring Sonora, troubling levels of violence have 
shown no sign of waning. Border 4:22 Murphy Woodhouse

6/10/2020 Farmworkers outbreak w

A binational group says that more needs to be done to protect Sonora’s 
agricultural day laborers. From the Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo (air-mo-SEE-yo), 
KJZZ’s Murphy Woodhouse reports. Border :38 Murphy Woodhouse

6/11/2020 Health clinic reopens w

For the first time in more than three years, a health clinic has reopened in a 
small Sonoran town still recovering from the impacts of a 2014 toxic spill, 
considered Mexico’s worst mining disaster. Border :46 Kendal Blust

6/15/2020 Cocopah Trump wall f

President Trump's wall now stretches along 200 miles of U.S.-Mexico 
borderland. Progress hasn’t slowed during the coronavirus pandemic; in some 
places it’s even accelerating. But as Arizona Public Media's Alisa Reznick reports, 
there’s a tiny swath of tribal land on the Colorado River where that’s not the 
case. Border 4:12 AZPM/Reznick

6/16/2020 Hermosillo curfew w
The capital of Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor to the south, is mandating that many 
businesses close no later than 6 p.m. Border :40 Murphy Woodhouse

6/16/2020 San Pedro border wall f

This story looks at the wall’s construction over Arizona’s last free flowing river, 
the San Pedro. She focuses on how the project’s rapid construction and limited 
communication from the agencies in charge of building it have left nearby 
residents frustrated. Border 3:50 AZPM/ Brocious

6/17/2020 Puerto Penasco Nogales City check-ins f
Sonoran and Arizonan communities near the border have been struggling during 
the pandemic. Border 4:00 Kendal Blust Murphy Woodhouse

6/17/2020 Small farmers Peso & the Virus pt 1 f

Mexico is the United States’ largest agricultural trading partner. But the 
pandemic is making it hard for many small producers that already have to 
compete against big corporations. Border 3:49 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/18/2020 Mexican auto COVID pt 2 f

The automotive industry is one of the top economic and trade sectors shared by 
the United States and Mexico. But the pandemic has become a huge obstacle to 
its growth. Border 3:50 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/19/2020 Peso & the Virus: Part 3 of 3 f

The coronavirus’s devastating effects are not only seen in health, but also is 
hitting the economy. And in Mexico, many will fall into poverty, unemployment… 
and without any protection from the government. Border 3:34 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/23/2020 Mexico local entities w

Many governamental areas have shut down or reduced its their activity as a 
result of the coronavirus pandemic. And in Mexico, some local congresses are 
taking advantage of the situation to change, approve or reject important laws. Border :38 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/23/2020 Sonora weekend violence w
Sonoran officials are confirming a dozen deaths after extreme violence rocked a 
northern Sonoran city over the weekend. Border :45 Murphy Woodhouse

6/24/2020 Binational Conservation f

The Mexican government is slashing the budget for its national park service. And 
conservation experts say that’s a problem for wildlife on both sides of the U.S.-
Mexico border. Border 4:05 Kendal Blust

6/25/2020 Sonoran health ministry w

As the number of coronavirus cases and deaths continues to rise in neighboring 
Sonora, Mexico, health authorities say they are implementing a new response 
strategy that includes more testing. Border :48 Kendal Blust



6/25/2020 Troops To Sonora w

On Wednesday, Mexico’s secretary outlined a six-part strategy to address rising 
violence in Sonora. From the Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Kendal Blust 
reports that some say these steps mirror previous plans that haven’t worked. Border :51 Kendal Blust

6/25/2020 Mx prez to DC w

Mexico’s president has kept a close dialogue with President Trump, particularly 
on issues such as trade, oil, migration, security and the coronavirus pandemic. 
And now, both leaders are planning to meet for the first time. Border :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/30/2020 Sonora hospital w

Hospitals in two major Sonoran cities have reached their limits as Covid-19 cases 
continue to mount. From the Fronteras Desk in Hermosillo, KJZZ’s Murphy 
Woodhouse reports. Border :34 Murphy Woodhouse

6/2/2020 Supporting black businesses w
A statewide business coalition is calling on Arizonans to support the black 
community with their dollars and voices. Business :50 Christina Estes

6/3/2020 Black Out Tuesday v
People are posting blank black images on social media to show solidarity with 
nationwide protests against police brutality and the death of George Floyd. Business :40 Rocio Hernandez

6/4/2020 Taser guns w
Shares of taser-makers hit one-year highs Monday, as the nationwide protests 
against police killings fuel investors and markets to rally behind gun alternatives. Business :46 Heather VanBlokland

6/9/2020 Airport rent relief v Rent relief is coming to concessionaires at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport. Business :38 Christina Estes

6/12/2020 Science Center opens v

Science has become more important amid the coronavirus pandemic. As KJZZ’s 
Bridget Dowd reports, science lovers I'll soon be able to get their fix again in 
Downton Phoenix. Business :30 Bridget Dowd

6/15/2020 Axon up w

Nationwide protests are driving demand for non-lethal weapons. From KJZZ's 
Business Desk, Heather van Blokland reports on increased attention being paid 
to the Valley-based company that’s the nation’s largest supplier. Business :47 Heather VanBlokland

6/18/2020 VieVu Axon v

After months of legal challenges on both sides, the Federal Trade Commission 
says the nation's largest body camera maker violated antitrust laws when it 
bought a competitor company. Business :35 Heather VanBlokland

6/18/2020 Recycling robotics w Robotics and artificial intelligence may be the answer to saving U.S. recycling. Business :39 Heather VanBlokland

6/22/2020 Metrocenter Mall Closing w

An iconic Phoenix shopping mall is closing. As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s 
Business Desk, Metrocenter Mall has become a financial casualty of the 
coronavirus. Business :44 Christina Estes

6/23/2020 Metro prospects c/c

With the announcement of MetroCenter Mall closing under the stress of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, Phoenix City Council member Thelda Williams says she is 
optimistic about the site’s future. Business :13 Holliday Moore

6/29/2020 Kmart building future w

New life could soon be coming to an old Kmart building in Phoenix. As Christina 
Estes reports from KJZZ’s Business Desk, the future of the vacant lot looks 
brighter thanks to residents. Business :47 Christina Estes

6/30/2020 Shamrock Foods Discrimination v

One of Arizona’s most well known companies will pay nearly a million dollars to 
settle allegations of discrimination. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes 
reports on Phoenix-based Shamrock Foods. Business :34 Christina Estes

6/12/2020 Gas prices up c/c
Now that much of the nation is open to travel the country, gas prices are rising 
at the pump. Consumer :10 Holliday Moore

6/1/2020 Superior Court Safety v
Starting today (Monday), Maricopa County Superior Court will begin its 
transition plan to resume in-person operations. Courts :29 Harry Croton

6/3/2020 Shooter Lawsuit c/c

A federal court heard arguments yesterday [Tuesday] over lawmakers’ ability to 
remove fellow members. This comes after former Representative Don Shooter 
sued over his own expulsion in 2018 Courts :17 Bridget Dowd



6/5/2020 CAIR sues SCC w

The Arizona chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations has filed a 
federal lawsuit against the Maricopa County Community College District and a 
professor. The case stems from a lesson on terrorism at Scottsdale Community 
College. From the Fronteras Desk in Phoenix, KJZZ’s Matthew Casey reports Courts :47 Matt Casey 

6/5/2020 Domestic violence program v

The Arizona Supreme Court Chief Justice signed an administrative order 
Wednesday creating a pilot program that would offer free...but limited...legal 
advice to employees and clients of Tucson’s Emerge! Center 
Against Domestic Abuse. Courts :35 Jill Ryan

6/16/2020 Prison lawsuit m
A group of incarcerated people have filed a complaint in federal court alleging 
that their confinement in private, for-profit prisons is unconstitutional. Courts 1:10 Ben Giles

6/16/2020 Libertarians SCOTUS v

The U.S. Supreme Court has rejected a bid by Arizona’s Libertarian Party to void 
a law designed to keep its candidates off the ballot. As KJZZ’s Holliday Moore 
reports, the decision upholds a barrier erected in 2015 by state Republicans. Courts :36 Holliday Moore

6/17/2020 MCSO lawsuit w

 The ACLU is filing a lawsuit on behalf of Puente Human Rights Movement 
against the Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office over conditions in county jails as the 
number of COVID-19 cases among inmates rises. KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports. Courts :41 Jimmy Jenkins

6/22/2020 Brnovich SCOTUS w

On Monday, the United State Supreme Court ruled that the Civil Rights Act 
protects gay, lesbian and transgender individuals from discrimination in the 
workplace. Courts :48 Ben Giles

6/23/2020 Sex Discrimination c/c

State Attorney General Mark Brnovich will begin enforcing Arizona’s civil rights 
laws against private employers who discriminate based on 
someone’s sexual orientation. Courts :11 Jill Ryan

6/30/2020 Abortion Ruling v
A new ruling Monday by the U.S. Supreme Court could aid legal efforts here to 
void a host of Arizona laws and regulations governing abortion. Courts :36 Jill Ryan

6/1/2020 Scottsdale Looting c/c
olice arrested 12 suspects in Saturday night’s looting at Scottsdale Fashion 
Square.  Crime :13 Holliday Moore

6/3/2020 Protesters released v
Many local protesters have been released from custody after being arrested 
without probable cause over the weekend. Crime :33 Greg Hahne

6/5/2020 Jake Paul charge s

Social media influencer Jake Paul faces misdemeanor charges after police say 
they identified him as a participant in Saturday night’s rioting and looting at 
Scottsdale Fashion Square. Crime :27 Jill Ryan

6/15/2020 Fashion Square Looting Arrests c/c

Police in Scottsdale arrested 8 more people in connection with 
the looting at Fashion Square mall that prompted Governor Ducey to issue a 
curfew two weekends ago. Crime :19 Scott Bourque

6/19/2020 Petersen guilty plea w

Former Maricopa County Assessor Paul Petersen is hoping to strike a plea deal 
after admitting to running a multi-state adoption scam out of the Marshall 
Islands. Crime :47 Holliday Moore Katherine Davis Young

6/22/2020 Petersen Guilty Utah w

One day after pleading guilty in Arizona, Paul Petersen has done the same in 
Utah. The former Maricopa County Assessor and adoption lawyer still faces 
federal charges in Arkansas. Crime :42 Matt Casey 

6/25/2020 Petersen guilty v

Paul Petersen has now pleaded guilty in all three states where he was charged 
with crimes in connection with running an illegal adoption scam. On Wednesday, 
the former Maricopa County Assessor admitted in Arkansas federal court that he 
conspired to smuggle illegal immigrants for profit. From the Fronteras Desk in 
Phoenix, Matthew Casey reports. Crime :38 Matt Casey 

6/29/2020 Scottsdale Looting Arrests c/c
Scottsdale Police have made eight more arrests in connection with the looting at 
Fashion Square Mall late last month, bringing the total to 44. Crime :18 Scott Bourque

6/1/2020 AZ Seat Belt Use v
More Arizonans are wearing seat belts. That’s according to the latest data from 
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Data :33 Christina Estes



6/2/2020 Buckeye census growth c/c
The West Valley community of Buckeye is the second fastest growing major city 
in the nation, according to recently released data by the U-S Census Bureau. Data :21 Tom Maxedon

6/3/2020 Domestic violence funding w
New data back up what police and social service agencies have been seeing: an 
increase in domestic violence since COVID-19. Data :50 Christina Estes

6/3/2020 CMS nursing home numbers v
On Monday, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid released information on the 
impact of coronavirus in nursing homes across the country. Data :36 Kathy Ritchie

6/5/2020 Corona survey w
A survey by market researcher WestGroup finds that many Arizonans aren’t 
ready to re-enter their old lives after the COVID-19 stay-at-home order. Data :35 Ron Dungan

6/16/2020 COVID rents w
New data provide a look into the leasing market for some retail and service 
companies. Data :44 Christina Estes

6/17/2020 2,000 new COVID cases v

For the first time today (Tues) Arizona reported more than 2,000 new COVID-19 
cases. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, the Department of Health 
Services has reported several record-breaking days for new cases since the state 
began reopening. Data :37 Katherine Davis Young

6/25/2020 Age demographics CV c/c
Maricopa County officials say they’re encouraged by data that shows older 
residents are getting sick less often compared to other demographics. Data :14 Ben Giles

6/10/2020 Disability COVID study w

A recent study found that people with intellectual or developmental disabilities 
were more likely to die from COVID-19. But as KJZZs Kathy Ritchie reports, that 
news does not surprise the disability community Disabilities :50 Kathy Ritchie

6/3/2020 Jobs late May v
Governor Ducey’s moves to jumpstart Arizona’s economy by loosening social 
distancing protocols may be working. Economy :35 Holliday Moore

6/5/2020 Fixture zone f

Governor Doug Ducey dropped his statewide stay-at-home order mandate in 
mid-May, encouraging Arizonans to reopen business and support economic 
recovery. Economy 4:15 Heather VanBlokland

6/17/2020 Jobless virus c/c
More than one-point-six-million Arizonans are now collecting jobless benefits as 
the local economy continues to skid under the fallout of COVID-19. Economy :14 Holliday Moore

6/18/2020 April sales tax numbers v

The pandemic is continuing to impact the state’s revenue. Arizona 
reports sales taxes were down ten percent in April compared to the previous 
year. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, that’s a continued decline from 
March. Economy :37 Katherine Davis Young

6/22/2020 USMCA COVID w

The United States Mexico Canada Agreement (USMCA) goes into effect July 1, 
promising to boost business as the economy struggles to bounce back from 
COVID-19. Economy :43 Heather VanBlokland

6/2/2020 COVID school guidance m

The Arizona Department of Education released a plan this morning (Monday) on 
how to reopen schools during the COVID-19 pandemic, but not all parents may 
be willing to send students back. A decline of in-person enrollment could hurt 
schools’ finances. Education 1:03 Rocio Hernandez

6/4/2020 Ed funding survey w
A survey has revealed that 60 percent of Arizona voters are in favor of increasing 
funding to public schools and addressing the teacher shortage. Education :49 Harry Croton

6/4/2020 Schools reopening m

With Arizona on track to mark more than a thousand coronavirus-related deaths 
this week, schools must figure out if it’s possible to bring back students and staff 
safely. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports on two superintendents’ plans for the 
upcoming school years.  Education 1:13 Rocio Hernandez

6/5/2020 San Carlos Apache graduation f

About three years ago, the San Carlos Apache College located east of Phoenix 
began working on its mission to educate its tribe and preserve the Apache 
language and culture. Today (Friday) it held a virtual commencement to 
celebrate its first ever graduating class. Education 4:07 Rocio Hernandez



6/8/2020 Cronkite Dean v
Arizona State University has rescinded a job offer to the newly hired dean of its 
journalism school following allegations of racism and mistreatment of students. Education :40 Kathy Ritchie

6/10/2020 MCCCD tuition w
The Maricopa County Community College District’s board approved tuition 
discounts for in-state and out-of-state students at its Tuesday meeting. Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

6/11/2020 Cronkite interim dean v

ASU announced today (Wednesday) that it appointed a new interim dean for its 
journalism school. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, this comes days after it 
revoked its job offer to the previous candidate following student concerns. Education :37 Rocio Hernandez

6/11/2020 Alhambra district w

The Alhambra (al-HAM-bra) Elementary School District announced yesterday 
(Thursday) that it’s closing all of its schools starting Monday in response to the 
coronavirus outbreak. This came after Arizona leaders said they are not 
recommending statewide closures. KJZZ’s Rocio (ro-SEE-oh) Hernandez spoke 
with one parent on how the district’s closure will affect her family. Education :43 Rocio Hernandez

6/12/2020 University compensation advancer w

The coronavirus pandemic has created financial uncertainty for Arizona’s three 
public universities. As KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports, the state Board of 
Regents will consider a series of cost saving measures at its meeting 
Friday/today. Education :42 Rocio Hernandez

6/15/2020 Schools Pandemic v
Planning is still underway for how most Arizona schools will open the new school 
year. Education :30 Jill Ryan Bridget Dowd

6/16/2020 Teacher Survey c/c

Over ten thousand teachers were surveyed in a state-wide poll asking for their 
thoughts and concerns about the upcoming school year. About 79 percent said 
they’re willing to return to the classroom...but “Expect More Arizona” president 
Christine Thompson...says nearly two thirds are concerned for the health and 
safety of students and for the staff. Education :12 Jill Ryan

6/19/2020 Graduations canceled v
Two more Arizona school districts have canceled their graduation ceremonies 
planned for later this month. Education :38 Rocio Hernandez

6/25/2020 AEA report w

The union representing Arizona public school employees released a report 
today/Wednesday about its vision for schools going forward during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Education :43 Rocio Hernandez

6/25/2020 Ed exec order w

Governor Ducey issued an executive order today/Wednesday allocating $270 
million of education funding from the CARES Act to aid schools in their 
reopenings. Education :50 Rocio Hernandez

6/26/2020 UA furlough news c/c

An outside analysis of the University of Arizona’s finances suggests the school 
has enough money in reserves to cover the millions of dollars of projected losses 
due to COVID-19. Education :11 Rocio Hernandez

6/26/2020 AEA on package c/c

Governor Ducey’s COVID-19 aid package to schools is appreciated by the Arizona 
Education Association. But the A--E--A president, Joe Thomas says it may not be 
enough to offset on-going problems happening before the pandemic. Education :12 Jill Ryan

6/30/2020 Schools delayed w

Governor Doug Ducey issued an executive order today/Monday that delays the 
reopening of some brick-and-mortar classrooms. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez has the 
details. Education :37 Rocio Hernandez

6/30/2020 AEA reax c/c
Governor Doug Ducey issued an executive order today / Monday that delayed 
the reopening of some brick-and-mortar classrooms to August 17th. Education :12 Rocio Hernandez

6/2/2020 New voter portal w
The Maricopa County Elections Department has launched 
a new online portal ahead of the August primary election Elections :45 Jimmy Jenkins

6/2/2020 Marijuana Vote c/c

A new survey shows that 2 out of 3 voters are likely to vote “yes” on a 
November 20-20 ballot measure to legalize the sale and use of marijuana in 
Arizona. Elections :11 Jill Ryan



6/3/2020 Every 30 Seconds f

New voters headed to the polls this election year will have to consider a shifting 
political landscape not experienced in the U.S. in generations. For young Latino 
voters like Adela (ah-DELL-ah) Diaz (DEE-ahz), the coronavirus pandemic brought 
her biggest political concerns to the forefront for the entire country to 
consider. About every 30 seconds, a Latino like Diaz becomes eligible to vote in 
the U-S. But then the COVID-19 outbreak became a pandemic and many things 
changed. From the Fronteras Desk in Tucson, KJZZ’s Michel Marizco reports. Elections 3:53 Michel Marizco

6/10/2020 CV vote by mail v

In light of dangers posed by coronavirus, some have suggested vote-by-mail as 
an alternative to in-person polling. But some policymakers argue mail ballots 
would give one party an advantage. From KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas 
Gerbis [GUHR-bis] reports on a new study that tests this notion. Elections :32 Nick Gerbis

6/15/2020 Initiative Signatures w

Before the stay-at-home order, many possible ballot initiatives were on-track to 
have enough signatures by the July 2nd deadline. But due to the unprecedented 
halt in canvassing, several initiatives were derailed -- which is why one former 
Attorney General is asking the governor to use his emergency powers to help. Elections :49 Scott Bourque

6/15/2020 Voter Registration c/c

As the number of COVID-19 cases climbs in Arizona, Secretary of State Katie 
Hobbs says voting by mail is the safest option to keep voters, poll workers, and 
election staff safe from infection while participating in the upcoming primary. Elections :15 Holliday Moore

6/18/2020 Mesa transportation bond vote w

Mesa residents will be voting on a transportation bond in the November 3rd 
general election. As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports the question will be a request 
to authorize $100 million in general obligation bonds to be used to 
fund transportation projects throughout Mesa. Elections :43 Jimmy Jenkins

6/22/2020 Biden Enthusiasm Gap w

Friday, the Joe Biden campaign named its first two full-time campaign 
employees in Arizona. They also announced a 15-million dollar advertising buy 
that will run in 6 battleground states, including Arizona. This comes a few days 
before President Donald Trump’s re-election campaign will host a rally in 
Phoenix. KJZZ’s Scott Bourque spoke with a political campaigning consultant to 
see how the two campaigns plan to court Arizona voters. Elections :51 Scott Bourque

6/22/2020 Election Dates c/c
A new legal fight is brewing over the ability of cities to set their 
own election dates. Elections :11 Jill Ryan

6/23/2020 Maricopa election plans w
County elections director Scott Jarrett said poll workers will be required to wear 
masks, and they recommend voters do the same. Elections :44 Ben Giles

6/25/2020 Ballot initiatives pinwheel f

Arizona has a long history of encouraging direct democracy. The right to propose 
laws by initiative and referendum was enshrined in the state’s constitution over 
a century ago. As KJZZ’s Ben Giles and Scott Bourque report, the citizen-driven 
ballot initiative process has never faced a challenge quite like the coronavirus 
pandemic. Elections 4:43 Ben Giles Scott Bourque

6/29/2020 AZ ballot order v
A federal judge has tossed a bid by Democrats to get their candidates a higher 
spot on Arizona ballots in Republican-dominated counties. Elections :39 Tom Maxedon

6/29/2020 Hobbs Election v

Republican leaders on the Joint Legislative Budget Committee have voted to 
redistribute half a million dollars that Secretary of State Katie Hobbs planned to 
use for voter outreach. Elections :29 Jill Ryan

6/2/2020 Valley fire update v Two wildfires are burning in the north and eastern regions of the Valley. Environment :40 Jimmy Jenkins

6/3/2020 Sawtooth evacuations c/c
The Sawtooth Fire in the Superstition Wilderness has increased to about 24-
thousand acres and remains eight percent contained. Environment :12 Greg Hahne

6/4/2020 AZ wildfires c/c

Firefighters remain busy in the Arizona heat. The Sawtooth Fire near the 
Superstition Mountains has burned 21 thousand acres. State Forestry 
spokeswoman Tiffany Davila (da-VILL-a, like “vanilla”) says the desert remains 
vulnerable as temperatures stay in triple digits. . Environment :06 Ron Dungan



6/5/2020 Sawtooth Fire 24,000 c/c
The Sawtooth Fire in the Superstition Wilderness has increased to about 24-
thousand acres and remains eight percent contained. Environment :12 Greg Hahne

6/8/2020 Sawtooth Fire v

Wildland firefighters are making progress in suppressing the Sawtooth Fire, 
which had burned more than 24-thousand acres as of Sunday, and is now nearly 
70% contained (update w/ most recent numbers before air). Environment :34 Scott Bourque

6/9/2020 Tucson Fires v Firefighters are battling two different wildfires in the mountains north of Tucson. Environment :32 Bridget Dowd

6/15/2020 Fire evacuations dp
The Bighorn fire in the Catalina Mountains near Tucson continues to grow -- 
11,500 acres and 11 percent contained as of Sunday morning. Environment :21 Scott Bourque

6/16/2020 Abandoned campfires w
The Forest Service continues to find unattended campfires in the high country. 
This is in spite of a fire ban that has been in place for weeks. Environment :07 Ron Dungan

6/17/2020 Wildfire road closures w
Arizona wildfires have forced road closures throughout the state. Heavy winds 
have made it difficult to get a handle on the fires, as KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports. Environment :40 Ron Dungan

6/18/2020 Fire update w

Fires continue to grow throughout Arizona, pushed by high winds and dry fuels. 
The Bush Fire northeast of the Valley is now the largest active fire in the country. 
KJZZ’s Ron Dungan has the latest updates. Environment :49 Ron Dungan

6/19/2020 Bush Fire COVID w

As the Bush Fire rages northeast of Phoenix, the coronavirus has forced 
firefighters to adapt new methods. KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports from the scene of 
the nation’s largest blaze. Environment :47 Ron Dungan

6/22/2020 Bush Fire Update c/c

The Bush Fire in the Tonto National Forest continues to grow almost unchecked - 
as of Saturday afternoon, it has burned nearly 1-hundred-75 thousand acres, and 
is only 7 percent contained. Environment :14 Scott Bourque

6/23/2020 Campfires update w

The health of Arizona’s National Forests may be another casualty of the 
coronavirus pandemic. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, campers are traveling to 
the high country in droves. Environment :45 Ron Dungan

6/23/2020 Fire Update v

Governor Ducey is visiting/visited the Bighorn Fire near Tucson to get a briefing 
on Arizona wildfires continuing to burn throughout the state. KJZZ’s 
Bridget Dowd has the latest. Environment :40 Bridget Dowd

6/24/2020 Wildfire air quality c/c

Wildfires burning throughout Arizona could have an impact on the air we 
breathe. Matt Pace is with the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. He 
says light winds in the forecast could bring smoke to Arizona communities. Environment :12 Ron Dungan

6/24/2020 Aquila evacuees m

As temperatures soared toward 110 degrees yesterday and winds whipped up in 
the Desert Hills community north of Phoenix, residents were abruptly evacuated 
as a fast-moving brush fire threatened the area. Environment 1:12 Holliday Moore

6/24/2020 Aquila fire update c/c
Last night (Tuesday), a fast moving brush fire forced nearly two-thousand 
residents in Desert Hills in northern Phoenix to evacuate. Environment :12 Holliday Moore

6/24/2020 Water pollution dp

Two Arizona Tribes are suing the federal government after President Trump 
repealed Obama-era regulations defining the scope of the protections of the 
Clean Water Act. The action eliminates federal oversight of pollution into small 
streams and washes as well as adjacent properties. Plaintiff attorney Stuart 
Gillespie said these rules are necessary to carry out Congress’s original intent to 
protect the country’s navigable waters. Environment :21 Jill Ryan

6/25/2020 Earthquake damage w

Tuesday morning, a 7-point-4-magnitude earthquake struck southern Mexico. 
The intensity was felt all the way to the center of the country in Mexico City, but 
the affected area was down south, near the quake’s origin. Environment :40 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/29/2020 Kyl water map w

Dams, canals, wildlife areas, utility providers–water in Arizona is a complex topic. 
But a new digital tool from ASU’s Kyl Center for Water Policy aims to illustrate all 
of the layers of the state’s water issues. KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports. Environment :51 Katherine Davis Young



6/29/2020 Bighorn Fire Update c/c

Crews continue to battle the Bighorn Fire northeast of Tucson, which has burned 
nearly 164 square miles. That’s up slightly from about 138 square miles on 
Friday. Environment :16 Bridget Dowd

6/1/2020 Chandler Liquor w

Chandler is hoping to give some relief to businesses struggling during the 
pandemic by extending deadlines and waiving late fees for liquor license 
renewals. Govt. City :43 Rocio Hernandez

6/4/2020 Phoenix budget v

The issue of police oversight leaves Phoenix’s budget in limbo - at least for a few 
more days. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, Christina Estes reports on the council’s 
failure last night (Wednesday night) to pass a tentative budget. Govt. City :40 Christina Estes

6/8/2020 Globe-Fountain Hills check-in f
Arizona’s stay-at-home order was lifted last month, but the financial impact of 
the coronavirus pandemic is still being felt by cities across Arizona. Govt. City 2:44 Rocio Hernandez Kathy Ritchie

6/9/2020 Police oversight funding w

Phoenix leaders found a way to fully fund a new police oversight office, despite 
city departments preparing budgets with potentially significant cuts. From KJZZ’s 
Downtown Bureau, Christina Estes reports on the city council’s latest action. Govt. City :51 Christina Estes

6/9/2020 City check-ins AJ, Douglas f

Apache Junction is a popular winter destination for travelers and snowbirds from 
throughout the United States and Canada. The East Valley city is now trying to 
reopen its economy during the slow season. KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports on 
Apache Junction. Then we’ll hear from Kendal Blust about Douglas. Govt. City 3:22 Jimmy Jenkins Kendal Blust

6/10/2020
Garcia oversight board

c/c
This week the Phoenix City Council granted full funding to the new Office of 
Accountability and Transparency. The office will include a civilian review board Govt. City :13 Greg Hahne

6/10/2020 Mesa vaping v As of today/ Tuesday, a new vaping ordinance goes into effect in Mesa. Govt. City :34 Greg Hahne

6/10/2020 Phx senior ctrs w When Phoenix eventually re-opens its senior centers they’ll look much different. Govt. City :46 Christina Estes

6/10/2020 Tucson recording ordinance c/c

As protests continue throughout the nation over the death of George Floyd, 
Tucson's mayor and City Council voted Tuesday to revisit an ordinance that 
critics see as discouraging citizens from recording police misconduct. Govt. City :09 AZPM/ Jess

6/10/2020 Kingman/Pinetop-Lakeside f

Cities and towns across Arizona are reopening, and KJZZ has been reporting on 
how different communities are making the transition. KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-
Young checked in with the eastern Arizona town of Pinetop-Lakeside and, on the 
other side of the state, KJZZ’s Tom Maxedon checked in with the city of Kingman. Govt. City 3:18 Tom Maxedon Katherine Davis Young

6/11/2020 City check-ins Ajo, Gila Bend f

Arizonans are feeling the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic in every corner of 
the state. We’ll check-in southwest of the Valley and hear how people in the 
towns of Gila Bend and Ajo are dealing with uncertain times. Govt. City 2:23 Michel Marizco Matt Casey

6/12/2020 Parking meter revenue v Revenue from parking meters is another economic casualty of the coronavirus. Govt. City :28 Christina Estes

6/12/2020 Navajo Nation, Guadalupe check-ins f

The tiny town of Guadalupe has struggled since Governor Doug Ducey shut 
down the state in mid-March. Businesses were hurt and many kids struggled 
after schools closed. Now, Guadalupe is dealing with an outbreak of the 
coronavirus Govt. City 2:13 Laurel Morales Kathy Ritchie

6/15/2020 Phoenix airport masks v

As Arizona sees an increase in COVID-19 cases, the state’s largest city is reacting. 
As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, all city of Phoenix 
employees are facing tighter rules starting today. (Monday). Govt. City :41 Christina Estes

6/15/2020 Glendale-Scottsdale check-in f

Valley cities are attempting to reopen amid rising numbers of Arizonans who are 
testing positive for COVID-19. KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins has the latest from city 
leaders in Scottsdale and then we’ll hear from Tom Maxedon about the city 
of Glendale. Govt. City 3:45 Tom Maxedon Jimmy Jenkins



6/16/2020 Chandler/Avondale check-ins f

Cities and towns across Arizona are reopening. We’ll check in on how the 
progress is going in Avondale in the West Valley, and then Chandler in the East 
Valley. Govt. City 2:56 Rocio Hernandez Katherine Davis Young

6/18/2020 El Mirage, Bisbee city check-ins f
It’s been three months since the coronavirus pandemic hit. KJZZ is checking in 
with Arizona cities to learn how they are dealing with this new reality. Govt. City 3:21 Rocio Hernandez Michel Marizco

6/19/2020 Flagstaff masks w

A flurry of local mask requirements are already in the works a day after 
Governor Doug Ducey gave local governments the authority to implement their 
own rules. As KJZZ’s Katie Campbell reports, Flagstaff is among the cities 
expecting an order this week. Govt. City :42 Katie Campbell

6/24/2020 PHX Homeless plan w

Business owners, residents and social service providers will get the chance to 
offer feedback on Phoenix’s first comprehensive plan to address homeless 
solutions. Govt. City :48 Christina Estes

6/11/2020 Maricopa CV masks m
Maricopa County employees are now required to wear a cloth mask if they can’t 
maintain a safe six feet of distance between themselves and others. Govt. County :13 Ben Giles

6/18/2020 Pima Plans v
The Pima County Board of Supervisors will hold a special meeting on Friday to 
discuss ways to slow the spread of COVID-19. KJZZ’s Jill Ryan has the details. Govt. County :28 Jill Ryan

6/10/2020 Assisted living federal dollars c/c

There are 42,000 assisted living facilities across the U-S. More than 2,000 of 
them are in Arizona. They have received no federal dollars since the coronavirus 
pandemic. Govt. Federal :11 Kathy Ritchie

6/11/2020 Outdoors act m

The U-S Senate this morning [Wednesday] passed the Great 
American Outdoors Act. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, conservation 
groups in Arizona and beyond have been calling for the bill’s passage. Govt. Federal :40 Katherine Davis Young

6/1/2020 Gallego Romero Curfew v

Governor Ducey says his statewide emergency declaration and curfew came at 
the request of local leaders. But so far his office isn’t saying who requested the 
curfew and, as KJZZ’s Christina Estes reports, the mayors of Arizona’s two largest 
cities say they learned about it through the governor’s tweet. Govt. State :40 Christina Estes

6/1/2020 Curfew/Ptak c/c
Saying he was acting to prevent "lawlessness,'' Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey 
imposed an 8 p.m. statewide curfew yesterday for one week. Govt. State :12 Phil Latzman

6/2/2020 Homeless curfew c/c

Late Sunday afternoon, Governor Ducey declared a state of emergency and 
announced a statewide, weeklong curfew. The curfew prohibits people from 
standing, sitting, traveling or being on any public street or public place. However, 
Ducey’s order did not appear to exempt homeless individuals. Govt. State :10 Kathy Ritchie

6/3/2020 National Guard v
The Arizona National Guard called up about 900 soldiers to deploy during the 
statewide curfew. Govt. State :36 Ben Giles

6/5/2020 Ducey CV trends m
Amid record highs for new COVID-19 cases in Arizona, Governor Ducey and state 
health leaders say they expected a spike in cases. Govt. State 1:11 Ben Giles

6/8/2020 Ducey example m

At press conferences and public events, Governor Ducey doesn’t wear a mask to 
cover his nose and mouth -- a decision that runs counter to the C-D-C’s 
guidelines during the pandemic. Govt. State 1:08 Ben Giles

6/8/2020 Possible Shutdown c/c

The Department of Health Service’s former director Will Humble says he is not 
surprised to see Arizona’s coronavirus cases spiking, especially two weeks after 
Arizonans reveled together on Memorial Day weekend. Govt. State :08 Holliday Moore

6/9/2020 Curfew over v

Arizona’s nightly curfew ended at 5 A-M this [Monday] morning. According to 
Governor Ducey, there won’t be any more restrictions for those who want to 
stay out and about tonight. Govt. State :33 Ben Giles

6/12/2020 Ducey presser w
For the past two days, Arizona health officials reported fewer than 20 percent of 
hospital beds in the state were available. Govt. State :51 Ben Giles

6/15/2020 Ducey No Masks v
As coronavirus infections surge across Arizona, Governor Ducey is not requiring 
residents to wear masks in public. Govt. State :38 Jill Ryan



6/16/2020 Gay discrimination c/c

For decades, some Arizona legislators have tried to add sexual orientation and 
gender identity to existing state laws that prohibit discrimination in the 
workplace. Govt. State :08 Ben Giles

6/18/2020 Ducey masks c/c
Governor Ducey didn’t answer calls for a statewide mandate for Arizonans to 
wear masks. Govt. State :15 Ben Giles

6/18/2020 Ducey on long-term PPE c/c

One of the many challenges facing long-term care facilities has been the limited 
supply of personal protective equipment or PPE. PPE is critical to curbing the 
spread of the coronavirus inside long-term care facilities, along with robust 
testing. Govt. State :13 Kathy Ritchie

6/18/2020 Ducey bad actors c/c
At his weekly press conferences during the pandemic, Governor Ducey has 
always praised Arizonans for behaving responsibly. Govt. State :16 Ben Giles

6/18/2020 PHX Budget pass v

Calls to defund Phoenix police failed to move the city council last night 
(Wednesday night). As Christina Estes reports from KJZZ’s Downtown Bureau, 
leaders adopted an annual operating budget with more than 40 percent of the 
general fund going to police. Govt. State :39 Christina Estes

6/19/2020 Mask orders v

After Governor Ducey announced he’s giving local leaders the authority to 
require residents to wear masks, elected officials across Arizona have some 
decisions to make. Govt. State :40 Ben Giles

6/22/2020 Disabilities exec order w

Hospitals have restricted visitors due to the coronavirus pandemic. But 
individuals with disabilities or dementia often need their caregivers to help make 
decisions. Now, some disability advocates are asking Governor Ducey to issue an 
executive order that would allow for in-person support. KJZZ’s Kathy Ritchie 
reports. Govt. State :51 Kathy Ritchie

6/23/2020 Cook probe c/c

The head of Arizona’s House Ethics Committee says he’s still reviewing evidence 
in the investigation of Representative David Cook. Republican John Allen is 
weighing whether or not hearings should be held in the case. Govt. State :12 Bridget Dowd

6/26/2020 Ducey presser w

Coronavirus cases continue to rise exponentially in Arizona. 88 percent of the 
state’s hospital ICU beds are now in use. But as KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young 
reports, the governor isn’t issuing a new executive order. Govt. State :51 Katherine Davis Young

6/26/2020 National Guard v

In a letter to Governor Doug Ducey...four of Arizona’s 5 Democratic members of 
the U-S House asked if he was going to deploy the National Guard to help with 
COVID-19 testing. Govt. State :36 Jill Ryan

6/30/2020 Ducey new rules c/c For weeks, Arizona has made national headlines, for all the wrong reasons. Govt. State :16 Ben Giles

6/2/2020 Covid count v

The number of coronavirus cases in Arizona continues to rise — this after 
Governor Doug Ducey lifted lockdown orders and there are now plans in the 
works to reopen schools. Health :29 Kathy Ritchie

6/5/2020 Humble virus update c/c

COVID-19 cases in Arizona are on the rise as more of the state reopens. The 
Department of Health Services reported a total of 22-thousand seven-hundred 
and 53 (22,753) cases as of Thursday morning and nearly 1,000 deaths. Health :13 Bridget Dowd

6/8/2020 Banner telehealth COVID w
COVID-19 patients at Banner Health’s 28 acute care facilities will be able to meet 
with doctors through new telemedicine technology. Health :49 Harry Croton

6/8/2020 Hydroxy lawsuit v

An Arizona medical group has sued the Food and Drug Administration for 
limiting use of the malaria drug hydroxychloroquine for COVID-19, arguing that 
the therapy should be made widely available to fight the pandemic. Health :44 Heather VanBlokland

6/8/2020 Ford Plant CV Outbreak w
Several workers at the massive Ford Motor plant in Sonora, Arizona’s neighbor 
to the south, have tested positive for coronavirus. Health :47 Murphy Woodhouse

6/9/2020 Hospital Orders c/c

After officials at Banner Health, Arizona’s largest hospital systems, warned that 
their I-C-U beds are nearly full, the state’s health director sent a letter to all 
hospitals urging them to fully activate their emergency plans. Health :18 Ben Giles



6/9/2020 Doctor on Rising COVID c/c

COVID-19 cases are on the rise in Arizona and one doctor believes it’s not all due 
to increased testing. Dr. Shad Marvasti (Shod Mar-vah-STEE) is the director of 
Public Health at the University of Arizona’s College of Medicine in Phoenix. He 
says while increased testing is a part of it, community spread more likely caused 
the rise in cases. Health :09 Jill Ryan

6/11/2020 Flanagan on COVID cases c/c

Arizona is among nearly two dozen cases experiencing a spike in COVID-19 cases 
following Governor Doug Ducey ending his stay-at-home order to stop the 
spread of the virus. Health :17 Kerry Fehr Snyder

6/11/2020 Cases rising w
Public health experts Wednesday warned that Arizona is not trending in the right 
direction as COVID-19 cases continue to increase - and the state reopens. Health :46 Katie Campbell

6/12/2020 Banner health capacity v
Banner Health, the largest hospital group in Arizona announced today it no 
longer has external lung machines available. Health :35 Michel Marizco

6/17/2020 Slavitt on Ducey c/c

Arizona is attracting national attention as the state’s COVID-19 cases continue to 
rise and hospitals near capacity. But Governor Ducey isn't looking back on his 
decision to reopen the state. Health :16 Bridget Dowd

6/17/2020 Healthcare Letter s
About 700 Arizona Healthcare professionals have sent a letter to Governor Doug 
Ducey asking for him to mandate the use of masks in public. Health :24 Jill Ryan

6/18/2020 Compassionate care w

On Wednesday, Arizona reported more than 1800 new cases of COVID-19. The 
Department of Health Services has reported several record-breaking days since 
reopening in mid-May. And that could have consequences for those living in long-
term care. Health :50 Kathy Ritchie

6/19/2020 2,500 new cases w

For the second time this week, Arizona has reached a record high for new COVID-
19 cases. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, more than 25-
hundred new cases were reported today (Thurs). Health :52 Katherine Davis Young

6/19/2020 Sonora Red COVID m
A leading Mexican health official says that Sonoran hospitals are facing a 
troubling rise in demand during the coronavirus pandemic. Health 1:05 Murphy Woodhouse

6/22/2020 Community Spread c/c
Arizona hospitals’ are now operating with 15-percent of their intensive care unit 
beds available. Health :13 Holliday Moore

6/23/2020 Sunenshine masks c/c
On Friday, the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors adopted a requirement for 
all county residents to wear masks. Health :14 Ben Giles

6/26/2020 Flanagan COVID c/c

With COVID-19 cases surging in Arizona, adult intensive care units are about 80 
percent filled. Face coverings, social distancing and frequent hand washing 
remain the primary tools to stop spreading the virus and potentially needing one 
of those beds. Health :09 Kerry Fehr Snyder

6/26/2020 Elective surgery s

Some Arizona hospitals are restricting or halting elective surgeries as new cases 
of COVID-19 continue rising in the state. Arizona has had more than 63 thousand 
cases with nearly 15 hundred deaths as of Thursday. Health :28 Jill Ryan

6/29/2020 COVID lingering health c/c
While most people recover from COVID-19, doctors are warning of lingering 
health problems caused by the disease. Health :16 Tom Maxedon

6/30/2020 Mandatory mask wearing w

Many Arizona communities now require that people wear masks to slow the 
spread of coronavirus. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, cities and counties should 
be on solid legal footing. Health :35 Ron Dungan

6/30/2020 Face facemask card m

You’ve probably seen it on social media… a face mask exemption card issued by 
the Freedom to Breathe Agency. The card is clearly fake, but as KJZZ’s Kathy 
Ritchie reports, businesses need to be mindful that some individuals can’t wear a 
face covering. Health 1:06 Kathy Ritchie

6/30/2020 Standard of care w
The state’s health department activated crisis standards of care for hospitals and 
paramedics on Monday. Health :42 Ben Giles

6/8/2020 Mesa archive w

When coronavirus is behind us, it won’t be hard to go back and find news 
reports or government documents related to the pandemic...but it might be 
harder to find accounts of how people were feeling, or how their lives changed History :47 Katherine Davis Young



6/25/2020 Vets Confederate monument c/c

There has been increasing pressure to remove a Confederate memorial from the 
state capitol’s Wesley Bolin Plaza. Now a veteran community has gathered 80 
signatures for a petition demanding its removal. History :10 Jill Ryan

6/29/2020 Q&AZ Arizona name v

A listener asked through our Q and A-Z reporting project about the origin of our 
state name, Arizona. From the Fronteras Desk in Phoenix, KJZZ’s Matthew Casey 
provides the answer. History :37 Matt Casey 

6/4/2020 Glendale assistance w

Glendale officials expect a spike in evictions because of the coronavirus 
pandemic. They also expect homeowners will face a number of challenges this 
summer. Housing :35 Ron Dungan

6/8/2020 COVID-19 affordable housing f
Phoenix already had a severe affordable housing shortage, but what will happen 
with so many people out of work due to the pandemic? Housing 4:48 Katherine Davis Young

6/17/2020 More eviction concerns w

During the pandemic, more than 15-thousand Arizonans have applied for help 
paying rent. But so far, the state has approved fewer than 900 of those 
applications. Housing :43 Katherine Davis Young

6/17/2020 Phx affordable housing w

Phoenix leaders on Tuesday unanimously approved policy initiatives to create or 
preserve 50-thousand affordable housing units by 2030. From KJZZ’s Business 
Desk, Christina Estes reports on what kind of changes to expect. Housing :47 Christina Estes

6/23/2020 Rapid Rehousing f
The federal CARES Act has given Phoenix a historic amount of funding to fight 
homelessness. But money alone can’t solve the problem. Housing 4:47 Katherine Davis Young

6/24/2020 Eviction extension c/c

More than 30 Arizona lawmakers are calling for Governor Ducey to extend the 
state’s COVID-19 eviction moratorium. The governor in March ordered 
enforcement of evictions to be put on hold for those facing illness or economic 
hardship amid the pandemic. Housing :09 Katherine Davis Young

6/25/2020 Downtown housing w

Dozens of senior citizens will be forced to move because Phoenix plans to 
demolish their low-income apartment complex. From KJZZ’s Business Desk, 
Christina Estes reports on plans for the property downtown. Housing :51 Christina Estes

6/2/2020 ICE protest arrest w

Immigration and Customs Enforcement has released a high-ranking member of a 
local activist group who was arrested by Phoenix police over the weekend. But 
the government may still try to deport her. Immigration :45 Matt Casey 

6/4/2020 Phx USCIS reopening v

The Phoenix field office for Immigration and Citizenship Services is on track for a 
limited reopening tomorrow. (Thursday) But coronavirus safety means waiting at 
least a couple more weeks to completely restart. Immigration :40 Matt Casey 

6/5/2020 DACA update m

The Obama-era Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program gave temporary 
protection and work permits to some 800,000 young immigrants brought to the 
country as children. Now the Supreme Court could rule on the future of the 
policy any day, Alisa [a-LEE-sah] Reznick reports on local DACA recipients in 
limbo. Immigration 1:05 AZPM/ Reznick

6/11/2020 Immigration ban deadline w

President Trump must soon decide whether to end, extend or change an April 
order that paused the issuing of green cards to certain people outside the United 
States. This week is the deadline for cabinet members to give their 
recommendations. Immigration :45 Matt Casey 

6/16/2020 Eloy COVID surge m

Immigration and Customs Enforcement data shows an immigration detention 
facility in Eloy now has the second highest count of coronavirus cases of facilities 
nationwide. Alisa Reznick has the numbers as of Monday. Immigration 1:02 AZPM/Reznick

6/17/2020 DACA release m

Advocates have been rallying around a recipient of the Obama-era Deferred 
Action for Childhood Arrivals program, or DACA, who faced the possibility of 
being put into a federal immigration detention facility this week. In Tucson, Alisa 
Reznick has the story. Immigration 1:09 AZPM/ Reznick

6/19/2020 DACA react w

Recipients of the Deferred Action For Childhood Arrivals or DACA program 
awoke to good news this morning/Thursday morning. The U.S. Supreme Court 
ruled to keep the program in place. KJZZ’s Rocio Hernandez reports on one 
Arizona woman’s reaction. Immigration :43 Rocio Hernandez



6/19/2020 DACA ruling impact f

The Supreme Court has kept alive an Obama-era program that protects 
hundreds of thousands of immigrants from deportation. But the high-court also 
said the Trump administration can still end Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrivals, if it does so the right way. Immigration 3:39 Matt Casey AZPM/ Reznick

6/24/2020 Immigration ban EO w

President Trump’s expansion of an April order temporarily stops most skilled 
foreign workers from entering the U-S. One expert says a cash-strapped, fee-
reliant government agency has already received money for H-1-B visas that are 
now blocked. From the Fronteras desk in Phoenix, KJZZ’s Matthew Casey 
reports. Immigration :46 Matt Casey 

6/25/2020 ICE CV investigation w

A new watchdog report says staff at some immigration detention centers 
worried about an inability to have people social distance, or isolate if they may 
have been infected with COVID-19. Immigration :43 Matt Casey 

6/26/2020 Asylum seekers v

The Arizona Attorney General is praising the U-S Supreme Court’s decision 
against an extra check on the Executive Branch’s power to quickly deport certain 
asylum seekers. Mark Brnovich said in a release that the ruling prevents yet 
another backlog in the immigration system. Immigration :39 Matt Casey 

6/1/2020 Russia Lifts Some Restrictions v
Russia is lifting some coronavirus restrictions in Moscow, despite the country's 
record number of deaths from the disease in the past week. International :33 BBC Sarah Rainsford

6/2/2020 Australian Assault on Reporters v
Australia demands an investigation into an alleged assault by US police on two 
journalists covering protests in Washington DC. International :31 BBC Phil Mercer

6/2/2020 UK and EU Begin Final Negotiations v

Negotiators from Britain and the European Union are to begin their final round 
of scheduled negotiations on trade and a wider, post- Brexit relationship in 
Brussels later International :42 BBC Katya Adler

6/2/2020 France Lifts More Restrictions v
In France cafes and restaurants are reopening as coronavirus restrictions are 
further eased. International :27 BBC Hugh Schofield

6/3/2020 Italy Reopens European Borders v
Italy has re-opened its borders to European travellers, as it seeks to revive its 
tourism industry after the coronavirus lockdown. International :30 BBC Mark Lowen

6/3/2020 Hungary May Revoke State of Emergency v

Parliament in Hungary will today debate a government motion to revoke 
coronavirus emergency powers, which were adopted in March to allow ministers 
to rule by decree. International :37 BBC Nick Thorpe

6/5/2020 Brazils's Death Rate Soars v
Brazil has now surpassed Italy to become the country with the third highest 
number of deaths from coronavirus, after the United States and Britain. International :39 BBC Katy Watson

6/8/2020 UK Travel Quarantine Rules v
New rules requiring all people arriving in the UK to self-isolate for 14 days have 
come into effect. International :35 BBC Tom Burridge

6/9/2020 Moscow Lifts Restrictions v
Moscow is lifting many of its restrictions imposed to control the coronavirus 
today, despite concerns infections in other parts of Russia are still growing. International :33 BBC Sarah Rainsford

6/9/2020 Eurozone Economies Report More Hits v
The Eurozone’s two largest economies have reported further hits because of the 
impact of the coronavirus pandemic. International :35 BBC Andrew Walker

6/9/2020 N. Korea Halts Communications v
North Korea has said it will cut off all inter-Korean communication lines with the 
South, including a hotline between the two nations' leaders. International :30 BBC Laura Bicker

6/10/2020 Sweden Prime Minister Assassin v

Prosecutors in Sweden say they've at last identified who assassinated Prime 
Minister Olof Palme in Nineteen- Eighty- Six. He's a Swedish graphic designer 
who died twenty years ago. International :43 BBC Maddy Savage

6/11/2020 N. Korea Threatens US v
North Korea has said the United States should not comment on inter-Korean 
affairs if it wants this year's presidential election to go smoothly. International :32 BBC Laura Bicker

6/11/2020 Australian PM on China v
The Australian prime minister Scott Morrison has said he won't yield to coercion 
from China as the row between the two countries continues to escalate. International :35 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

6/15/2020 Border Controls Lifted v
Border controls are being lifted across much of Europe from today, easing three 
months of restrictions imposed to halt the spread of the coronavirus. International :33 BBC Hugh Schofield

6/15/2020 Beijing Virus Spike v
China is imposing new restrictions in ten more districts of Beijing as it tries to 
contain a new coronavirus outbreak. International :28 BBC Stephen McDonell



6/15/2020 Russian Court US Marine v
A Russian court has found a former US marine guilty of spying and has sentenced 
him to sixteen years in prison. International :33 BBC Warren Bull

6/16/2020 New Outbreak Severe v
The authorities in Beijing, where a new coronavirus outbreak has infected more 
than a hundred people, have warned the situation is "extremely severe". International :32 BBC Stephen McDonell

6/16/2020 NZ Confirms New Infections v
New Zealand has confirmed two new cases of coronavirus, ending a 24-day 
streak of no new infections in the country. International :32 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

6/17/2020 NZ Military Enforcement v

New Zealand's prime minister Jacinda Ardern has put the military in charge of 
quarantine facilities after two people who were allowed out early later tested 
positive for coronavirus. International :36 BBC Shaimaa Khalil

6/17/2020 N. Korean Soldiers v
North Korea has threatened to redeploy troops to the demilitarised border with 
South Korea in an escalation of tension between the two countries. International :26 BBC Laura Bicker

6/18/2020 Google Ex Chief v

The former head of the internet giant Google has said in an interview with 
the BBC that the Chinese telecoms company Huawei is a threat to British 
national security. International :34 BBC Gordon Correra

6/19/2020 Global Vaccine Attitudes v
Public mistrust of vaccines means the world is taking a step backwards in the 
fight against deadly yet preventable infectious diseases, warn experts. International :33 BBC Tulip Mazumdar

6/19/2020 Bangladesh Construction Accident v
Officials in Bangladesh say a Chinese worker has been killed in clashes at a 
Chinese-funded power plant in the south of the country. International :33 BBC Pete Ross

6/19/2020 N. Korean Food Needs v
The World Food programme believes 10 million people in North Korea are in 
urgent need of food aid. International :36 BBC Laura Bicker

6/23/2020 Hong Kong Defends Legislation v

Hong Kong's leader, Carrie Lam, has admitted she's not yet seen the full draft of 
a national security law that will introduce far-reaching changes in the territory -- 
despite having consistently defended it. International :29 BBC Michael Bristow

6/23/2020 Indian Festival Goes Ahead v

Hindu priests in the eastern Indian state of Odisha are staging a high-profile 
religious festival after a decision to ban it due to coronavirus fears was 
overturned. International :29 BBC Jill McGivering

6/23/2020 Lockdown Impact On Nature v
Biologists are attempting to track the movement of wildlife before, during and 
after lockdown in an attempt to determine the impact humans have on nature. International :32 BBC Victoria Gill

6/24/2020 Coronavirus Cases Among Women v
 A global charity is warning that coronavirus cases among women are being 
significantly under-reported in a number of fragile states. International :36 BBC Naomi Grimley

6/25/2020 US China Companies v
The US Defence Department has designated twenty major Chinese companies, 
including Huawei, as being either owned or backed by China's military.  International :28 BBC Karishma Vaswani

6/25/2020 Russians Begin Voting v
Russians are starting to vote on constitutional reforms that could see President 
Vladimir Putin remain in power for another sixteen years. International :40 BBC Sarah Rainsford

6/26/2020 Putin on Liberalism v
Russian President Vladimir Putin has declared that liberalism - the bedrock of 
many Western democracies -  is "obsolete" International :37 BBC James Robbins

6/26/2020 Iraqi Commandos v
Security forces in Iraq have carried out raids targeting a militia backed by Iran; 
several of the group's leaders have been arrested. International :30 BBC Jessica McCallin

6/26/2020 75th Anniversary of UN Founding v
Friday marks seventy- five years since representatives of fifty- one countries 
gathered in San Francisco to sign the founding charter of the United Nations. International :37 BBC Imogen Foulkes

6/29/2020 Trade Negotiators- Brexit v

British and EU officials start a month of intensified trade negotiations today - 
with face to face talks for the first time since the start of the Covid-nineteen 
pandemic. International :28 BBC Katya Adler

6/29/2020 Coronavirus Survivors PTSD v
People who were seriously ill in hospital with coronavirus need to be urgently 
screened for post-traumatic stress disorder, leading doctors say. International :29 BBC Fergus Walsh

6/30/2020 Facebook Targets False News v

Facebook is launching a campaign to help people spot fake news amid a growing 
advertising boycott putting pressure on the company to tackle misinformation 
and hate speech. International :29 BBC Marianna Spring



6/12/2020 Bighorn Fire evacuation c/c
Hundreds of residents in Tucson's Catalina Foothills were ordered to evacuate 
this (Thursday) morning, ahead of the advancing Bighorn Fire. Misc. :17 AZPM/ Jess

6/29/2020 Fireworks plans v

Concerns over the spike in coronavirus cases in Arizona have led some cities to 
cancel or modify their annual Fourth of July fireworks displays. KJZZ’s Ron 
Dungan reports. Misc. :20 Ron Dungan

6/10/2020 National Forest Restrictions v National forests in Arizona are expanding fire restrictions due to dry conditions. National Parks :37 Jill Ryan

6/12/2020 National Parks stats v
Visitors to Arizona’s National Parks sites spent 1.3 billion dollars in 2019, 
according to the National Park Service’s annual visitor spending report. National Parks :39 Katherine Davis Young

6/18/2020 Great American Outdoors Act v

The U-S Senate this morning [Wednesday] passed 
the Great American Outdoors Act. As KJZZ’s Katherine Davis-Young reports, 
conservation groups in Arizona and beyond have been calling for the bill’s 
passage. National Parks :40 Katherine Davis Young

6/26/2020 Havasupai River Guides away w
As Grand Canyon National Park allows its first trips of the season down the 
Colorado River, the Havasupai Tribe has told river guides to stay off its land. National Parks :47 Laurel Morales

6/2/2020 Navajo casinos reopen w
As the Navajo Nation announces it has reached its peak in the number of COVID-
19 positive patients, Navajo Gaming is preparing its casinos to reopen. Native Lands :44 Laurel Morales

6/4/2020 Navajo weekend curfew ends w

The Navajo president announced WEDNESDAY it will be lifting 
the weekend curfews put in place two months ago to stop the spread of the 
coronavirus. Native Lands :40 Laurel Morales

6/4/2020 Tracking the CARES Act dollars f

The Navajo Nation has the highest coronavirus infection rate per capita in the 
country. Congress passed an aid package that means 600 million dollars in relief 
funds for the tribe. But what the law requires isn’t necessarily what the Navajo 
people need. Native Lands 3:32 Laurel Morales

6/8/2020 White Mountain Apache COVID-19 w
The White Mountain Apache Tribe in eastern Arizona is still struggling with the 
coronavirus. Native Lands :45 Laurel Morales

6/8/2020 Navajo Casinos v

The Navajo Nation’s gambling operation had hoped to open casinos in mid-
June...but K-J-Z-Z’s Jill Ryan reports in order to curb the spread of the virus...they 
will now remain closed through July fifth. Native Lands :34 Jill Ryan

6/12/2020 Navajo COVID update c/c
The spread of coronavirus may be slowing on the Navajo Nation, one of the 
hardest-hit communities in the country. Native Lands :11 Greg Hahne

6/17/2020 Navajo Lockdown v
 The Navajo Nation announced Tuesday, they are resuming lockdowns for at 
least the next two weekends. Native Lands :31 Jill Ryan

6/23/2020 Navajo numbers v
The Navajo Department of Health reported that while its coronavirus cases 
increased on Monday...there were no additional deaths. Native Lands :32 Jill Ryan

6/26/2020 Indian country voting inequities f
Voting in Indian Country has long been problematic. But now state officials are 
pushing for mail-in balloting to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. Native Lands 3:17 Laurel Morales

6/29/2020 New Navajo Numbers s

As of Saturday night...the Navajo Department of Health reported 12 more 
people have died of COVID-19 and there are 94 additional positive cases. There 
have been more than 74 hundred cases on the Navajo Nation and over 5 
thousand have recovered. But the death toll has risen to 362. Native Lands :29 Jill Ryan

6/30/2020 White Mountain Apache w

The White Mountain Apache Tribe has shut down the reservation for two weeks 
to stop the spread of the coronavirus. From the Fronteras Desk in Flagstaff, 
KJZZ’s Laurel Morales reports. Native Lands :49 Laurel Morales

6/30/2020 Alaska CARES Act v
A federal judge has ruled that Alaska Native corporations are eligible for a share 
of 8 billion dollars in coronavirus relief funds set aside for tribes. Native Lands :46 Laurel Morales

6/3/2020 Phx pools stay closed c/c
The Phoenix Parks Director had a plan to open public pools this summer, but city 
leaders failed to reach a consensus so they’ll remain closed. Parks & Rec :14 Christina Estes

6/15/2020 London Bridge park closure s
Lake Havasu City will be closing the western entrance to 
the London Bridge beach park Monday and Tuesday. Parks & Rec :21 Scott Bourque Bridget Dowd



6/1/2020 Black Mothers Forum Floyd REAX w

A Phoenix-based public interest group has joined a chorus of people worldwide 
denouncing the alleged killing of George Floyd at the hands of Minneapolis 
Police. Police :42 Tom Maxedon

6/3/2020 Community policing grant w

Nine law enforcement agencies in Arizona are getting a share of nearly $400 
million in grant funding from the Department of Justice’s Office 
of Community Oriented Policing Services. Police :45 Jimmy Jenkins

6/3/2020 Prayer Protest c/c

On the sixth day of protests in Arizona, a group led by local church leaders held 
a prayer session outside the state capitol. They called for peace and prayers for 
people who have died in police custody. Police :12 Jill Ryan

6/4/2020 Chief Williams SHOW/KFS c/c

Thousands of people have been protesting in the Valley after the death of 
George Floyd in police custody last week in Minneapolis. The officers involved 
have been arrested, but protesters are demanding widespread reform in police 
agencies. Police :09 Kerry Fehr Snyder

6/4/2020 Brno reforms v
Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich wants the state to ensure independent, 
third-party investigations of police shootings and use of force. Police :40 Ben Giles

6/5/2020 Christ protests CV c/c
Thursday marks (MARKED) the eighth consecutive day of protests in Phoenix 
over the death of George Floyd. Police :15 Ben Giles

6/5/2020 Mexico police protest w

In the United States, thousands have been rallying after the death of George 
Floyd. And yesterday (THURSDAY JUNE 4), hundreds in Mexico protested in the 
city of Guadalajara (gwad-ah-lah-HA-rah), after the alleged murder of a civilian a 
month ago by the police. Police :46 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/8/2020 East Valley NAACP c/c

The president of the East Valley N-Double-A-C-P (NAACP) says the widespread 
demonstrations in the wake of the death of George Floyd are starting to have an 
impact on law enforcement reform. Police :22 Scott Bourque

6/9/2020 AG Investigations c/c

Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich is suggesting that his office investigate 
police shootings and excessive force cases, instead of the police doing it 
themselves. Police :12 Bridget Dowd

6/9/2020 Confederate statue v

As protests against police brutality continue throughout the nation, Arizona 
Secretary of State Katie Hobbs says she wants a confederate monument 
removed from a place of honor at the state Capitol in Phoenix. Police :40 Ben Giles

6/10/2020 Phx PD use of force v
The Phoenix Police Chief has announced a change in the department’s use-of-
force policy. Police :41 Jimmy Jenkins

6/12/2020 Mesa video briefings v

The Mesa Police Department has launched a program to provide video briefings 
of incidents involving the use of deadly force. As KJZZ’s Greg Hahne reports, the 
first video was posted this week on Youtube. Police :34 Greg Hahne

6/12/2020 Body cameras f

The killing of George Floyd has forced police agencies across the country to 
consider immediate reforms that include, among other things, mandating 
officers turn on body-worn cameras during protests Police 4:53 Heather VanBlokland

6/15/2020 Group protests w

Phoenix protesters approach a three-week mark (Monday) of marches and 
demonstrations in the downtown area after the police-killing of George Floyd. 
Chants of “defund police” and demands for justice for police brutality continue.  Police :47 Heather VanBlokland

6/24/2020 Community policing m

A Tuesday forum by the HeroZona Foundation, a local nonprofit group, 
discussed discrimination and systemic racism within law enforcement and the 
community at-large. Police 1:01 Rocio Hernandez

6/25/2020 Officers charged v
The Maricopa County Attorney announced felony charges against two 
Valley police officers on Wednesday. Police :33 Jimmy Jenkins

6/25/2020 Tucson in-custody death f

Months after a local man died in Tucson police custody, a federal investigation 
into the death is underway and the southern Arizona city’s municipal 
government is in some turmoil. Police 2:58 Michel Marizco

6/26/2020 Magnus w
Tucson Police Chief Chris Magnus will continue to run the department. 
Christopher Conover reports from Tucson. Police :51 AZPM/ Chris Conover



6/2/2020 Trump Ducey phone call dp

After days of consecutive protests in cities across the globe, including in the 
Valley, President Trump took to the phone today (Monday) and told the nation’s 
governors they need to dominate. Politics :12 Tom Maxedon

6/3/2020 DiCiccio commends police c/c
Phoenix City Councilman Sal DiCiccio (Dee-SEE-see-oh) said he was impressed by 
police officers taking a knee with protesters Monday night. Politics :15 Greg Hahne

6/4/2020 AZ GOP convention v
President Trump says the Republican National Convention will no longer be held 
in Charlotte, North Carolina Politics :29 Jill Ryan

6/5/2020 Ducey white privilege c/c
In response to ongoing protests over the death of George Floyd, Governor Ducey 
touted a recent meeting with black faith leaders in Arizona. Politics :20 Ben Giles

6/5/2020 Phoenix RNC list w
Plans to hold the GOP National Convention in North Carolina have fallen 
through, and Phoenix is now on the short list of potential new locations. Politics :41 Jill Ryan

6/5/2020 Ducey curfew c/c Governor Doug Ducey says his state-wide curfew is working. Politics :15 Holliday Moore

6/10/2020 Woods protestors c/c
Former Arizona Attorney General Grant Woods has condemned President Trump 
for comments he made about a badly injured Buffalo protester. Politics :11 Ron Dungan

6/11/2020 Mail-in ballots v
During the 20-16 and 20-18 elections, Maricopa County rejected more than four-
thousand voters’ mail-in ballots for missing signatures. Politics :39 Holliday Moore

6/11/2020 Virus poll c/c

There has been a sharp increase in COVID-19 hospitalizations in Arizona. But 
according to a new statewide survey, an individual’s level of concern may 
depend on their political affiliation. Politics :14 Jill Ryan

6/11/2020 RNC v
Republican officials came to Arizona this week to scout out places the 
Republican National Convention could be held. Politics :27 Jill Ryan

6/16/2020 Gallego reax c/c

Congressman Ruben Gallego called on Arizona residents to wear masks to help 
prevent the spread of COVID-19. The number of cases in the state continues to 
rise at an alarming rate. Politics :11 Ron Dungan

6/18/2020 Mayors masks w

Governor Ducey will allow local jurisdictions to require face masks in public. 
That’s a reversal of his previous rule barring local mandates. As KJZZ’s Katherine 
Davis-Young reports, several Arizona cities are already making plans. Politics :47 Katherine Davis Young

6/19/2020 Gallego enforcement w

The Phoenix City Council is expected to vote on a local mask requirement Friday 
morning. City leaders also will have to decide on how any requirement will be 
enforced Politics :44 Katie Campbell

6/22/2020 Lesko Trump Rally c/c
Arizona Republican representative Debbie Lesko was on the stage at (Saturday’s) 
Trump rally in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Politics :22 Scott Bourque

6/23/2020 Trump in Phoenix v

President Trump will visit Arizona on Tuesday. As KJZZ’s Jimmy Jenkins reports, 
the president will tour border wall construction in Yuma before heading to 
Phoenix for a campaign rally. Politics :38 Jimmy Jenkins

6/23/2020 Trump Yuma visit v
Before he lands in Phoenix, President Donald Trump will commemorate the 
completion of mile 200 of U-S Mexico border wall in Yuma tomorrow Politics :37 Michel Marizco

6/24/2020 Trump in Yuma w
President Donald Trump was in Yuma today/Tuesday where he visited a section 
of the U.S.-Mexico border fence. Politics :47 KAWC

6/24/2020 Trump rally w
President Trump addressed several thousand supporters at a rally in Phoenix 
Tuesday after touring the border wall in Yuma. Politics :41 Jimmy Jenkins

6/24/2020 Students for Trump c/c
Several thousand people attended the Students for Trump Rally at the Dream 
City Church in north Phoenix on Tuesday. Politics :09 Jimmy Jenkins

6/24/2020 Trump border wall dp

President Trump made a pair of stops in Arizona yesterday (on Tuesday), visiting 
Yuma before addressing a group of students in Phoenix. Trump gave the Phoenix 
audience an update on border wall construction. Politics :24 Chad Snow

6/24/2020 Trump coronavirus dp

In a speech to a group of students yesterday (TUESDAY) in Phoenix, President 
Trump did not address Arizona’s record-breaking resurgence of COVID-19 cases. 
But he did run through various nicknames he has given the coronavirus. And -- 
urged on by the audience -- repeated a racially insensitive remark he made 
Saturday in Tulsa. Politics :21 Chad Snow



6/25/2020 Anti Mask Protest dp
A few hundred people gathered outside Scottsdale City Hall on Wednesday to 
protest the mandate requiring face masks be worn in public. Politics :11 Jill Ryan

6/29/2020 Rep. Gallego REAX Taliban w

 On Friday, the New York Times reported that Russia had been offering cash 
payments to members of the Taliban for killing American troops in Afghanistan -- 
and that the Trump administration knew about this as early as March. Politics :47 Scott Bourque

6/11/2020 ADC Update v
The Arizona Department of Corrections is extending the suspension of visitations 
at state prisons. Prison :40 Jimmy Jenkins

6/19/2020 ADC mask policy w
The Arizona Department of Corrections is requiring all staff members to 
wear masks to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 in the prisons.  Prisons :42 Jimmy Jenkins

6/22/2020 Self harm incidents f

According to a data analysis conducted by KJZZ, the Arizona Department of 
Corrections is experiencing a years-long surge in incidents of self-harm among 
inmates in state prisons Prisons 4:05 Jimmy Jenkins

6/24/2020 DOC wildfire crews v

The Arizona Department of Corrections has deployed six wildland fire crews to 
help fight the Bighorn Fire outside of Tucson and the Bush Fire northeast of 
Phoenix. Prisons :24 Ron Dungan

6/30/2020 ADC masks c/c

Governor Doug Ducey continued to encourage Arizonans to wear masks at a 
press conference on Monday. He said the state would make masks available for 
at-risk populations, including people living and working in state prisons. Prisons :12 Jimmy Jenkins

6/11/2020 Fountain Hills protest w

A Black Lives Matter protest in Fountain Hills today (Wednesday) has been 
canceled over concerns about a possible counter protest. KJZZ’s Ron Dungan 
reports. Race & Culture :33 Ron Dungan

6/26/2020 BLM protest Ftn Hills c/c

 More than 100 supporters of the Black Lives Matter movement marched 
through the streets of Fountain Hills Thursday evening. The demonstration was 
organized by a group of college students who said they wanted to start a 
conversation about racial injustice and discrimination in the town of roughly 
25,000 people. Race & Culture :09 Jimmy Jenkins

6/1/2020 ASU Saliva CV Test Folo w
Researchers at A-S-U’s Biodesign Institute say they’ve developed a cheaper, 
faster and less uncomfortable way to test for the coronavirus. Science :48 Scott Bourque

6/1/2020 AZBio Fights CV, Future Pandemics f

The Arizona Bio Industry Association helps life science companies and 
organizations from across Arizona grow. Now...the pandemic has given the 
association new and diverse membership...and they have one common goal: 
fight COVID-19. Science 4:11 Jill Ryan

6/2/2020 Antibody testing w

Two months ago, blood donor services in Arizona began collecting convalescent 
plasma donations to help expand coronavirus vaccine research.This week, as 
KJZZ’s Harry Croton reports, one company in the Valley is taking the next step 
forward by testing for COVID-19 antibodies in every blood donation. Science :44 Harry Croton

6/3/2020 CV IR thermometers v

From Burger King to the Bellagio, businesses are touting the fact that their 
employees receive regular temperature checks. But with summer heat already 
hammering down, how reliable are they? Science :36 Nick Gerbis

6/4/2020 Maya  origins w

A team led by University of Arizona archaeologists has found the oldest known 
monumental structure of the Maya [MY-uh] culture. As Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-
bis] from KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk explains, the site paints a new picture of 
how Maya society developed. Science :35 Nick Gerbis

6/9/2020 CV Townsend tweet v

Before the legislative session ended, state Representative Kelly Townsend 
tweeted her refusal to wear a face mask, saying she had 17 studies detailing the 
“health risks of prolonged wearing.” The remarks, and the hashtag 
MyBodyMyChoice, reinforced the growing politicization of protective gear. 
Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] from KJZZ’s Arizona Science Desk reviewed the 
references she provided. Science :39 Nick Gerbis



6/11/2020 Phobos imaging w

The Mars Odyssey orbiter has been observing the Red Planet since October 
2001. Now, Arizona researchers are making it do backflips to observe Mars’s 
largest moon. Science :35 Nick Gerbis

6/11/2020 CV homelessness f

Pandemics are as much about societies as they are about science. Systemic 
inequities are a thumb on the scale of outcomes, tilting the balance of who gets 
sick, who gets well, who gets tested and who gets overlooked. Nowhere is this 
more evident than in the challenges coronavirus poses to people who are 
homeless and those who work with them. Science 4:16 Nick Gerbis

6/15/2020 CV med residencies w

Coronavirus has fundamentally changed how we educate and employ a whole 
cohort of students – including the next generation of doctors. From KJZZ’s 
Arizona Science Desk, Nicholas Gerbis [GUHR-bis] reports on how COVID-19 is 
affecting the residency cycle. Science :37 Nick Gerbis

6/23/2020 Biodesign COVID c/c

Arizona has set several daily records for the number of COVID-19 cases 
diagnosed. One expert says the spike can be traced to the expiration of the 
state’s six-week stay-at-home order last month. Science :19 Kerry Fehr Snyder

6/25/2020 Biodesign COVID testing w

There are more than three times as many confirmed COVID-19 cases in Arizona 
today as there were one month ago. And public health experts say the virus isn’t 
slowing down. Science :41 Katherine Davis Young

6/30/2020 CV MIS-C Youths f

As schools possibly reopen amid the COVID-19 pandemic, some take comfort in 
the apparent ability of children to weather the virus. But as cases in Arizona 
ramp up, so too do infection rates among people 20 and younger – including 
occurrences of a mysterious related illness. Science 4:16 Nick Gerbis

6/9/2020 Coyotes prez/CEO v
The Arizona Coyotes have made history by naming the National Hockey League’s 
first Latino team president and CEO. Sports :36 Phil Latzman

6/25/2020 GCU basketball COVID v

The Grand Canyon University men’s basketball team has been placed in 
quarantine after four student-athletes and two student managers tested positive 
for COVID-19. Sports :31 Jill Ryan

6/30/2020 Dbacks Leake out v

Arizona Diamondbacks pitcher Mike Leake [ LEAK ] has opted out of the 2020 
season. As KJZZ’s Ron Dungan reports, the former ASU star is one of the first 
players to decide not to play in the abbreviated season due to coronavirus 
concerns. Sports :30 Ron Dungan

6/2/2020 Water Investment Part 1 f
Some western farmers have long feared the arrival of private investors looking 
to make money from scarce water supplies. Sustainability 3:56 KUNC/Luke Runyon

6/3/2020 Water Investment Part 2 f
Some fast-growing communities in the West are looking for water for new 
homes, and they’re partnering with private investors to make it happen. Sustainability 4:03 KUNC/Luke Runyon

6/4/2020 Water investment-Day 3 f
As the West’s water becomes more scarce, concerns are growing about big-
money investors coming in and buying it up. Sustainability 3:46 KUNC/Luke Runyon

6/29/2020 Abandonment list f

“Use it or lose it.” That saying is at the heart of how water is managed in the 
Western U.S. Laws that govern water incentivize users to always take their full 
share from rivers and streams, or risk the state taking it from them. Each state in 
the West follows this rule. But reporter Luke Runyon has more on Colorado’s 
once-a-decade document that lists the people who could “lose it.” Sustainability 4:01 KUNC/Luke Runyon

6/8/2020 Scottsdale tourism recovery w
While occupancy rates at Scottsdale hotels and resorts have increased since 
April, the industry still expects significantly fewer customers this year. Tourism :44 Christina Estes

6/12/2020 Cancun reopens v

The coronavirus pandemic has severely affected the economies of many tourist 
destinations throughout the world. Now, after three months of isolation, one of 
the most popular locations in Mexico for Americans is slightly opening its doors. Tourism :45 Rodrigo Cervantes

6/17/2020 Rocky Point reopens w

The popular Mexican tourist town Rocky Point completely shut its doors to 
outsiders in March to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. Today (Tuesday), it 
started reopening to visitors. Tourism :49 Kendal Blust



6/26/2020 Rocky Point opening w

In neighboring Sonora, Mexico, the tourist town of Rocky Point reopened its 
boardwalk this week as part of a slow but steady reactivation of the city’s 
economy after shutting down in March due to the coronavirus. Tourism :48 Kendal Blust

6/25/2020 Virus travel c/c

In April, Governor Ducey issued an executive order to place New Yorkers and 
visitors arriving from other high infection states on a two-week quarantine upon 
arrival. Travel :13 Holliday Moore

6/12/2020 Heat deaths v Maricopa County has announced its first three heat-related deaths of the year. Weather :32 Jill Ryan

6/8/2020 Vaquita fishing payout w

The Mexican government is distributing financial assistance to fishermen living 
on the coasts of the Sea of Cortez. But in areas where fishing has been banned 
to protect a critically endangered porpoise, fishermen say the small payment 
falls far short of the community’s needs. Wildlife :49 Kendal Blust

6/9/2020 Mexican wolves w

Biologists are continuing to release captive wolf pups into wild packs. As KJZZ’s 
Ron Dungan reports, the goal of the project is to increase wolf numbers and 
improve genetic diversity.    Wildlife :38 Ron Dungan

6/4/2020 Non aggressive CV m

For the week ending May 31, Reuters reported that Arizona had the highest 
percentage increase in COVID-19 cases in the United States -- a nearly 50 
percent rise in new cases. 1:10 Ben Giles

6/12/2020 Border patrol dirtbike budget v

Customs and Border Protection used money intended for food and medicine for 
immigrants in custody on ATVs, dirt bikes, and speaker systems, a new audit has 
found. :45 Michel Marizco
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